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Abstract
Architects and others choosing facade colours using colour samples
face difficulties which previous research has not addressed. This work
aims to aid such colour design by exploring three main questions:
1. Is it possible to survey and map out what colours people perceive on
facades observed under different conditions? If so, what methods can
be used and it is possible to obtain results of wider application?
2. How does the perceived colour of a facade vary with changing
observation conditions? What is the impact of factors such as light
conditions, viewing distance and surrounding colours?
3. How does the perceived colour of the house, in different situations,
differ from the colour corresponding to the specification of the sample
used for selection? Are there any recurring tendencies that can be
presented in a practically useful way?
The work was based on about 3600 observations of painted timber
and rendered facades, made by both experienced colour researchers and
“naïve” school students, with various daylighting conditions, viewing
distances and seasons. Colour specifications and discussions on colour
attributes were made within the conceptual framework of the Natural
Colour System (NCS). Inherent colour was measured by comparison
with colour samples placed directly on the facade surface.
Six methods for determination of perceived colour were developed
and evaluated, along with a method for comparison of perceived and
inherent colour. A combination of all gave the most reliable results.
Results showed some recurring tendencies for perceived colour to vary
with viewing conditions, but the variations were always smaller than
the difference between perceived and inherent colour. Consistent
variation patterns for the difference between inherent and perceived
colour were found for both hue and nuance. Most obvious was that
perceived colour always had less blackness than inherent colour.
Possible explanations included differences between the outdoor
viewing situation and the standard situation where inherent colour is
defined, and the observer’s acquired sense of what colours “belong”
outdoors. A fuller explanation would require further studies such as of
colour perception in different light situations, and of three dimensional
context effects. Results have immediate applicability however; suitably
illustrated and published, the variation patterns found could be of direct
practical use in exterior colour design.
Key words: Colour, architecture, perception, facade, exterior
Fridell Anter K. 2000: What colour is the red house? Perceived colour
of painted facades. Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.
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Referat
Arkitekter och andra som färgsätter fasader med hjälp av färgprover
möter problem som inte behandlats i tidigare forskning. Detta arbete
syftar till att underlätta färgsättningsarbetet genom att undersöka tre
frågor:
1. Är det möjligt att kartlägga vilka färger människor uppfattar på
fasader under olika förhållanden? Vilka metoder kan i så fall användas, och i vilken mån kan man uppnå generellt giltiga resultat?
2. Hur varierar den färg man uppfattar på en fasad när betraktningsförhållandena förändras? Vad betyder faktorer som ljusförhållanden,
betraktningsavstånd och omgivningsfärger?
3. Hur skiljer sig husets uppfattade färg, i olika situationer, från den
färg som motsvarar beteckningen på det prov som valdes vid färgsättningen? Finns här några genomgående tendenser som kan
presenteras på ett praktiskt användbart sätt?
Arbetet baserades på cirka 3600 observationer av målade trä- och
putsfasader, utförda av både erfarna färgforskare och “naiva” skolelever, under varierande dagsljusförhållanden, betraktningsavstånd
och årstider. Färgbeskrivningar och diskussioner om färgegenskaper
gjordes med hjälp av begrepp knutna till The Natural Colour System
(NCS). Egenfärg mättes genom jämförelse med färgprover placerade
direkt på fasaytan. Sex metoder för bestämning av uppfattad färg
utarbetades och utvärderades, tillsammans med en metod för
jämförelse mellan egenfärg och uppfattad färg.
Resultaten visade vissa genomgående tendenser för den uppfattade
färgens variation med betraktningsförhållandena, men variationerna
var alltid mindre än skillnaden mellan egenfärg och uppfattad färg.
Konsekventa variationsmönster för skillnaden mellan egenfärg och
uppfattad färg hittades för både kulörton och nyans. Tydligast var att
den uppfattade färgen alltid hade mindre svarthet än egenfärgen.
Möjliga förklaringar är skillnaden mellan betraktningssituationen
utomhus och den standardsituation där egenfärgen definieras, och
observatörens inlärda känsla för vilka färger som “hör hemma”
utomhus. Mer fullständiga förklaringar kräver ytterligare studier av
t.ex. färgperception i olika ljus och tredimensionella omgivningseffekter. Resultaten är dock omedelbart tillämpbara: lämpligt
illustrerade och publicerade kan de påvisade variationsmönstren
komma till direkt användning vid utvändig byggnadsfärgsättning.
Key words: Colour, architecture, perception, facade, exterior
Fridell Anter K. 2000: What colour is the red house? Perceived colour
of painted facades. Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, Stockholm.
På engelska med sammanfattning på svenska.
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1.1 Evolution of the three main questions
This thesis work starts from an experience shared by many architects
and others who have at some time chosen facade colours: The house is
not the colour I thought it would be!
The colours for painted facades are often chosen with the help of
colour samples, selected and combined to give a basis for the purchase
of materials and the painting work. But, once the facade has been
painted, it is all too common that its colours do not look the same as the
samples. Professional colour designers and others who work with
exterior colours on a regular basis soon become aware of the difficulties,
and by trial and error they can gradually find a way to master them.
People who more seldom choose colours for houses run a great risk of
unpleasant surprises, as they cannot foresee the difference between the
colour of the sample and the colour of the house once it has been
painted.
The problem became obvious to me while working with a previous
research project, a survey and analysis of the exterior colours of
hundreds of buildings in Sweden and Norway.1 In this work I and my
colleague architect could notice considerable and perplexing differences
between the colour we saw in ”normal observation” of a facade and the
colour that we could ”measure” through comparison with colour
samples placed directly towards the surface (the inherent colour). This
caused me to wonder whether these differences showed any recurring
tendencies, and in that case, if these tendencies could be described in a
way that could contribute to more successful practical colour design
work.
The colour of a facade is not constant, however, but changes with the
observation situation, the distance, the weather and the season.
Therefore it is relevant to ask how large these variations are, and if they
can be predicted. Is it at all possible to grasp how the perceived colour
of a building varies between different observation situations? If these
variations can be understood and predicted it could also be possible to
find recurrent variation tendencies between “the colour of the house”
and “the colour of the sample”. On the other hand, if the perceived
colour of the facade varies much and unforeseeably, it is hardly
meaningful to talk about “the colour of the house” and thereby
impossible to find any variation tendencies or patterns.
The issue of perceived building colours has been very poorly
investigated in scientific contexts, and there is no authorised method to
find out what colours people see in the complex totality where buildings
are placed. Thus an important part of my thesis work has been to discuss
the theoretical foundations of the planned surveys and to find, develop
and evaluate methods for determining the perceived colours of facades.

1

Fridell Anter & Enberg 1997a (in Swedish).
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The thesis deals with the following main questions:
• Is it possible to survey and map out what colours people perceive on
facades observed under different conditions? If so, what methods can be
used and to what extent it is possible to obtain results of wider
application?
• How does the perceived colour of a facade vary with changing
observation conditions? What is the impact of factors such as light
conditions, viewing distance and surrounding colours?
• How does the perceived colour of the house, in different situations,
differ from the colour corresponding to the specification2 of the sample
used for selection? Are there any recurring tendencies or perhaps even
consistent variation patterns that can be presented in a practically useful
way?
Starting from these questions I have made a broad explorative survey of
the colours of painted facades seen in daylight. I have not had any initial
hypothesis that I hoped to confirm, but instead I have started from the
complexity of the problem and tried to illustrate it through comparing
five special studies of different aspects. The results of these five studies
have led to a first attempt at systematising and generalising. I have also
discussed possible explanations of the recurring variation patterns
which were apparent in the survey. The thesis is intended as a first step
towards clarifying the questions needed for better understanding of
exterior colour design, discussion of further research directions, and last
but not least the formulation of new and more precise questions.

1.2 General approach
This thesis is based upon my long experience of the interplay between
colour and other aspects of architecture. After having worked with these
issues for about 20 years I wrote, together with Kristina Enberg, a book
on the exterior colouring of buildings3, a work that led to new questions
and eventually to the research project presented in this volume.
The work has been carried out in two steps, the first of which was
presented in my licentiate thesis Methods for determination of perceived
colour on facades.4 Most of its relevant discussions and conclusions are
presented also in this doctorate thesis, and so it is not necessary to read
the licentiate thesis first.
2

I use the colour language and colour specifications belonging to the Natural Colour
System (NCS), which is Swedish standard for colour notations and one of the colour
order systems authorised by the international colour organisation AIC. The NCS codes
for specific colours can be translated into other colour order systems, e.g. Munsell.
3
Fridell Anter & Enberg 1997a, (in Swedish).
4
Metoder för bestämning av uppfattad färg på fasader. Karin Fridell Anter 1997b (in
Swedish).
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The research work has consisted of three elements, carried out
concurrently: literature studies, discussions with competent and
experienced persons and observations of the colours of existing facades.
The observations have been carried out with the help of observers with
different degrees of colour knowledge, from “naïve” teenage school
students to experienced professionals in the field of colour. The work
was carried out in Swedish, and at a late stage I have translated the
thesis to English.
The work has been presented and discussed at a series of seminars at
the Department of Architectural Forms, Institution of Architecture,
Royal Institute of Technology. Preliminary results have been presented
and discussed at a four international conferences and published in the
conference material.5

1.3 Scope of the work
The word colour can be used in several different senses. This thesis
deals only with colour in the sense that which is seen as colour.
Furthermore it is limited to colours that appear on objects and seem to
belong to their surface, i.e. surface colours according to Katz´
classification of modes of appearance.6 As a further specification I use
colour defined as colour percept, which means that a specific object
(e.g. a facade) can have different colours under different viewing
conditions (e.g. viewing distance, light conditions and surrounding
colours). I have studied these perceived colour variations that depend on
the situation and do not correspond to any physical changes of the
observed facade surface. I have not included the occasional or long-term
colour shifts that are due to changes in the surface character, e.g.
wetting, frost coverage or the gradual destruction of the paint coat.7 Nor
have I included how the gloss of the facade surface can affect its
perceived colour.
Also the word perceive can be interpreted in different ways. An
important branch in the research on colour in architecture deals with the
question of how people experience colour in different situations and

5

Colour and Psychology (AIC interim meeting 1996, Göteborg). Sivik (ed.) Colour
Report F50 pp. 93-98.
8:th congress of the AIC, 1997 Kyoto. AIC Color 97 pp. 897-900
Colour Interaction 1999 (Colour Society of Australia, Sydney). Abstract presented in
the conference material.
Color in its Surround 2000 (Inter-Society Color Council USA, Savannah). Abstract
presented in the conference material.
6
Katz 1935 p 9.
7
Åke Svedmyr at the Institution of Architecture, Royal Institute of Technology, will
during 2000 present a licentiate thesis on the visual ageing of paint coats.
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how they evaluate and are affected by what they see.8 This thesis,
however, is not concerned with the question how do we evaluate what
we see? but instead what colour do we see? Neither does it discuss the
symbolic meanings of different colours or the conscious or unconscious
emotional experiences to which they can give rise.
The problem formulation and the references to exterior colour design
are based on Sweden in the late 20th century. Most observation objects
are painted facades with vertical timber cladding, with a smaller
comparative study on painted smooth rendered facades. All colour
observations were made in the neighbourhood of Stockholm. Together
with the presenting of results (Chapters 3 and 4) there is a discussion
about the extent to which the results can be relevant for other facade
materials and other geographical areas.
In my discussions and surveys I start from what people see and not
from underlying physical, physiological or psychological processes. My
theoretical and methodological starting points are based upon the
Swedish colour research tradition developed primarily by Tryggve
Johansson, Sven Hesselgren and Anders Hård.9 They define colour as
that which is seen as colour and describe their approach as
phenomenological.10
Most of the existing colour research has other approaches, however.
Where relevant to my main questions I refer to this research, e.g.
concerning neurophysiological issues about the construction and
function of the visual sense, physical/optical issues about measuring
electromagnetic radiation, psychological issues about perception and
linguistic issues of terminology. Such references are brief, however,
aimed simply at opening windows on other views of colour. A full
understanding of basic assumptions and methods of these disciplines is
beyond the scope of this thesis work.

1.4 Reader’s guide

8

Research with this focus has been carried out in Sweden for several decades, and its
most important results are presented in Hård, Küller, Sivik & Svedmyr 1995b (in
Swedish). For detailed reports in English see Acking & Küller 1976, Küller 1980, Küller
1986, Küller & Mikellides 1993, Küller 1996, Janssens 1996, Sivik 1974.
9
Anders Hård has together with Lars Sivik and Gunnar Tonnquist developed the colour
order system NCS. See. Hård, Sivik & Tonnquist 1996.
10
The term phenomenology is used both for a philosophical tradition originating from
Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) and for methodological approaches within different fields
of science. The common trait is that the investigations deal with experience as such and
not its possible causes in the outside world (Wallén 1993). In the anthology on Swedish
colour research, published by the Swedish Council for Building Research, its
phenomenological approach is described as follows: “phenomenology: (here)
description and classification of perceptual phenomena without attempts to explain them
with the help of physical or physiological causalities.” (Hård & Svedmyr 1995a p.216,
translation KFA)
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The thesis is written with the aim of improving understanding of the
perceived colour’s tendency to vary and the complicated factors behind
this variation. It consist of 11 chapters presenting the questions,
describing the methods and discussing different aspects of the problem.
Chapters 1-4 and 10 include the main problems of the thesis, and the
reader who will read only parts of the thesis is recommended to focus on
these chapters.
Chapters 5-9 present five special studies on more precise questions.
These five studies have been made before the concluding discussion of
results in Chapters 3 and 4, which to some extent are based on the
studies. The five studies give a more profound examination of how the
colour is affected by different aspects of the viewing situation. Chapter
11 is a summary of the entire work, and Chapter 12 is the same summary
in Swedish.
To enable the reader to concentrate on those parts that are most
interesting without losing vital information, some discussions and
descriptions are repeated in different chapters.
Tables and figures have been placed in immediate connection to the
running text. The tables provide detailed information but are not
necessary for understanding or following the discussion.
Chapter 1. Main questions and basic theory
The first chapter covers the central questions and their background. It
also includes a discussion of the most important concepts and a brief
presentation of the research front. More thorough analyses of specific
issues and their treatment in previous research are not given here but in
later chapters, together with my own investigations of the respective
issue.

Chapter 2. Methods for determination of facade colour
This chapter discusses conceivable methods for determination of facade
colours and presents the methods used in the investigations detailed in
this theses.
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Chapter 3. The perceived colour of a facade in different viewing
situations
This chapter discusses to what extent a facade can be said to have an
“approximate perceived colour”, which irrespective of the viewing
situation is constant within certain variation limits and which can be
compared to the facade’s inherent colour in order to find possible
recurring tendencies in their relationship.
Chapter 4. Conclusions: developed definition of the relationship
between inherent and perceived facade colour.
This chapter presents the most important conclusions of the thesis work,
in the form of consistent variation patterns for hue and nuance
differences between inherent and perceived colour.
Chapter 5. First study: preliminary definition of the relationship
between inherent and perceived facade colour.
This chapter presents the observations carried out during my licentiate
work. These observations were carried out before the doctorate thesis
work and have formed a basis for its development. The analysis of the
observations lead to preliminary conclusions about the relationship
between inherent and perceived colour, in this stage without considering
the varied viewing conditions such as can be created by weather or
season. The colour world is preliminarily divided into 13 colour areas
that have been used for analysis of observation data in the subsequent
four studies. In the final analysis and concluding discussion (Chapter 4)
these areas have been superseded by a new categorisation.
Chapter 6-8. Second, third and fourth studies on the impact of light
situation, viewing distance and surrounding colours on the
perceived facade colour.
These three chapters present special studies done after the first study in
Chapter 5 but before the concluding result discussion in Chapters 3-4.
The studies concentrate on different aspects of the complex viewing
situation. For each of the aspects there is a discussion of previous
research and a presentation of the relevant observations within the
study. Each chapter leads to conclusions and new questions about how
the perceived facade colour is affected by each viewing aspect.
Chapter 9. Fifth study on the impact of facade material on the
perceived facade colour.
This chapter presents a pilot study comparing the perceived colours of
painted facades, both with timber cladding and smooth rendering. The
pilot study was made before the concluding discussion in Chapters 3-4.
Chapter 10. Final comments, discussion about possible explanations
and new questions
This chapter discusses various possible explanations for the variation
patterns shown in Chapter 4. Finally there is a summary of new
18

questions arising from the thesis work, and suggestions as to how the
result can be applied in practical colour design work.
Chapters 11 and 12. Summary in English and Swedish
Chapter 13. References
As far as possible references in English are cited. For references in
Swedish my English translation of the title is given.
The thesis proper is followed by eight appendices which deal with
various methodological issues and present details of observations from
the five studies. Thereafter come lists of tables and figures, and an index
of concepts and phenomena discussed in the work.

1.5 Historical background
The questions of this thesis are based upon problems that often occur in
colour design work during the late 20th century but were hardly
experienced before 1950. This can be explained by the increased use of
colour cards and colour samples in Sweden, as in many other countries
at the time. Earlier the colours were chosen more from experience and
knowledge of pigments suitable for the specific purpose.
The exterior colouring of houses has always been influenced by the
materials available. At first, the natural materials of the local
environment had to be used, and the buildings and their colour scales
thus developed a local character. Stone and bricks give very limited
colour scales, which depend on their source and treatment. Timbered
and rendered facades have long been painted and can be given a much
greater variety of colours. The colours of the paint materials have,
however, also been dependent on naturally occurring substances and
their properties.
Paint for external use must be durable and not too expensive. This has
limited the choice to a few painting materials which in Sweden were
constant for several centuries and far into the 20th century. On rendered
facades there has been an almost exclusive use of lime wash, and on
timber the common materials have been distemper paint and linseed oil
paint. The pigments have been “earth colours”, i.e. mineral pigments
taken more or less directly from the earth, and a few synthetically made
pigments.
The colours of houses were directly dependent on the pigments
available. When a paint was mixed, normally only one chromatic
pigment was used. It was often lightened with white but it could also be
made darker and more dull with a black or slightly coloured pigment.
The hue was sometimes adjusted with another chromatic pigment, but it
was unusual to mix chromatic pigments in large quantities.
The commonly used pigments thus gave rise to a number of typical
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colour scales, where nuance and hue vary within limits which depend on
the properties of the pigments. Architects and painters in their work got
practical experience of pigments and associated colour scales, which
made it natural for them to refer to pigments in exterior colour design.
As the paint was mixed on site it was also easy for painter and architect
to test different mixtures together, until they reached the expected result.
Thanks to the limited choice, observant colour designers could quite
readily amass experience of how houses painted with different pigments
would look from different distances, in different weather and during
different seasons. They also could learn how colours made from
different pigments would appear when combined on different parts of
the facade or on neighbouring houses. In this way they acquired a
practically founded knowledge that needed no explanations in colour
theoretical terms. Around 1950 a development began that eventually
was to completely change the conditions for external colouring. The
paint industry developed new types of paint, which successively
replaced the old approved painting materials. New pigments came into
use, often with a greater intensity and other hues than the traditional
ones. At the same time, the paint industry began to introduce readymixed paints on to the market. To an increasing extent, the approach
was direct to the customer, and the choice of colour became an
important part of the marketing. Colour cards and brochures showing
strikingly painted environments spread the message of the new gaiety of
colour, and with the modern paint mixing systems it gradually became
possible to produce practically any colour desired. The paint industry
changed from supplying raw materials to the painting trade to marketing
ready-mixed paint to painters and consumers. The master painters’
knowledge of pigments and paint mixing was no longer needed, and
architects could no longer rely on their own personal experience of
approved pigments.
Parallel to technical development and the impoverishment of
workmanship, the interest for colour and colour systems increased. In
the early 1950s the Hesselgren Colour Atlas was introduced, a general
colour sample collection aiming to cover the whole conceivable colour
world. Gradually, Swedish architects obtained several similar aids: the
colour cards of the Painting Contractors11 and the NCS colour atlas
which was issued as a Swedish standard in 1979.
The colour sample collections and the paint mix systems together
brought wonderful possibilities for choosing building colours, such as
for facades. But at the same time colour design work became more
difficult. It was no longer sufficient to know the properties of a small
number of pigments, and it became practically impossible to create the
personal experience demanded to foresee how the facades would look
when finished.
11

Målaremästarnas färgkartor, 1963-73, published by the Swedish Federation of
Painting Contractors.
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Today the “translation” between colour sample and finished building
is seen as a problem both by professional colour designers and by
private persons who once in a lifetime may choose colours for their own
house. When the technical possibilities no longer restrict the choice of
colours, there is a much bigger risk of making visually disastrous
mistakes. As a result, many newly painted houses end up with colours
that nobody intended. On the other hand, the difficulties can also lead to
an exaggerated timidity, as if the designers are wary of exceeding their
own limitations.
One way of handling this problem is to avoid the colour samples as a
mediator between idea and reality, and instead discuss other buildings as
references. Another way is to paint large test areas directly on to the
facade. Still it is obvious that individual knowledge based on experience
is no longer enough in the new complex design situation. To enable the
colour designer to control his or her own work there is the need for
another type of knowledge: scientifically based, systematised and
possible to generalise. Of course such scientific knowledge can never
replace the sensitivity of the experienced colour designer, but it makes a
necessary complement in order to get a general view of the infinite
possibilities and difficulties that face the colour designer of today.

1.6 Basic concepts and definitions
Where colour is concerned, terms and definitions can be very confusing.
In everyday language the word colour (Swedish färg) is used in several
different ways, both in English and Swedish. Typical Swedish examples
are latexfärg (latex paint), hudfärg (skin colour) and färg-TV (colour
TV). The Swedish word färg is used not only for colour, but also for
paint and dye. Water colour is an uncommon example of an English
word were the same meaning of colour (as a painter’s material) is
evident. Thus the Swedish vocabulary allows for confusion between
colour and paint. In both languages there are also more indirect
meanings such as local colour, political colour and colourless. The
English word colours can refer to a flag and to colour can mean to
blush.
Already in everyday life this confusion can lead to misunderstandings,
and in scientific contexts it is obvious that the concepts must be further
qualified to be useful at all. This problem was observed already in 1878
by the German physiologist Ewald Hering. He claims that the categories
denoting perceptions must be distinguished from those denoting the
physical or physiological grounds for perception.12 One hundred years
12

“When it comes to suitable and unambiguous concepts and terms for the different
qualities of our perceptions, the first demand is that these concepts are exclusively
derived from the percepts as such. Any confusion between the percepts and their
physical or physiological causes must be avoided, and the principles for divisions of the
perceptual field must nor be sought in such causes”. (Hering 1878, translation KFA).
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later Professor Sven Hesselgren still found reasons to warn against word
usages such as where the same word (e.g. light) is used both for the
percept (we see that it is light) and for the stimulus (electromagnetic
radiation).13 This categorising problem is still not solved.14
Åke Svedmyr has clarified how the use of language and its underlying
assumptions can obscure our thoughts about colour in the following
way:
“We feel that the colour belongs to the object or the surface, but at the
same time we have the experience that ‘the same colour’ can look
different under different external conditions. The common view is that
the physical reality is the constant thing in existence, and therefore the
colour changes are often seen as illusions. If instead a clear distinction is
made between the colour perception and its causes, and the word colour
is used only for the perception, then it is easier to see that the changing
colours are not illusions but that one object can actually have different
colours (cause different colour perceptions) under different
circumstances.” (Svedmyr 1995c p.83, translation KFA)
An attempt to sort out the terminology is shown in a current Swedish
colour vocabulary. It gives Swedish definitions and explanations of
about 300 terms and concepts.15 In my work I mainly use the
terminology of this vocabulary and the colour language NCS16. For
certain central concepts I have, however, chosen another definitions than
those of the colour vocabulary. The most important concepts of my
work are discussed on the following pages.
The thesis also uses a number of concepts created by other researchers
dealing with similar problems. These are presented and discussed
according as they become relevant, and they can be sought with the help
of the thesis’ index.
Colour
The definition of the colour vocabulary is:
“colour: colour percept, colour perception, colour sensation; that which
the human being in any given situation sees as colour and which makes
it possible to, primarily, distinguish objects and fields using their colour
differences (colour discrimination) and, secondly, to characterise
objects and fields with the help of e.g. colour names (colour
13

Hesselgren 1967 (in Swedish).
“The present physical definition of the concept light makes impossible a strict
communication in contexts where seeing is involved, e.g. lighting, colour, perception of
space”. Liljefors 1993, translation KFA.
15
Hård & Svedmyr 1995 pp 213 ff. The vocabulary is part of the anthology on colour
research edited by the Swedish Council for Building Research (BFR) and included in
Hård et.al. 1995 and in Tonnquist 1995 (in Swedish).
16
NCS (Natural Colour System) is Swedish standard for colour notations. It is described
in SIS 1990, and its background and variables are further discussed in Hård 1995c, Hård
1995d and Tonnquist 1995 Chapter 6 (in Swedish). A comprehensive English
presentation is given in Hård, Sivik & Tonnquist 1996. NCS is further discussed later in
this section and in Appendix 1 in this thesis.
14
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identification); the colour percepts can have different modes of
appearance.” 17
I agree with this definition, which in brief means that colour is that
which is seen as colour. This is the starting point for most of the
research behind the NCS system. It can be taken so far as to mean that
no object or surface has any colour until it is seen by somebody who can
perceive colour. When we experience that the surface has a certain
colour, this is the result of a complicated chain of factors where our own
visual sense is a necessary ultimate link.
The term colour thus here is equal to colour percept. The totality of all
conceivable colours is referred to as the colour world. A single-colour
facade or a colour sample is a colour object. The colour of a specific
colour object – e.g. a facade – is not constant but varies with the viewing
conditions.
Perceived colour
As is shown in the preceding paragraph, colour is not a constant quality
belonging to the object but something that varies depending on the
specific viewing situation. To avoid misunderstanding I have, however,
chosen to clarify this with the help of one more concept taken from the
colour vocabulary:
“perceived colour: the colour that an observer perceives that an object
or a field has in any given light and viewing situation.” 18
Strictly looking at the definitions, there is no difference between colour
and perceived colour. However, as the term colour has many
connotations, both in everyday language and in scientific contexts, I
chose for the sake of clarity to use the concept perceived colour, defined
as above, where there is otherwise a risk of misunderstanding.
Inherent colour
The colour of an object varies with the viewing situation, and strictly
speaking there is no true and unambiguous colour that the object
“really” has. To be able to describe how the perceived colour varies
between different situations there is however a need for a fixed point of
reference among all the possible colours that the object can assume. To
be able to define such a point of reference I use the concept inherent
colour.19
17

Taken from Hård & Svedmyr 1995 p. 217 (färg). Translation KFA.
Taken from Hård & Svedmyr 1995 p 226 (uppfattad färg). Translation KFA.
19
My discussion around the concept inherent colour is based upon Svedmyr 1995c, p 83
and on talks with Anders Hård, Lars Sivik, Gunnar Tonnquist and Pehr Sällström.
Swedish term egenfärg. In a preliminary Swedish version of “Terminology for
descriptive colour specifications” the Swedish Institute of Standards give inherent
colour or local colour or body colour as translations of egenfärg. (SIS 1993 paragraph
2.6). Out of these I chose inherent colour. To my opinion, however, both egenfärg and
18
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In this thesis the concept inherent colour is defined as follows:
A. The colour that the colour object would have, if it was observed
under the standardised viewing conditions that are a prerequisite for the
NCS colour samples to coincide with their specifications.20
This definition means that the inherent colour is a constant quality of the
object and does not depend on external conditions (apart from
bleaching, pollution and other physical changes of the object itself). The
inherent colour is an expression of the object’s intrinsic ability to give
rise to a certain colour perception, if it is observed under the
standardised conditions. This ability belongs to the object also when it is
not seen under the standardised conditions. Thus, a specific colour
object has a certain inherent colour, irrespective of being viewed or not,
and irrespective of the viewing conditions. The inherent colour
specifies the object’s colour(phys) in terms of its colour(vis) in a
specific situation.21
I want to stress that inherent colour in this thesis is used as a “helper
concept” and does not express the “real” or “true” colour of the object.
According to my view, the inherent colour is not more “true” than any
other colour that an object or a surface can assume. Which of these that
is to be called inherent depends totally on what standard situation has
been chosen. This choice is in principle fortuitous, and other agreements
upon the standardised viewing situation would give the objects other
inherent colours. Once the standard situation is defined this includes,
however, the definition of each object’s invariable inherent colour.
The NCS code in form of figures and letters is the consequence of one
more agreement or convention, just as “the length expressed in
centimetres” is the result of another convention. The length of the same
object could as well be expressed in inches, which would give another
measurement without implying that the object has become shorter or
longer. Correspondingly, the inherent colour is a constant quality that
inherent colour can be misunderstood and are therefore not perfect, but as they have
already been defined in the colour vocabulary I chose not to add to the terminological
confusion by using another word. A more suitable term could otherwise be nominal
colour (Swedish nominell färg).
20
The standardised viewing conditions are defined in Swedish standard for colour
notations SS 01 91 99 (SIS 1979). They are also presented and discussed in Hård, Sivik
& Tonnquist 1996 pp 189-190. They include:
• lightbooth with simulated daylight, 6x20 watt Luma Colorette fluorescent tubes,
colour temperature approximately 5400K, diffused though opaline plastic sheet
which gives approximately 1000 lux
• measurements of the lightbooth specified, its walls light grey with specified luminous
reflectance
• the colour sample to be observed measures 6x9cm and is placed on a white panel with
specified luminous reflectance, tilted about 45o.
• the sample in viewed at approximately straight angle, from a distance of about 40cm
21

For a discussion about the concepts colour(phys) and colour(vis), see Section 1.7 in
this thesis.
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can be expressed according to different conventions without being
changed.
The concept inherent colour also occurs in the colour vocabulary
mentioned above. There it is defined differently from what I have
chosen:
B. “inherent colour: the colour that one imagines as belonging to a
surface or a material, irrespective of the prevailing light and viewing
conditions;
it can be operationally determined e.g. through comparison with a
standardised colour sample.”22
The first part of definition B is based upon the belief that many people
hold a basically false assumption, saying that every object has its own
“true” colour. In the colour vocabulary the intention has been to
somehow equate this “true colour” with the colour of the object when
seen in a light situation corresponding to the natural daylight, for which
our colour sense can be assumed to have been developed. The definition
can, however, be interpreted in very different ways, and I have therefore
chosen an alternative wording.
Irrespective of which definition of inherent colour is used, it must be
supplemented with a operational method of determination. My definition
(A) of inherent colour starts from a standardised viewing situation, but
to observe facades under such conditions is in practice impossible. One
simply cannot place the house inside a lightbooth! Therefore I have
chosen to determine the inherent colour through visual comparison with
NCS colour samples placed directly towards the facade surface. This is
the same method that is given in the colour vocabulary, which means
that both definitions lead to the same result in practice. The reliability
and accuracy of the chosen method are discussed in Section 2.5.
Basic NCS concepts
As has already been mentioned this thesis uses the system of concepts
connected to the Natural Colour System, NCS. Some central concepts
are defined below, for further detail see Appendix 1.
elementary colours: Yellow (Y), red (R), blue (B), green (G), white (W)
and black (S). An elementary colour is described solely with reference
to itself. Thus R is that colour which is red and does not show any visual
similarity with any other elementary colour. Y, R, B and G are
chromatic elementary colours, W and S are achromatic elementary
colours.
elementary attributes: The elementary attributes of any colour are its
quantifiable characteristic visual resemblances with the elementary
colours. The elementary attributes are represented by lowercase letters,
22

Hård & Svedmyr 1995 p 215. Translation KFA.
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e.g. y for yellowness, w for whiteness and s for blackness. As for the
elementary colours the elementary attributes are divided into chromatic
and achromatic. Redness and greenness can, however, never exist
simultaneously, and neither can blueness and yellowness.
hue: The relationship between two chromatic elementary attributes. The
hue is denoted by the Greek letter phi (Φ) and can be specified by a
notation in the NCS colour circle (see Figure 1001). The numeric value
for hue is given in the form of e.g. “Y20R”. Y and R here represent the
chromatic elementary colours to which the indicated colour shows
resemblance, and 20 indicates the number of steps on a 100 graded
visual scale between them. The elementary colours are always
mentioned in the same order that they have on the colour circle, read in
a clockwise direction. Thus the hue Y20R has 80% perceived
resemblance to yellow and 20% perceived resemblance to red.
pure chromatic colour: A colour that shows resemblance only to one or
two of the chromatic elementary colours and thus lacks both visible
blackness and visible whiteness. The pure chromatic colour is denoted
by the uppercase letter C and constitutes one of the corners in the NCS
colour triangle.
chromaticness: quantifiable attribute expressing a specific colour’s
visual resemblance with the pure chromatic colour of the same hue. The
chromaticness is denoted by a lowercase c and can be calculated as the
sum of the chromatic elementary attributes according to the equation
c = (y or b) + (r or g)
nuance: The colour’s relationship between whiteness, blackness and
chromaticness r, or in other words its relative resemblance to the
elementary colours W and S and the pure chromatic colour C, The
nuance varies independently from the hue and can be specified by a
notation in the NCS colour triangle (see Figure 1002). The numeric
value for nuance is given in the form of e.g. “2050”, where the first two
digits denote the blackness and the following two denote the
chromaticness. The whiteness can be calculated according to the
equation s+c+w=100.
The nuance 2050 thus has blackness=20, chromaticness=50 and
whiteness=30.
Colour specifications according to NCS have the form of e.g. “2050Y20R”, giving fist the nuance and then the hue of a chromatic colour.
Achromatic colours are specified in the form “5000-N” where N
signifies “neutral”.
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FIGURE 1001. NCS colour circle
Notation of hue Y20R

FIGURE 1002. NCS colour triangle
Notation of nuance 2050
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1.7 On colour perception: venturing into a knotty world of
concepts23
What does it really mean to see colour? For a start we know that our
colour perception is caused by electromagnetic radiation received by the
retinas of our eyes. But what attributes of this radiation give rise to our
colour perceptions, and what other factors influence which colour we
see in the specific situation?
To get a general understanding of different concepts and theories
around the theme of colour perception I will here discuss some texts
written within very different disciplines. My first aim has been to sort
out the concepts – are they used in a consistent way and to what extent
can they be useful in my work? Secondly I have tried to identify
different theories about colour perception and discussed them in
relationship to the problems of my own research.
Gradually a third objective of this cross-disciplinary review has
appeared: I have found a distressing gulf between the scientific findings
of the qualified research and the oversimplified or even totally false
descriptions that occur in textbooks used in today’s university education.
In my opinion this ongoing misinformation is a great hindrance for more
thorough understanding of many questions concerning colour. Thus, in
this chapter the reader without expert knowledge of colour science will
probably find at least a few issues where “what we know to be true” is
questioned. On the other hand, the specialised colour scientist might find
the section too basic – in that instance, please feel free to continue to the
next section!
Some of the books I have read are written by and for psychologists:
Magdalen Vernon (1962, Swedish edition 197124) and Margaret Matlin
& Hugh Foley (1992) have written basic textbooks about perception
psychology25, whereas James J. Gibson (1950 and 1966) has presented a
theory of perception that is in many ways critical of the established ones.
I have also turned to texts by optical scientist Ralph Evans (1974),
professor of biophysics Arne Valberg (1998), professor of lighting for
architects Anders Liljefors (1993 and 1997) plus relevant parts of the
Colour Research Anthology of the Swedish Council for Building
Research (BFR, 1995), whose contributing writers include honorary
doctor of technology Anders Hård and professor of physics Gunnar
23

This chapter has been written within the framework of a seminar series at the
department of Architectural Forms, Royal Institute of Technology (1999). I especially
want to mention the valuable discussions with Åke Svedmyr.
24
References given to pages in the Swedish edition.
25
One might argue that these textbooks are outdated and should therefore not be read as
parts of the current debate. They are, however, still in use in Swedish university
education: Vernon is part of the study literature for doctoral students at the department
of Architectural Forms, Royal Institute of Technology (1999). Matlin & Foley is part of
the study literature at the Psychology education program, Uppsala University (1998).
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Tonnquist.26 In addition I have borrowed some thoughts from the
phenomenological philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1989). Finally I
have included my interpretations of some verbal presentations made at
the ICSS conference Colour in its surround, February 2000.
The concept ‘stimulus’
That which causes our perceptions or sensations is often termed
stimulus. However, this in no unambiguous concept but is used in
several ways, even contradictory ways within a single text.
In the colour vocabulary of BFR27 are discussed three significations of
the term colour stimulus. The proximal stimulus is defined as the
radiation energy that reaches and manages to activate the receptors in
the eye’s retina, whereas the distal stimulus is the radiation energy that
is emitted, transmitted and/or reflected from an object. Apart from this
the term stimulus can refer to the object itself.
This third meaning, where stimulus refers to the object as such, is
often used in descriptions of perception psychological experiments.
Stimulus can there consist of various things e.g. projected pictures or
words28, colour samples29 or sugar solution in glasses30. Also in
descriptions of more commonplace situations the word stimulus can be
used as equal to the object itself, e.g. an apple or a painting by
Rembrandt31.
The concept distal stimulus in colour contexts most often refers to the
radiation that leaves an object. But also this concept can be used for the
object itself: “The term distal stimulus refers to the objects ‘out there’ in
the world, such as a phonographic record”.32
The greatest agreement seems to be tied to the concept proximal
stimulus, which only is used for the information carrying energy that
reaches the receptors in our sense organs (“the representation of objects
in contact with a sense organ”)33. Often, however, there is no explicit
distinction made between distal and proximal stimuli, which leads to the
risk of misunderstanding and confused reasoning.
According to my view, the clearest specification of what stimulus can
mean is given by Gibson. He makes “a clear distinction between things
that are sources of stimulation /…/ and the stimuli themselves. The
former are objects, events, surfaces, places, substances, pictures and
other animals. The latter are patterns and transformations of energy at
26

An English summary of essential parts of the anthology is presented in Hård et.al.
1996.
27
Hård & Svedmyr 1995a p. 218 (in Swedish).
28
Vernon 1971 p. 136.
29
Hård 1995 p.80 (in Swedish).
30
Matlin & Foley 1992 p.22
31
Matlin & Foley 1992 p.10
32
Matlin & Foley 1992 p.97
33
Matlin & Foley 1992 p.97
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receptors. A stimulus may specify its source, but it is clearly not the
same thing as the source.” 34
Gibson distinguishes between the effective stimulus that influences the
observer35 and the field of potential stimulation emanating from the
source. He also makes a crucial distinction between stimulus energy and
stimulus information.36 The stimulus energy is of three types: (1)
mechanical energy including vibration, (2) chemical energy or particle
exchanges of certain substances and (3) radiation, including what is
called light and thermal radiation.37 The stimulus information is the
information that this energy can supply about our physical environment
and the objects in it.
The concepts ‘light’ and ‘colour’
As Professor Anders Liljefors has pointed out, the term light is used in
two different meanings, where the use of one and the same concept
makes impossible a strict communication about matters connected to
seeing.38 The first and original meaning refers to the light that we
experience with our visual sense, and in every spoken language this is
still the meaning of the word light. The other meaning of the term refers
to electromagnetic radiation within the wavelength interval 380-780nm,
often wrongly called “visual radiation”. A discussion about vision and
its preconditions encompasses both these fields of knowledge,
inseparably connected. Most often, however, they are treated as if they
were one and the same, with the result that colour, space perception and
other aspects of our seeing cannot be described in an unambiguous and
clarifying way.
As a first step towards a solution of this problem Liljefors suggest a
distinction with the help of suffixes, where light(phys) is used for the
radiation and light(vis) for that which we see as light. Such a manner of
writing enforces the writer’s clearness of thought and can also be of help
when analysing texts written by others. Correspondingly one could make
a distinction between colour(phys) and colour(vis). In this sector I apply
this method when analysing the texts in question.
The two textbooks of perception psychology make no clear distinction
between on one hand the different radiation qualities and on the other
hand what we see as light and colour. Both Vernon and Matlin & Foley
define colour with the help of the wavelength composition and the
intensity of the radiation reaching the eye.39 All of Vernon's presentation
and much of Matlin’s & Foley’s start from the explicit or implicit
assumption that every colour(vis) corresponds to one single wavelength.
34

Gibson 1966 p.28, italics of the original.
“Observer” used in a broad sense, including all senses and not only vision.
36
Gibson 1966 p.29, italics of the original.
37
Gibson 1966 p.43.
38
Liljefors 1993 (in Swedish).
39
Vernon 1971 p.54ff, Matlin & Foley 1992 pp. 212ff.
35
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However, Matlin & Foley also have a chapter called “Color
Phenomena”, where they discuss e.g. simultaneous contrast, successive
contrast and memory colour.40 Here they are forced to admit that
colour(vis) depends partly on other factors than the radiation qualities,
but they still do not take the step to question their assumption about a
fundamental and direct correlation between radiation – colour(phys) –
and the colours that we see – colour(vis).
Gibson points out that “the meaning of the word color is one of the
worst muddles in the history of science”. According to his own
definition colour is an intrinsic quality of the object, a quality which he
somewhat improperly calls pigmentation but which he also describes as
the spectral reflectance of the surface substance.41 Gibson seems to
assume that colour(vis) is directly depending on this reflectance. Thus
he does not make the mistake of equating colour(vis) with the radiation
that reaches the eye, but instead considers information about surface
reflectance that can be understood from this radiation. In this, however,
he disregards the situations when objects or surfaces with the same
spectral reflectance can have different colours(vis) due to factors such as
simultaneous contrast.
In recent research on perception psychology it is an accepted fact that
the colours perceived in complex situations depend on many other
things than the physical radiation and the reflection qualities of the
surface.42 Unfortunately this understanding does not seem to have
reached even the modern psychology textbooks.
The faith in the physical world as superior over the visual world
paradoxically enough seems less common among researchers with
greater understanding of physics. The biophysicist Valberg strongly
rejects the idea about direct causality between physical stimuli and
perceived colours: “Obviously, no qualitative experience has a physical
correlate./…/ The perception of red is not correlated with receptor
excitation.”43 This lack of direct correlation easily could be interpreted
to show that the visual colour world is less “real” than the physical, a
view that expresses itself in terms like “illusions” or “visual errors”. On
the contrary Valberg claims that the experienced world of colour is no
more relative than the objective world of stimulus – but that the
relationship between them is constantly changing.44
The research that has led to the Natural Colour System (NCS)
consistently treats colour as a visual phenomenon: Colour is what one
sees as colour. The colour of an object varies with the viewing situation,
and there is no true and unambiguous colour that the object “really” has.
“In many observation situations our subjective colour concepts are not
40

Matlin & Foley 1992 pp. 232ff
Gibson 1966 pp 183 and 194.
42
Expressed by among others Steven Shevell and Alan Gilchrist at the conference Color
in its surround, Savannah Feb. 2000.
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Valberg 1998 p 151.
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Valberg 1998 p 159f.
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even related to the distal and the proximal stimuli that are the physical
incitements of our perception.”45 I share this view and consider that the
colour – colour(vis) - of one and the same object can vary considerably
with factors like light and surround colours, and theses variations are not
“illusions” or “visual errors” but simply different colours(vis). This
means that you cannot predict the relationship between radiation energy
and perceived colour.
An additional complication is discussed by Evans, who points out that
under normal conditions an observer looks at situations and not at
stimuli as such. Most often we can distinguish between the colour of the
object and the illumination, and it is only when we totally cut out the
situation (e.g. by looking through a reduction screen) that the proximal
stimulus causes a perception of only colour.46
Sensation and perception
The literature uses a number of terms depicting how we experience,
observe, perceive or simply see the world that surrounds us. The
terminology is far from consistent and can become even more obscure
when scientific works are translated from one language to another.
In several of my sources there is a distinction between the concepts
sensation and perception. Matlin & Foley give the following
definitions:47 “Sensation refers to immediate and basic experiences
generated by isolated, simple stimuli. Perception involves the
interpretation of those sensations, giving them meaning and
organisation”. They describe the differences with the help of the
auditory sense: If you strike a note on the piano such qualities as its
loudness and pitch are sensations. In you hear four notes and recognise
that they form a tune, you experience a perception. If you recognise the
four notes as the beginning of the national anthem and therefore rise to
your feet, this is an example of the more complex process cognition,
which involves the acquisition, storage, retrieval and use of knowledge.
The boundaries between sensation, perception and cognition are not
distinct, and different approaches within psychology have emphasised
them in different ways. There also exist different theories about their
interdependence. In older perception psychology the dominant approach
holds that our perception of the external world is created by a host of
elementary sensations, which only with the help of experience and the
co-operation of different senses can be combined into a comprehensive
experience – a perception. On the contrary, the so called gestalt
psychologists and Gibson consider that the perception, the totality, is
primary, and that sensations are artificial experiences that appear only
under special conditions in physiological and psychological laboratories.
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Hård 1995c p 25, translation KFA.
Evans 1974 pp 193 and 206.
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Matlin & Foley 1992 p 2.
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The word perception is used both for a psycho-physiological process
and for the resulting experience. To distinguish these, several scientists
have used the word percept when referring to the result of the perception
process. Anders Hård defines percept as a sensation made conscious. He
distinguishes between seeing colour as a part of an object (e.g. insects’
ability to find coloured flowers to eat) and to perceive colour as an
independent phenomenon. The latter presupposes some degree of
abstract thinking and maybe also linguistic ability.48
I here agree with the opinion that perception is something
spontaneous, which does not presuppose any intellectual process and
which is not the sum of a number of single sensations. The world around
us is perceived as a totality, and it is only when dividing this totality and
making conscious the percept colour that we can at all answer questions
like what colour is that house?
The functioning of the visual sense
In psychological literature the eye is often compared to a camera, where
the observed object is projected as a picture on the retina. Both Vernon
and Matlin & Foley base their description of the visual sense on this
comparison, although both also state that it is incomplete, as the act of
seeing also includes a series of complicated mental processes.
Gibson, however, claims that this comparison is totally false. It is
based on the artificial experimental situation where the passive observer
is exposed to stimuli without being able to influence the situation
himself. It is also based on the assumption that the light(phys) reaching
our eyes is radiated from a light source and/or reflected from an object
and that it reaches us from a specific direction. Gibson here introduces
the concept ambient light, which is all the direct, diffused, reflected and
re-reflected light that surrounds an observer. “The essential feature of
ambient light as a potential stimulus for an organism is that intensities
are different in different directions”.49
Our senses are not created for simplified situations but have developed
to enable us to find our way and survive in the environment around us,
where the light(phys) is ambient and not radiant. With his ecological
approach Gibson argues that the perception process is an active
exploration of the world in order to find what is essential for the life and
wellbeing of the organism, and not a passive reception of impulses. Thus
Gibson sees our senses as perceptual systems, which actively seek
stimuli from outside and combine them with information about the
activity of our own body, its movements, muscular tension and so on.
The eyes are two not one, they are constantly moving and the
information they gather is combined with information from our other
senses. Therefore the camera is a totally inadequate parable for the tools
we use for seeing.
48
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Hård 1995c p 13 and 18 (in Swedish).
Gibson 1966 p 13.
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Gibson’s approach is shared by Anders Liljefors, who holds that to see
is to perceive space: ”Like all our senses, the basic purpose of vision is
to provide information about our environment. The visual experience
describes space and space sequences connected in various ways. Our
habit of perceiving spatiality in what we see is irresistible, a result of our
vision’s ability to interpret the two dimensional information of the
retinal images into three dimensional space”.50 None of the other texts I
have read conveys this, in my opinion fundamental, understanding of the
visual process.
The next question concerning the visual sense is: What qualities of the
proximal light(phys) mediate information about the surrounding world?
Both Vernon and Matlin & Foley imply that the wavelength composition
and the intensity of the radiation give the start of a complicated neural
process which finally results in a visual picture of the world. With this
model of explanation, phenomena like simultaneous contrast and colour
constancy become peculiarities that do not fit in with the main theory
and therefore require complicated explanations.51
Neither Vernon nor Matlin & Foley pose the opposite question –
maybe the theory about the correlation wavelength/perceived colour is
basically false? In recent perception psychological research there is,
however a much more open and questioning approach. At the
conference Color in its surround52 the psychology professor Steven
Shevell clearly stated that colour vision is situated in the brain, not in the
eye, and that it is wrong to talk about “red” or blue” radiation.53 Alan
Gilchrist, also professor of psychology, discussed the discrepancy
between colour(phys) and colour(vis) in the perception of lightness. He
used the term “errors” for phenomena like simultaneous contrast, but he
did not dismiss the “errors” as oddities but rather saw them as “the
signature of the software used by the brain to compute lightness”.
Gilchrist came to the conclusion that current models of perception are
inadequate as long as they cannot account for all these phenomena.54
Already in 1966 Gibson wrote that “besides the changes in stimuli
from place to place and from time to time, it can also be shown that
certain higher-order variables of stimulus energy – ratios and
50
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proportions, for example – do not change. They remain invariant with
movements of the observer and with changes in the intensity of
stimulation. /…./ These invariance of the energy flux at the receptors of
an organism correspond to the permanent properties of the environment.
They constitute, therefore, information about the permanent
environment”.55
With this approach it is not the absolute radiation composition that
conveys information, but rather the relationships in wavelength
composition and intensity between different pencils of rays, the nature
of the borders between these pencils of rays and the transformation over
time of the pattern that they form. The information thus consists of
relationships. This is also the essence of the retinex theory, produced by
Edwin Land56, which I have not dealt with in depth here. I agree with
Gibson’s and Liljefors’ view that the visual sense reacts to contrasts and
not on the absolute wavelength composition and/or intensity of the
radiation.
What happens, then, between the retina, which is struck by proximal
stimulus, and our perception of two or more colours? My sources
include detailed descriptions of what is known about the physiology of
the eye, the receptors and the optic nerves, but in spite of this they fail to
explain the complicated process of seeing colour. Prominent researchers
of the area also point out that there are still many obscurities in the
understanding of colour vision.57 For instance there is an ongoing
discussion about phenomena such as simultaneous contrast and colour
constancy – are they the results of retinal mechanisms or higher level
brain processes?58
Another example of the so far incomplete understanding of colour
vision is given by the biophysicist Arne Valberg. He asserts that
neurophysiology still has not identified the higher-level neural activities
that makes us perceive the specific qualities of the unique hues yellow,
red, blue and green. Still Valberg says that these hues are visually
unique, and he makes clear that our experiences of colour are obvious
realities that cannot be denied. “My own experience tells me what my
neural network is accomplishing, regardless of how it is carried out”.59
From this I draw the conclusion that current neurophysiological
knowledge is insufficient to provide a basis for theories predicting
which colour we will perceive in a specific situation. If such theories are
to be formulated, they must instead be based upon knowledge about
what people actually see, irrespective of how this “seeing” is carried our
inside their heads.
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Individual differences, attention, motivation and emotion
Even if the visual sense is not fully surveyed, it is regarded as clear that
the physiological aspects of colour vision are the same for almost all
human beings. Gunnar Tonnquist states that 92% of all men and 99.5%
of all women interpret all colour stimuli in the same way, within very
narrow limits.60 Valberg claims that colour primarily reveals a property
in the world of the single person, “but insofar as neural processes are the
same in your brain as in mine, I can infer that you see the same colour as
I do”.61
The fact that neural processes are the same does not, however,
necessarily imply that different people perceive the same colour in a
specific situation. The research on NCS has shown a certain spread of
results when several observers made colour assessments of different
objects, and it can not be ruled out that this depends on individual
differences on the neurological level.62 The NCS researchers also very
strongly stress the active role of the individual observer in colour
perception. Anders Hård means that colour(vis) is depending on a
complicated pattern of mental processes and is affected by factors such
as our associations, feelings, values, experiences and intentions. In this
context he makes no clear distinction between perception and
cognition.63 Gunnar Tonnquist shows with striking examples how colour
perception can change with the circumstances and draws the conclusion
that “we see what we expect to see”.64
There are reasons to believe that the more complicated the situation is,
the more individual is the colour perception. This has been shown by
Mark Fairchild in an experiment where observers were to assess
different colour aspects of variegated patterns shown on monitor
displays. The result showed bigger differences between the observers
than what is common in more simplified colour assessment experiments.
In addition, Fairchild found that when doing the observation himself he
had – unintentionally – seen exactly what his hypothesis had made him
expect.65
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I agree with the opinion that the perceived colour is influenced by the
intentions, references, knowledge and expectations of the observer. This
means that two people very well can see different colours, even if the
external circumstances are identical. It also means that one person can
see alternative colours by changing his or her observation attitude.
The difference between different attitudes has been discussed by the
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty. He distinguishes between a
reflective attitude and the unreflective living perception.66
A person moving around in a city or a landscape most often sees the
houses as part of the environment, without specifically thinking about
their colours. The visual sense is instead preoccupied with other things.
But sometimes we more actively notice the colours of the houses, e.g.
when we are to paint a picture, if we want to visit a friend in “the green
house” or if we intend to chose a colour for repainting a house. To be
presented the question what colour is the house? is a very special
situation, where the question itself makes us concentrate on the colour.67
Perhaps, in Merleau-Ponty’s living perception, colour is part of an
indivisible totality and is only perceived consciously when it is directly
relevant for our immediate activity. A car driver sees the colours of the
traffic lights and is instantly conscious about their changes, and at the
same time is aware of other vehicles on the road, their movements and
their sizes. Most often, however, the driver has no idea of the colour of
the car just overtaken or the pram which prompted the driver to slam on
the brakes. Such colours are irrelevant for the situation and are not
included into the conscious perception. A driver passing a well known
building that has been repainted might notice the new colour but not be
able to recall how the building looked before it was painted.
Thus our perception of colours in the attitude of living perception is
totally depending on our observation purpose. Perhaps in such situations
we do not perceive specific colours at all, but only the relationships
between different coloured objects. We see that a tree is lighter green
than other trees, but we never ask ourselves the question whether its
green colour is bluish or yellowish. We react when seeing a Swedish
flag that does not fit in with the picture in our mind, but we might not be
able to define the difference. And we call a house “the blue house” not
for it absolute degree of blueness but to distinguish it from neighbours
that are less bluish.
When continuing to Merleau-Ponty’s reflective attitude I am
convinced that the reflection itself influences what we see. If we put
66
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ourselves the question what colour is the house? our answer will depend
on how we choose to see the house. We can try to understand the
pigmentation of the surface material or be unconsciously influenced by
what we believe ourselves to know about this. We can attempt to look at
the house or a limited section of its surface as an isolated entity, without
looking at the surrounding at the same time. Or we can see the house as
part of a bigger totality where many colours coexist and influence each
other. We can try to “take the light into account” and we can attempt to
neglect what we believe ourselves to know about phenomena like
simultaneous contrast. Thus, with a reflective attitude the colour that we
see is influenced by factors belonging to the psychology field of
“cognition” rather than “perception”.
But also the contrary might occur: We can leave the immediate
perception through concentrating on the sensations. A trained observer
can consciously isolate those different sensations that are never
experienced in unreflective living perception. Once we have started
reflecting over what we “really” see we can become the victims of what
Gibson calls “the obtruding of sensation on perception”.68 Gibson means
that we normally do not experience any sensations, but only perceptions.
Under certain conditions, however, the visual sensations can obtrude
themselves on the perception of the true layout and cause illusions.
Gibson does not mention colour in this context, and I doubt that alleged
“illusory” colour phenomena like simultaneous contrast can be
explained in this way. It is however quite plausible that the trained and
conscious observer can be aware of a personal visual sensation (“grey”)
while at the same time perceiving the house in its surrounds and seeing
that it is blue. The result becomes hesitation and confusion – what
colour is the house, really?
Which one is the true colour?
As has been discussed above, the colour of the house can be perceived
differently even if light, distance and all other external conditions are
constant. The differences emanate from within the observer. But which
one of these possible perceived colours is the true colour of the house?
Traditional perception psychologists like Vernon and Matlin & Foley
probably would answer that the “pure” sensation corresponds to the true
colour. Following Gibson’s line of thought I do not agree with this, as
we in normal situations do not have any conscious sensations. Perhaps
the trained observer can identify his “pure” sensation of the colour, but
this colour is neither more nor less “true” than any other colour that can
be experienced in the same situation.
Thus, my conclusion is that the perceived colour varies with the
individual and the observation attitude. In a given situation, light,
distance and other external factors being constant, there is not one
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perceived colour but a colour area within which the perceived colour
can vary.
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1.8 Perceived colour in different situations: an overview
of earlier research
The factors that influence the perceived colour of the facade are of three
different types:
1. Qualities of the facade surface. The colour we see on the facade is
partly determined by the surface’s ability to reflect different wavelengths
of the radiation reaching it. In visual colour terms this ability can be
expressed as the inherent colour of the surface. The colour that we see is
also affected by the gloss and texture of the surface and by the pattern of
shadows created by the interplay between different forms.
2. Viewing conditions. The colour that we perceive is influenced by
the intensity, angle and composition of the illumination, by the viewing
distance and observation angle, by the surrounding colours and by other
factors that vary with the situation.
3. The observer’s references, intentions and attitudes. In our seeing
we are governed by our references and established notions of colour in
situation of this specific type. We are also governed by our observation
attitudes and intentions – why and in what context are we at all
interested in the colour of the house?

FIGURE 1003. The perceived colour is influenced by a number of
factors. After Fridell & Enberg 1997.
The colour that we perceive on a facade is influenced simultaneously by
all these factors, but how this happens is largely unexplored. Extensive
searches of Swedish and international literature revealed only a few
research reports that directly deal with what colours people perceive in
normally occurring viewing situations. A more common approach is to
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study different aspects of colour perception under controlled laboratory
conditions.69 Here follows a short presentation of the research front, and
in following chapters more thorough analyses will be presented in
relationship to my own research.
Perceived colour in realistic situations
Questions concerning colour perception connected to viewing distance
and the outdoor situation are discussed in the report Colour and varying
external conditions (Sivik & Hård 1979a).70 Here are presented four
method tests with the main purpose of studying the usefulness of colour
descriptions methods based on the NCS. The authors show that the
method with notation in the NCS circle and triangle seems to give
statistically reliable results possible to interpret. They also present a
number of, as they themselves label it “credible hypotheses” about
perceived colour in changing viewing distances up to ca. 800m.
Colour perception at longer distances has been described already by
J.W. von Goethe around 1800.71 His observations are well in accordance
with the commonly known experience of mountains that become blue
when seen from a distance. Similar questions have been explored - with
similar results - within the framework of the Swedish “Colour school”
(Färgskolan) led by Tryggve Johansson and Anders Hård, and by the
Swedish architect Johannes Olivegren.72
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Methods for literature search:
• My knowledge of the subject gathered during 25 years’ work with questions
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My own and my co-author’s experiences of facade colours are
presented in a recent book on exterior colour design.73 One of its
purposes is to give a rough demonstration of what facade colours can be
used if you want to obtain a specific effect. Galen Minah in two articles
discusses how the perceived colour is influenced by weather and
illumination, starting from his own observations in the cityscape of
Seattle.74
The issue of colour perception in interior rooms is treated by Monica
Billger in Colour in Enclosed Space75. This dissertation discusses how
the illumination and the combination with other colours influence the
colours that we perceive in spatial situations. An important part of the
work consists of developing methods for identifying and comparing
colours in enclosed spaces. The questions are very close to my own,
with the important difference that Billger works with interior rooms
whereas I work with houses in the existing outdoor environment.
Laboratory studies on colour perception
Apart from the reports mentioned above I have not found any that
analyse the perception of colour in the built environment or in normally
occurring situations.76 There are, however, a number of studies
concentrating on different aspects of colour perception under controlled
laboratory conditions, were it is possible to isolate the variable or
variables to be studied. This research has been undertaken within
different disciplines, primarily by psychologists and physiologists. The
aim has often been to find models for the function of the human visual
sense. There are also a few phenomenological studies where
understanding of what we see under different external conditions has
been considered a sufficient aim in itself.
Most often these experiments have been made in two dimensions,
where the observation objects have been single-colour, smooth colour
samples, monitor displays or projections of light with controlled
wavelength composition and intensity. As the phenomena have not been
studied in spatial contexts or in realistically complex viewing situations
it is far from certain that the results are at all relevant for the perception
of colours in built environment.77
In artistic work the changing qualities of coloured objects is an
important creative factor. Several artists have also made methodical
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examinations of how our perception of coloured surfaces and objects is
changed with varying background colour and viewing situation. These
studies can be compared to laboratory experiments around phenomena
like simultaneous contrast. The presentation material is most often flat
painted surfaces or simple three-dimensional models, and the examples
are chosen to clearly illustrate what the artist has found. The emphasis is
on the use of colour in pictorial art, and it is uncertain to what extent the
results are relevant in the complex architectural situation. 78
Some results from these laboratory tests and artistic experiments may
be relevant for my set of questions. They deal with the significance of
light for the perception of colour, simultaneous contrast between
adjacent surfaces and the colour perception’s dependence on the size of
the retinal picture. I here give a short presentation of the different
problem complexes, and I will return with a more thorough discussion
about the work of different researchers in connection to the presentation
of my own results in the same field.
As has been discussed in section 1.7 we can perceive the colours in
our environment as relatively constant even if the light situation – and
thus the radiation reaching the eye – in changing drastically. This is
called colour constancy, and is necessary for our ability to identify an
object with the help of its colour, irrespective of the instantly occurring
illumination. Colour constancy has for a long time been seen as a
phenomenon hard to understand, and it has been studied by several
researchers within different disciplines. Most often this research has
been based on the assumption that our colour perception is created by
the proximal radiation’s spectral energy composition and intensity.79 In
my opinion, a more fruitful approach would be to start from Gibson’s
theories about the visual sense: the colours we see depend on the
relationships between different pencils of rays, and in what way do these
relationships change with varying light?80
Another important heritage from Gibson is the awareness that human
beings actively search for information and use only the relevant parts of
the enormous stimulus energy surrounding us. Recent research in this
field also takes into consideration the human ability to distinguish
between light and colour. Already in 1974 Evans pointed out “colour”
and “illumination” as two different frameworks81, and today several
researchers are trying to find out how the visual sense operates the
difference between these.82
Over time, most experiments about colour constancy have been carried
out with monochromatic light – that is radiation with only one
wavelength. They have led to the formulation of “effects” and
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“phenomena”, the relevance of which has not been tested under more
realistic conditions.83 However, Hård, Sivik and Svedmyr have carried
out a survey with a phenomenological approach and commonly
prevailing light sources. They have asked test subjects to assess the
perceived colour of the same objects seen in rooms with different
fluorescent and incandescent light.84 The survey shows that the colour of
the objects vary with the illumination, but that these variations are small
as long as the light comes form a glowing object like the sun or the
filament in an incandescent lamp. However, colour constancy works
only when the observer is adapted to the light used during the
observation.85
The colour that is perceived at an object is influenced by the colours
of the surround. The most simple manifestation of this is called
simultaneous contrast or induction. Simultaneous contrast is often
described an illustrated in literature about colour as a visual sensation,
and also its physiological causes have been examined.86 Its main
characteristic is that the visual sense enlarges the colour differences
between different objects, which makes them more easy to distinguish
from each other. Colour objects that are seen together influence each
other mutually, which makes the perceived colours become “more
different” than the inherent colours.
Most studies or illustrations of simultaneous contrast have been
accomplished with the help of colour samples or monitor displays in two
dimensions, with a small patch of colour surrounded by a larger
background. In the simplest cases attention is paid only to the colour
changes of the patch, but the influence between them is reciprocal.
Simultaneous contrast also occurs between colours that are seen
simultaneously but not are adjacent to each other.87
Recent research on simultaneous contrast has left the simplified
displays and is using the monitor to create complex surrounds where the
colour of the test field can be assessed towards multicoloured
background patterns. These experiments show that the perceived colour
of a specific object is influenced not only by the adjacent colours but
also by the colour characteristics, pattern and relative contrast of the
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total field of vision.88 Thus the classical simultaneous contrast
phenomena can be seen as special cases of a more general effect of
colour context.
The context effects in three dimensions or in real existing
environments are much less examined. It seems however as if the
simultaneous contrast decreases when the coloured objects are situated
on different levels or when other factors – e.g. differentiating surface
structure or significant forms – help us to distinguish them from each
other.89 Billger has shown that contrast effects enhancing the difference
between colours in rooms occur only between parts of one and the same
wall, not between surfaces that meet in a corner.90
Contrast enhancing effects can also appear when colours are seen
directly after each other. This phenomenon is called successive contrast,
a term used also for the more limited phenomenon of after-images. The
principles for colour changes are the same in successive as in
simultaneous contrast.91
In small scale patterns there sometimes occurs an effect that is
contrary to simultaneous contrast. The different colours are not rejected
from each other but instead seem to “blend”, so that the difference
between them becomes less than if the units of the pattern are observed
each individually. This phenomenon is called assimilation, attraction or
Bezold’s spreading effect. It is not particularly well explored, but
apparently has to do with the size of the colour object in relationship to
the whole visual field. Thus the observing distance can determine
whether the phenomenon will appear or not, and it is even possible that
the same pair of colour objects will give simultaneous contrast when
seen at close quarters and assimilation when seen from a longer
distance.92
The size of the coloured object is often seen as an explanation for the
colour difference between colour samples and finished facades or wall
surfaces, but the few attempts that have been made to examine this have
not given any cohesive results. Also, it is difficult to draw any
conclusions about their relevance for the perceived colours of facades.93
On the coloured object we can perceive not only colour but also other
visual attributes like gloss, texture, transparency, metallicness and so on.
These are often intimately connected to colour perception and it can be
difficult to distinguish one from the other. The interplay between these
attributes has been studied by Hård 1988 (the significance of gloss for
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the perceived colour of the surface)94 and by Svedmyr 1997 (“the
materiality of the painted surface”)95. In both these studies there is a
phenomenological analysis of the problem complex, with methods that
can be relevant also to my study.
The importance of the individual and the viewing situation
Which colour that we see in a certain situation is to a large extent
dependent on our own purpose when observing it – what are we looking
for? To sort our different ways of observing the same object Monica
Billger has introduced the concepts identity colour and colour
variations. The identity colour is the main impression of what is seen as
a one- coloured colour object. With another observation attitude it is
possible to see the same object as including many colour variations
depending on uneven illumination, refection and contrast effects.96
Jan Sisefsky formulates a similar distinction when he describes
different ways of seeing a red sofa with a red cushion from the same
material: The holistic or primitive level of seeing makes the whole sofa
appear in one and the same colour. The analytical level of seeing
includes a division into all those darker or lighter red faces that are
needed for a reproduction in picture.97
According to my opinion the identity colour and the colour variations
are equally “true”, and which of them that is most spontaneously
perceived is a result of factors such as personal experience and the
purpose of the observation. One example is the special way of seeing
colour that painting artists have acquired by training. In their work they
try to depict both colour, light and space with the help of paint on a flat
surface. To obtain this effect, they must learn a special reflective
observation attitude, where that which other people see as light or
shadow is analysed in terms of colour.98 Where the holistically directed
observer sees a white window bay the depicting artist sees a rich variety
of white, grey and more or less chromatic colours. The perception of
both is equally “true”, and neither can more than the other claim that he
sees things “as they really are”.
A person who is used to exterior colour design will by experience
know the relationship between inherent and perceived colour, and can
easily include this in her observation and thus even form a distance see
what is the inherent colour of the house. A similar thing is true for
building painters, who are used to handling paint and pigments and who
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In English
In Swedish. During 2000 Åke Svedmyr is to complete a comprehensive work on
different perception attributes of painted surfaces, to be published in Swedish by the
Royal Institute of Technology, Institution of Architecture.
96
Billger 1999 p. 11 and ibid. Paper 1 p. 30ff.
97
Arenhill & Sisefsky 1990 p. 70 (in Swedish).
98
This issue is further discussed in Evans 1974 p.204ff
95
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can use this knowledge for seeing which paint and pigment that have
been used for painting a house.99
A special case of experience is called memory colour. The memory
colour is the individual person’s conception of how familiar objects
“ought to look” or “usually look”. According to Agoston such memory
colours tend to be more chromatic then the inherent colours of the
objects in question, and they also tend to draw closer to the elementary
hues yellow, red, blue and green. 100 As I see it, memory colours
probably have no great importance for how we perceive colour on
houses. Facade colours usually vary within a wide range, and there are
seldom reasons to get any generalised conception of how e.g. yellow or
green houses “ought to” look.101
However, a clear exception is the colour of brick facades and tiled
roofs. Åke Svedmyr has shown that the memory colour for “red brick” is
closer to elementary red than both the perceived and the inherent
colour.102 This agrees well with Agoston’s general tendency for memory
colours and might be explained by the very term “red brick” influencing
our conceptions. A similar thing could be true for the special dark red
distemper paint, that is so common on Swedish timber houses that most
people can be assumed to have an “inner picture” of how it looks.103

99

Svedmyr 1995e p. 104 (in Swedish). A similar experience is described by Lars Sivik
and Anders Hård in connection to colour assessments from longer distances: “The
subjects were professional colour consultants /…/ with very large experience of exterior
and interior colour design. This may have affected the results, as many of them when
seeing a colour from afar claimed that they “knew” how it looked from close quarters –
maybe they recognised their set of colours and saw what they expected to see.” (Sivik &
Hård 1979a p.13, translation from Swedish KFA)
100
Agoston 1987 p 195f.
101
Another thing is, that we compare the colours we see on houses with the colours we
are used to see. This of course includes memory, but not in the same way as the memory
colours discussed here. See Chapter 10.5 in this thesis for a further discussion.
102
For copper coated with verdigris and for unpigmented concrete the memory colour is
less blackish than the inherent colour and lacks the yellowness of the inherent colour.
(Svedmyr 1995 p. 104f, in Swedish, plus personal communication with Svedmyr 1996).
Svedmyr points out that the figures on p. 105 in ibid. have been given the wrong
captions. Rightly the squares indicate the colour perceived from a distance and the
circles indicate the memory colour.
103
Falun Red, colouring agent iron oxide, specific mixture of other ingredients, used in
distemper paint with wheat or rye flour as binding agent. For more information in
English and some beautiful pictures see Kjellin & Ericson 1999.
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2.1 Measuring perceptions
The central question of this thesis is what colours do people see on
facades in different situations? What methods can then be used to gain
knowledge about this? As has been shown by researchers such as
Gibson1 the perception at every moment is a totality aiming at
understanding our environment and our relationship to it. This means
that we cannot simply isolate the experiences of different senses, and
still less that we can divide and express our visual perceptions in
predetermined categories. But if you want to know which colours people
see, you have to find methods that specifically measure colour, and this
with measurements and units that can be understood by other people
than the observer himself.
First of all we can exclude all methods that start from measuring the
intensity and composition of distal or proximal radiation. As has been
discussed in the proceeding Section 1.7 there is no direct relationship
between this radiation and the colours that we perceive, and thus it is
impossible to determine the perceived colour through a physical
measurement of stimuli.
The so called colorimetric methods that have been developed within
the framework of the international illumination commission CIE2 do not
aim at determining the colour we perceive. Their purpose is to measure
colour differences and specify acceptable colour variation. The methods
start from assumptions about the relationship between radiation and
visual perception, and they measure the spectral composition of
proximal stimulus in a standardised situation for conditions such as light
and surrounds. The human retina’s ability to transform radiation energy
into sensations of colour and light is different depending on the
wavelength, and this is taken into consideration in constantly refined
systems of processing equations. 3 It is however important to remember
that the colorimetric methods do not measure the colour a person sees in
a specific situation – and also that they do not claim to do so.
Within recent colorimetric research there have been attempts to find
methods for “colour appearance”, that is perceived colour. The aim is to
be able to include factors like adaptation and surrounding colours in the
mathematical computing systems.4 However, the precondition is still
that all observation situations can be controlled and adjusted to
redesigned standard situations. Thus, even if such methods for
determining colour appearance are developed, they are of no use for

1

Gibson 1966
Commission International del’Eclairage
3
A more thorough discussion about the colorimetric methods is given in Fridell Anter
1997b pp.53ff (in Swedish).
4
Hunt 1987, Billmeyer 1988, Luo et.al. 1991
2
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determining the colours that we see on houses under varying and
uncontrollable outdoor conditions.5
The advanced colorimetric methods try to specify psychological
phenomena – perceived colour – via measuring physical data – radiation
energy. Also other disciplines use similar psychophysical methods. In
the field of building ventilation, Professor Ole Fanger has defined new
measurements and units for pollution, starting from the human
experience of air quality.6 His approach is, that the human sense organs
are unsurpassable measurers of sensations. However, Fanger sees a
practical necessity to eventually develop an instrument that can measure
perceived air pollution. In this he makes a comparison to the units
decibel(A) for sound and lux for light, which are based on physical
measurements but are adjusted according to the sensitivity of human
senses. Thus his units and measuring methods can also be compared to
those of advanced colorimetrics. The human experience of the specific
situation is lost, however, in these combinations of physical and sensory
measurements.
But what possibilities do exist to grasp the human experience? Is it
unique for every person and situation or is it possible so say anything in
general about such a thing as the perceived colour of a house?
To know what colours people see you have to ask them what they see.
This means that it is impossible to get knowledge of what colours people
perceive in the unreflective perception attitude of everyday life. If one
asks a person What colour do you see? the very question will
automatically draw that person away from the living perception and
evoke a reflective attitude. This means that all methods for
determination of perceived colour are restricted to the perception of the
reflective observation attitude.7

5

Mahadev & Henry 1999 present an attempt to understand how the colours that can be
seen from long distances are affected by atmospheric haze due to humidity and air
pollutants. They evaluate a method which measures the spectral composition of
proximal stimulus and makes mathematical corrections for adaptation and surrounding
colours /”the Hunt94 model for color appearance”). They conclude, that in spite of the
possibility to mathematically weigh in the specific circumstances, spectrophotometric
methods can not be uses for determining the colours that an observer can see in an
outdoor situation.
6
Fanger 1988 (in Swedish).
7
The different observation attitudes are taken from Merleau-Ponty and are further
discussed in Section 1.7. “The weakness of both empiricism and intellectualism lies in
their refusing to recognize any other colours than those fixed qualities which make their
appearance in the reflective attitude, whereas colour in living perception is a way into
the thing.” (Merleau-Ponty 1989 p. 305) “The question is whether attentive perception,
the subjects concentrating on one point of the visual field /:::/ do not, instead of
revealing the ‘normal sensation’, substitute a special set-up for the original
phenomenon.” (ibid. p. 8)
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One more complication is discussed by Evans, who points out that
questions about definite colours of objects contradict ordinary
experience: “In everyday life the colors of objects are not stable and
there is no point in trying to assign an exact color to an object;
accordingly people do not attempt to train themselves in this respect.”8
As has been discussed before, everybody does not see the same colour
even if the external circumstances are identical. Also, one and the same
person can see different colours depending on additional information,
purpose and attitude to the observation as such.9
Thus, the facade has no “true” colour even if the viewing situation
can be made totally controlled. This means that it is theoretically
impossible to determine the perceived colour of a facade in a specific
instance. It can, however, be possible to “encircle” a colour area, within
which the perceived colour varies, and to use statistical methods to
determine an “average perceived colour”. The following sections
include discussions about different methods for such approximate
determination of the perceived colour.

2.2 The individual observations of a skilled observer
A common method in phenomenological architecture research is that the
researcher uses himself and his perceptions as the most important tool.
He can also make interpretations of the implications of his experiences,
thereby connecting to a hermeneutic research tradition. Among
architectural researchers analysing colour experiences in this way are
Sven Hesselgren, Steen Eiler Rasmussen and Armand Björkman.10 This
method is also used by artists who want to mediate in writing their
experiences from artistic experiments with colour.11
In my opinion such personal observations are a necessary first step in
research of the kind discussed in this thesis. The personal observations
make it possible to locate the problem, to raise relevant questions and
maybe also to formulate preliminary hypotheses. At the same time I am
convinced that the personal observations are totally insufficient if you
want to get more general answers to questions of the type posed here.
The colours that I see in a certain situation depend on my own intentions
and previous knowledge, and it is impossible to obtain a “pure” seeing
that is not influenced by my hypotheses or preconceived conceptions of
what I might find. Thus, a survey where the research leader in person
8

Evans 1974 p. 199.
See Section 1.7.
10
Hesselgren 1954 and several later books, some of them in English. Rasmussen 1959.
Björkman 1988 (in Swedish).
11
E.g. Birren 1961
9
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observes rooms or facades under different conditions will most likely
confirm the outspoken or hidden hypotheses – only revealing what the
research leader was already convinced would be found.12
I do not totally exclude the possibility of drawing more universally
applicable conclusions from the research leader’s own observations, but
if research leaders are to be reliable test subjects, the observations must
be organised in such a way that they can not be influenced by their
knowledge (e.g. about the inherent colour of the facade) or by their
memories from previous observations. In practice this means that there
must be many observations objects and that a relatively long time must
pass between repeated observations. Furthermore the way of working
and the colour determination method must be of a kind that does not
build on personal thoughts and reflections, that can be brought to life
again in a similar situation. This excludes the elaborate and sensitive
descriptions that usually characterise phenomenological research, but it
should be possible to do short notations such as colour codes or
markings on different types of scales.

2.3 Using psychometric methods
There is a wide spread notion that the terms measure and measurement
are not adequate in contexts concerning people’s opinions or
experiences. These concepts instead have been reserved for quantifiable
data such as those of physical character. In my opinion they are,
however, also adequate for issues concerning perception.
According to Webster’s Encyclopaedic Dictionary13 measure means:
“act or process of ascertaining the extent, dimensions, quantity etc. of
something, esp. by comparison to a standard”. The psychometrical
measuring methods, that are well established within psychology use the
human senses as measuring instruments. As soon as an object or a
phenomenon can give rise to a perception that is similar for everybody,
it can be used as a reference for an objective scale of perceptions and
provide comparable units for these.14
When it comes to perceived colour on facades there is, as has been
discussed above, no perception that is similar for everybody. It is quite
possible that a trained an interested colour observer sees other colours
than the person who has seldom or never thought about colour. Most
certainly the skilled observer also has a more differentiated way of
12

Cf. Mark Fairchild’s conclusion presented in Section 1.7.
Webster’s Encyclopaedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language 1994.
14
Tonnquist 1995 p.53 (in Swedish).
13
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seeing. This differentiation can apply to the whole colour world or be
concentrated to certain areas that for some reason are important for the
person in question. A gardener can distinguish between green colours
that for a layman are “just the same”, and a recently published novel
tells about the Eskimo woman Smilla and her special “feeling for
snow”.15 16
This can imply a conflict for the evaluation of different methods. On
the one hand I see it as essential that the method mirrors the colour
perception of people who normally live in the built environment. Among
these the professional colour experts are a minority, with a colour
perception that is certainly as “true” as that of the majority, but at the
same time maybe less representative. On the other hand I see it as
essential to get differentiated colour assessments that make it possible to
compare the object’s perceived colour in different situations. The latter
seems most likely if the observers are used to colour assessments and
work continuously with colour.
There is also the question of to what extent the observers are governed
by their professional knowledge about such as pigments. In my method
developing experiments some houses were observed both by groups of
students in upper secondary school (16-18 years old) and by groups of
professional building painters undergoing advanced training. The
determinations of perceived hue were essentially in accord, which
suggests that the painters’ knowledge of pigments and paint material did
not affect their assessment of perceived colour.17
In spite of the difficulties concerning the representativity of test
subjects I consider it feasible to work with psychometrical methods. If
perceived colour is assessed by observers with different previous
knowledge this can form a basis for comparisons between different
observer categories.18 With an sufficient number of observers their
assessments – irrespective of observer category – can be processed
through statistical analysis. The “average perceived colours” that can be
determined with such methods can not be considered as “true” in any
absolute sense. They can, however be seen as approximate values and as

15

Høeg 1992.
A similar question, but without special emphasis on colour, is explored by Jan
Janssens (1984, in Swedish). Janssens test subjects (architects + chemical engineers)
were shown colour slides of buildings and were told to evaluate them with the help of
semantic differential scales. He concludes that the individual differences were larger
than the expected group differences. The architects, however, used language in a more
varied way, which led to a semantically more differentiated description of the facades.
17
See Fridell Anter 1997b pp. 116ff ( in Swedish). The painters used determination
method A, the school students used methods E and F (see Sections 2.7, 2.9 and 2.10 in
this thesis).
18
For a comparison between different observers and a discussion about the reliability of
different observer groups see Appendix 2.
16
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starting points for the definition of areas within which the perceived
colour varies under the given conditions. 19

2.4 Object selection and experiment design in this work
The objects of my studies are facades observed in the environment
where they are situated. The methods and the experiment design have
developed during the process of the work and have gradually been
adapted to suit the set of questions posed.
The observed houses have been chosen to represent as large a part as
possible of the conceivable colour world. The observations have been
made outdoors in different seasons and weather conditions and from
different viewing distances.20 The scheduling of the observations and the
selection of observed houses have to a large extent been determined by
practical factors, such as the houses being accessible and not too far
from each other and the observers being able to participate at the chosen
time. This means that preconditions have not been possible to control in
the way that is done in laboratory experiments.
Not even the selection of observation objects has been fully reliable,
as the owners of the houses sometimes have repainted them while the
observation series was running. The variations of seasons are very
unpredictable in Sweden, where there can be bare ground in January and
snow in April, and the weather is even more variable. Not even the
viewing distance has been totally governed by the theoretical experiment
design, but varies depending on where the observer can see the whole
facade without being run over by cars or intruding on private land.
All observations have taken place in or near Uppsala in mid Sweden.
The majority of the objects have been single family detached houses
without immediately adjacent neighbours. The facades had vertical
timber cladding with an opaque paint layer (see Figure 2001). In a
smaller comparative study I have also observed the colour of larger
facades with smooth rendering. Totally 98 timber facades and 27
rendered facades have been subject to single or repeated observations.
The choice of colour on the observed facades is limited by the
Swedish colour traditions. Facade colours within the range of yellowred-brown are very common, green colours are often seen whereas blue
colours are rare and purple hardly exists. Most Swedish houses have
19

At the Savannah conference Feb. 2000 Mark Fairchild from the experience of his
presented experiment gave “a fair warning to take the results of visual experiments with
a grain of salt when they involve higher-level perceptual mechanisms and only few
observers” (quoted from the abstract in the conference material)
20
Ca 4m, ca 50m and longer distances up to 1300m.
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facades with relatively low chromaticness, and with the exception of the
typical “Falun red”, light colours are much more frequent than dark
ones.21

FIGURE 2001. Two types of vertical timber cladding typical for the
observed houses. Scale 1:20
All facades have been observed directly from the front, which visually
reduced the houses to two-dimensional plates. Is has, however, been
obvious that they were real three-dimensional houses, and on the basis
on my experience I have assumed that the colours that were perceived in
this simplified situation did not differ in any significant way from “the
colour of the house” when seen as a three-dimensional volume.
At every observation instance the viewing conditions were
documented through notes about
21

The inherent colours of all observed facades are shown in Figures 7:1-7:9 in
Appendix 7.
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•
•
•

date and time
weather (clear – overcast –sun behind clouds – haze)
the light quality and angle towards the facade (diffuse – in shadow –
sun at full angle to the facade – sun oblique to the facade)
• the colour of windows, roofs, adjacent houses etc.
• the colour of the vegetation etc.
• the gloss and structure of facade material (e.g. type of timber
cladding , coarseness of rendering).
All houses were photographed at least once as a memory aid and as a
documentation of the viewing distance.
The observations have been made with and without references in the
form of colour samples. When reference samples have been used they
have been NCS atlas (1989 and 1996) and NCS blocks.22
I have worked with several psychometric methods. Common for all of
them is that the observers have looked at one house at a time and
answered questions about the colour they see. The instructions made
clear that the questions were concerned with the colour seen “here and
now”, not the colour the observers would think that the house has been
painted with. I have also tried to evoke a holistic attitude that has
concentrated on the identity colour of the facade rather than its colour
variations. The more precise wording of the questions has varied
between different observation series and so has the manner in which
observers were requested to respond.23
To obtain generally applicable results as far as possible I have used
several types of observers and weighed their answers together in the
final processing. The observers have been from three categories:

22

The following NCS colour aids have been used:
NCS colour atlas (1989) contains 1526 systematically arranged colour samples
measuring 11x14 mm. The samples are mounted hue-wise on white A4 sheets in a
binder. This edition of the atlas was used in observations up to my licentiate thesis
(June 1997).
NCS colour atlas (1996), Swedish standard SS 01 91 02, contains 1750 systematically
arranged colour samples measuring 15x15 mm. The samples are mounted hue-wise on
white sheets little larger than A4, in a binder. This edition of the atlas was used in
observations after my licentiate thesis (June 1997).
NCS colour blocks (edition 2, quality level 1, 1995) consist of 1750 colour samples
measuring 36x105 mm, arranged one by one in fan-blocks. The colour selection is the
same as in NCS atlas (1996) and the samples are systematically arranged after hue and
nuance.
The different NCS aids do not include exactly the same colour selection, depending on
the publisher’s amplification and revision that was not completed when I started my
work. This has had some impact on the possibility to do reliable interpolations, but apart
from this the differences between the editions are so small that they can be considered
insignificant in connection with the determination methods used.
23
See Sections 2.6-2.11.
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1.
2.
3.

Trained colour observers with good knowledge about the NCS and
its categories (myself and other architects and colour researchers)
Building painters with some NCS knowledge
School students, 16-18 years old, without special colour training

In the observations with trained observers there have been only a few
persons participating,24 whereas the “naïve” observers (category 2 and
3) have formed larger groups, enabling me to make statistical
calculations based on ca. 25-120 comparable observations for each
facade.
Each of the “naïve” observers in category 2 and 3 participated in one
observation series, involving ca. 10 houses. Some of the trained
observers in category 1 have taken part in several series and observed
the same house under different conditions. In such cases I have taken
care to let enough time pass between the observations, that one could
not remember the answers given last time.25 I have also made sure that
my co-observers – and as far as possible also myself – have been
ignorant of the inherent colours of the houses when observing them.

2.5 Discussion of the method for determining inherent
colour
In the processing of results, all determinations of perceived colour have
been compared to the inherent colour of the respective facades. In this
the inherent colour is used as a constant reference, which makes it
possible to compute differences between different viewing situations and
facade materials.
In my investigations I have assessed the inherent colour visually, using
a “measuring rod” consisting of colour samples. The reliability of this
method depends on the current light situation. The accuracy varies, as in
all manual measuring methods, with the situation and with the skill of
the person who performs the measuring.
If the method is to be reliable the light must have a wavelength
composition similar to the daylight imitating fluorescent light that has
been used in the standardised situation. The light must also have enough
intensity to enable the observer to distinguish between similar samples,
and to keep the visual sense functioning in the normal daylight way
(photopic vision).26 This means that the method can be used in most
24

Observers in the licentiate part of the work were PhD Larissa Shakinko, architect
SAR Åke Svedmyr and myself. Observers in the later part of the work were Åke
Svedmyr, Maud Hårleman, Monica Billger (doctoral students in architecture) and
myself.
25
An exception from this is observation series B2, where the same facades were
observed from different distances within the same half hour. See Section 7.3.
26
Photopic, scotopic and mesopic vision are further discussed in Section 6.1
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daylight situations, excluding extreme situations like dawn, sunset and
dark or hazy weather.

FIGURE 2002. The method for determining inherent colour.

The issue of the wavelength composition is crucial for avoiding
metameric effects. Metamerism means that two colour objects – e.g. the
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colour sample and the facade – can have the same colour in one
illumination and different colours in another illumination. Such objects
are mutually metameric. The explanation of the phenomenon is that
radiation with different spectral energy composition can cause identical
colour perceptions. Two surfaces with different reflection qualities can
in one light cause proximal stimuli that are different in such a way that
we see the same colour on both surfaces. In another illumination the two
surfaces will give proximal stimuli that are different in a way that makes
us see different colours. This means that you can never know for certain
that those colour objects that look the same in one light also would do so
in another light.27 A related phenomenon is called observer metamerism
by Hunt. In means that different observers can make slightly different
matches, which becomes more obvious when the two compared surfaces
differ much in spectral reflectance composition.
Theoretically seen the metamerism can be eliminated only if the
surfaces of both objects have exactly the same reflection qualities. For
painted surfaces this means that the paint must have been mixed with
identical pigments in identical proportions. This is an extreme special
case, and in practice one always has to assume some degree of
metamerism between different surfaces. In the case discussed –
comparison between standardised NCS samples and painted facades –
there are however strong reasons to presume that the metameric effects
are very small.
The first reason for this presumption deals with the illumination. The
risk for metamerism increases when the colour objects are observed in a
light with a spectral composition differing strongly from the light where
they looked the same. The standard illumination of the NCS samples
consists of simulated daylight from fluorescent tubes developed
especially for critical colour assessments. This light has been shown to
have colour rendering qualities that are close to those of daylight. This
means that the objects that look the same in normal daylight can be
assumed to look the same also in the standard situation.28
Another reason to assume only minor effects of metamerism is the
pigmentation of colour samples and of paints for outdoor use.
Metamerism arises primarily when different pigments are mixed, and is
determined by how selective the pigments are in their spectral
reflectance. A selective pigment absorbs some wavelengths almost
totally and others almost not at all. Such pigments are necessary for
making very strongly chromatic colour objects. However, if selective
pigments are used for mixing of less chromatic colours – through
mixture with each other or with grey – the resulting colour surfaces
become very sensitive to illumination changes.
27

In Svedmyr 1995c p.95 (in Swedish) there are reflectance graphs for two colour
objects that look the same in daylight but different in incandescent light. The problems
of metamerism are also discussed in Hunt 1987 p.103.
28
Tonnquist 1995 p.91, Hård, Sivik & Svedmyr 1983 (both in Swedish).
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Those pigments that for technical and economical reasons are used for
exterior painting of buildings are usually non-selective pigments that
give illumination stable colours even when mixed. Also the NCS
samples are produced with a limited number of pigments, chosen and
combined with the aim of avoiding metamerism. 29Most of these
pigments are also durable and relatively cheap, which means that they to
a large extent are the same as the most common exterior pigments.
Those relatively weakly chromatic colours that are common on facades
thus offer small risks of metamerism when compared to the
corresponding NCS samples. For more chromatic colours the risks are
larger, but such colours are seldom used on facades.
A problem that is similar to metamerism involves the gloss of the
colour sample and the facade surface. If they have different gloss it
becomes more difficult to isolate colour as a specific visual attribute,
which complicates the comparison. There is also a risk of “angle
metamerism”, which gives the two objects the same colour from one
observation angle but not from another. 30 One more complication has to
do with the character of light, often in combination with the surface’s
gloss or texture. Colour objects that are alike in direct sunlight can
become different in diffuse light form an overcast sky, and vice versa.
You can even experience how the colours “change place” when the sun
is covered by a cloud.31
The colour samples in the NCS collections have a gloss of 15-20 units,
which corresponds to the designation “semi-matt”.32 The painted timber
facades in my study have mostly been matt or semi-matt, that is rather
close to the gloss of the colour samples. Occasional facades with
distemper paint have, however, had a much lower gloss. The observed
rendered facades have been more matt than the colour samples and in
addition had a granular surface structure, which has made the
comparison with flat samples more difficult. Therefore it is reasonable
to assume, that the executed determinations of inherent colour are more
accurate for timber facades than for rendered facades.
How close, then, is this accuracy? The theoretical accuracy of the
method is determined by the production tolerances of the samples, that is
in most cases ±2 NCS units around the nominal value.33 Another
29

In the process of sample production, metamerism tendency of all pigment mixtures
are tested in three different lights. Anders Nilsson, Scandinavian Colour Institute
(Personal communication March 2000)
30
The concept angle metamerism comes form conversations with Åke Svedmyr. It can
also apply to objects with the texture differing in between them.
31
Sivik & Hård 1979a p.12 (in Swedish).
32
Semi-matt = Swedish halvmatt. The Swedish standardised gloss units are defined in
SS 18 41 84.
33
The production tolerances of NCS samples are presented in Hård & Nilsson 1994.
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determining factor is the access of samples to compare with. Within
most of the colour world there are NCS samples for every 10:th unit of
blackness, chromaticness and hue, and between these it is possible to
interpolate.34 In practice, accuracy is of course diminished by both
external conditions and the attitude and procedures of the person doing
the measuring.
In my licentiate work I evaluated this method used for painted timber
facades. There I could conclude that a trained observer who used the
method in the prescribed way had no difficulty to find the NCS sample
closest to the surface colour. This was true for most colour areas, with
exception for colours with both low chromaticness and low blackness
(i.e. light grey or pale chromatic colours). The difficulty within this
colour area was primarily to determine the hue, which is not very
surprising considering the low chromatic content of these colours.35 The
observers were also asked to, if necessary, interpolate between the
available samples. The main part of the observation pairs here show a
relative difference of maximum 5 units for each of the variables
blackness, whiteness, chromaticness and hue.36
These results can be compared to a study were Hård and Sivik tested a
similar method.37 Their test subjects were asked to determine the colour
of different building materials through comparison with colour samples,
were the material samples could be placed directly on top of the colour
samples. Hård & Sivik draw the conclusion that in direct comparison
with reference samples one must allow for a relatively high probability
(ca. 30%) for a single observer to make a determination that differs
34

Åke Svedmyr compares the interpolation procedure with an attempt to measure
millimetres from a ruler graded in centimetres. (Svedmyr 1995d p.142, in Swedish). In
colour assessment there are however more variables involved, which makes the task
considerably more difficult.
35
Fridell Anter 1997b pp. 81ff (in Swedish). For each one of 64 facades there are at
least two independent determinations of inherent colour done by trained colour
observers. A comparison between the observers shows, that they in 80% of the cases
chose the same NCS samples as nearest to the facade colour. A comparison between
determinations done by the same observer, without possibility to remember the last
assessment result, shows that she in 87% of the cases chose the same nearest NCS
sample. The agreement for hue determination was somewhat less for light and weakly
chromatic colours and within colour areas where the NCS material offers a more sparse
selection than normally. For other areas the agreement is almost total, and in no case the
difference between two chosen samples is more than 10 units.
36
70% comparing two observers, 81% comparing repeated determinations by the same
observer.
37
Hård & Sivik 1979b (in Swedish). The task was to determine the colour of samples
from different building materials, through comparison with small colour samples
mounted hue-wise, according to the same principle as the pages of the NCS atlas. 67
material samples, 10 trained observers. Lightbox with controlled illumination. The
report describes the procedure insufficiently, but after conversations with Anders Hård
(1997) I draw the conclusion that the material samples could be placed directly on top
of the gauge. The average standard deviation of the determinations was ca. 5 NCS units
for blackness and chromaticness and almost 10 units for hue.
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from “the true value” with more than 5 NCS units in blackness and
chromaticness and more than 5-10 units in hue (the higher figure when
chromaticness is low).38 Hård and Sivik also conclude that even
experienced colour observers tended to pick the nearest reference
sample rather than to interpolate between available samples as they had
been told in the instructions. 39
Hård and Sivik’s study thus points at a somewhat lower accuracy than
I have been able to show in my method evaluation. This can be due to
the fact that Hård and Sivik’s test subjects were given a more difficult
task. The material samples that were placed on the reference samples
had some thickness, which made the comparisons more difficult than
when you place a thin colour sample on a flat surface. About one quarter
of the material samples were multicoloured, and almost half of them
were described as “single-colour with a structure”. My evaluation,
however, was done for painted timber facades with a gloss similar to that
of the colour samples.
The inherent colours used in my subsequent comparisons to perceived
colours have been determined in the following way: For 63 wooden
facades I made two independent determinations40 and calculated the
average between these. Normally the figures were rounded off to the
nearest 5 units for blackness, chromaticness, whiteness and hue. For the
rest of the facades I made only one determination, that was rounded off
in the same way. For the values thus obtained I have assumed a
preciseness of ±5 units for the variables blackness, whiteness,
chromaticness and hue, with the following exceptions:
• light and pale chromatic colours (s<30, c<10)
• colours within areas were the NCS collections offer a sampled
selection more sparse than every 10th unit.

38

Ibid. pp. 10 and 2.
Ibid. p. 7
40
One observer=myself, several weeks between the determinations which were made in
different and random order each time.
39
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2.6 Selection of methods for determining perceived
colour
When dealing with the perceived colour I have, as has already been
discussed41, come to the conclusion that psychometrical methods are
most adequate for an understanding of the problems in question. The
conclusion of my licentiate thesis42 was that no single psychometric
method is the apparent choice for determination perceived colour on
facades. Therefore I have tested a number of different determination
methods that have evolved gradually during the course of the work.
Besides the demands of validity and reliability, practical aspects have
been important when choosing methods: The methods must be useful for
a great number of facades without too much effort of time, and they
must be practicable with the categories of test subjects that were
available.43
The colour determinations have been done with two purposes. In some
cases there has been the need for an absolute determination of perceived
colour, to made possible a comparison with the inherent colour. This has
demanded a determination that is expressed according to NCS or can be
interpreted in terms of NCS variables. In other cases the aim has been to
compare colours perceived during different conditions, e.g. different
distances and weather, and in these cases it has been enough to have
comparable assessments from both situations.
I have found that none of the tested methods is adequate for a reliable
investigation of all the questions arising in this work. Therefore I have
chosen to work with several methods and combined their results when
processing them.

41

Section 2.1-2.3
Fridell Anter 1997b (in Swedish).
43
Other methods have been discussed but not tested for reasons of time and
practicality. Among these are the NCS method with magnitude estimation of related
similarity to all the 6 elementary colours, and pairwise comparisons with the help of
colour samples presented in a situation similar to the NCS standard situation.
42
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The following determination methods have been used:44
A: Notation in NCS symbols, without reference samples
Observers: Groups of persons with some NCS training and naïve observers who
have had a short NCS introduction
The answers are given as notations in NCS circle and sometimes also NCS triangle.
Usefulness in this context: No absolute determination but careful hue comparisons
between perceived and inherent colour and between perceived colours in different
situations. See Section 2.7.

B: Comparison to the NCS atlas
Observers: A few trained colour observers
The answers are given as NCS codes after visual comparison with the samples in
NCS atlas.
Usefulness in this context: Absolute determination of nuance with a sufficient
number of observers. Differences between perceived and inherent colour can be
calculated, but when comparing different light situations the result must be
interpreted carefully. See Section 2.8.

E: Spontaneous written colour description
Observers: Groups of naïve observers
The answers are given as one or a few written words
Usefulness in this context: Gives reliable but coarse determinations of hue but
cannot be used for determining nuance. Suitable for comparisons between relatively
similar colours that lack obvious colour names. See Section 2.9.

F: Controlled semantic colour determination
Observers: Groups of naïve observers
The answers are given as a choice between fixed written alternatives
Usefulness in this context: Can be used for coarse characterisation of perceived
colours and to find characteristic hue differences between different colours. See
Section 2.10.

G: Choice among given colour terms
Observers: Groups of naïve observers. Used only in the method combination GAH
The answers are given as a choice between 12 different terms
Usefulness in this context: Absolute determination of nuance with a sufficient
number of observers. Mirrors the difference between perceived colours when these
are difficult to define, but not when they are distinct. See Section 2.9.

44

In the licentiate work the methods A, B, E and F were tested, together with two more
methods, C and D, that proved inadequate for this purpose. In method C the facade was
compared from a distance with NCS colour blocks held up to be seen together with the
facade. Method D meant pair-wise comparisons between larger NCS samples held up in
a similar way. The methods are evaluated and rejected in Fridell Anter 1997b pp.105110.
The combination method GAH has been developed within the work with the doctorate
thesis.
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H: Magnitude estimation scales
Observers: Groups of naïve observers. Used only in the method combination GAH
The answers are given as notations on 7-graded scales for whitishness, blackishness
and greyishness.
Usefulness in this context: Reliable for comparisons between whiteness, blackness
and for some colour areas also chromaticness, for colours with similar hues. See
Section 2.10.

GAH: Combination method
Observers: Groups of naïve observers.
Combination of the determination methods G, A and H.
Usefulness in this context: See Sections 2.9, 2.7, 2.10 and Appendix 3.

The following sections give short presentations and summarised
evaluations of the different methods. For further descriptions and
analysis and a full report of all the observation series see Appendix 3-6.

2.7 Determination method A – notation in NCS symbols
without reference samples.
This method is based on the NCS model and can be seen as a
combination of several magnitude estimation scales. The method, that
has been developed by Anders Hård and Lars Sivik, implies that the
perceived colour is noted with dots in the NCS colour circle and colour
triangle, which notations can subsequently be translated into numerical
values and processed statistically. The observer does not have access to
any colour samples or other external references but makes his
assessments through comparison with his inner representations of the six
elementary hues.45
The method presupposes that the observer understands and can make
use of the variables and symbols of NCS.46 If these preconditions are
fulfilled the method has good validity and will actually tell what colour
the observer group perceived in a specific situation – or more correctly
the average and the statistical distribution of the colours perceived by a
group.

45

In their research reports Hård and Sivik do not make any clear distinction between
experiments where the notation in the NCS symbols has been made with or without
reference material in the form of colour samples (e.g. NCS atlas). See Sivik & Hård
1979a (in Swedish). Ito my opinion these are two separate methods, and I have tested
both in my observations. See also method B, Section 2.8.
46
This understanding should be trained and controlled through “test observations” and
subsequent result discussions before the actual experiment.
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FIGURE 2003. Reply form for determination method A
In their experiments, Hård and Sivik have obtained high reliability
provided their conditions were fulfilled.47 In my observations, however,
it has not been possible to give the test subjects the required
understanding of the method.48 As a consequence the answers have
shown a wide distribution. For nuance, the results were not coherent at
all, which I take as a sign of the observers’ inadequate preparation. Also
the hue determination must be interpreted with great caution. Within
certain colour areas, the methods as I have used it can give clear
information about the direction of the colour difference, e.g. if the
perceived colour has a redder hue than the inherent colour or if the
perceived colour becomes bluer from a longer distance. On the other
hand there has been no basis for conclusions about the size of this
difference (expressed in NCS hue units), and still less for any absolute
determination of specific colours.49

47

Confidence interval for 20 observers ca. ±5 units for the different NCS parameters
(95% level). Hård & Sivik 1979a p. 8 (in Swedish).
48
The observers in series A1 and A2 were unemployed painters on further education.
Their NCS training was not conducted by me but by the course leader, and they had not
tried the method in experiment-like situations. The observers in series GAH1 and
GAH2 were school students to whom I had given about one hour’s introduction,
including independent test assessments of some colours and a following common
discussion.
49
For a further evaluation of determination method A see Appendix 4.
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2.8 Determination method B – comparison to the NCS
atlas
In determination method B the observer compares the colour he sees on
that facade with the colours in an NCS atlas, and notes down his
observations as dots in the NCS triangle and circle or with the help of
NCS codes. The reference samples can not be placed directly towards
the facade but are seen against the white background of the atlas page, in
a light that as far as possible equals to the light on the facade.
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FIGURE 2004. Determination method B, observation situation
In my observations the observers stood in front of the house and held the
atlas approximately vertically. In this situation they looked at a
representative and evenly lit part of the facade surface and asked
themselves the question what colour do I see on the house just now? As
an answer they chose the sample that was perceived to have the same
colour as the facade, or if necessary interpolated between the samples.
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The results were processed with statistical methods which are presented
in Section 2.12.
The method has not been used in previously published research.
However, a similar determination method has been used by Sivik &
Hård.50 In their experiment the colours of metal building plates were
determined from a distance of 80 metres. Only nuance determination
was included, i.e. notation in the NCS triangle. The observers were two
very skilled colour observers. Their assessments gave coherent results
for the two observers, and Sivik & Hård therefore conclude that the
method in this case had high reliability in nuance determination. Hue
determination is not discussed.
The determination method assumes that the observer knows how to
use the NCS atlas and understand the variables of the NCS, to be able to
find his way to that or those colour sample(s) that is most similar to the
colour of the house. My observations with this method have been
carried out with a few colour trained architects, including myself. The
evaluation of the method, as I have used it, shows a weak validity for
hue determination, as the light on the samples varies in the same way as
on the observation object. For nuance determination the validity seems
to be better, as the samples are seen against a white paper giving a
stable reference.
My experiments showed large variations between the answers of
different observers. This primarily concerned the variables
chromaticness and hue. The reasons can be sought among factors like
different observation attitudes and previous knowledge, different ways
of holding the atlas towards causing different illumination and different
approaches to the simultaneous contrast between colour samples and
paper. Thus the accuracy is low with a small number of observers.51 To
reveal characteristic differences between inherent and perceived colour
it is therefore appropriate to use a larger number of observers and to
calculate statistical averages from their assessments.
To understand how the colour of a building is changed between
different viewing situations there is, however, no need for absolute NCS
determinations of the colour. Here it is sufficient to compare observation
results from the respective situations. As different people show different
patterns in their assessments it is in this context important that the
comparisons are done for each observer separately If the observer
masters the determination method well, such comparisons can give clear
50

Sivik & Hård 1979a, experiment 2. The experiment is discussed in Section 5.5. in
this thesis. According to personal communication with Anders Hård (spring 1995) the
NCS prototype atlas was used as a help reference, but contrary to my observations its
samples were viewed in an illumination aiming to resemble the NCS standard situation.
51
For a further evaluation see Appendix 5. The low accuracy in colour determination is
not specific for this method. Cf. discussion about Hård and Sivik’s experiments in
Section 2.5, footnote 32 and the comment from Mark Fairchild in Section 1.7, footnote
64.
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indications about the direction of the sought difference. It is also
possible to compute the average size of the differences for different
colour areas, but such figures must be interpreted with caution. This
especially applies to hue comparisons between different light situations.

2.9 Determination methods E and G – written colour
descriptions, spontaneous and preformulated
Preconditions for using every day language for colour determination
were discussed in my licentiate thesis,52 the conclusion being that
spontaneous verbal colour descriptions can give a general picture of the
broad colour characteristics, both for nuance and hue (the house is
bright yellow, the house is pinkish yellow, the house is brownish yellow).
They can also inform about rather small differences between colour
objects that are seen simultaneously or immediately after each other (the
left house is paler yellow than the right one).53
In my observations I have used written colour descriptions when the
test subjects have been “naïve”, that is without special colour training.
In determination method E (spontaneous colour description) the
observers have named the colour of the facade with one or two words of
their own. In determination method G the observers have been given 12
preformulated colour terms to choose from.54 In both cases I have been
able to process the answers from at least 25 persons for every house.
In the observations with spontaneous colour description (method E) I
sometimes got very imaginative answers like thunder cloud grey,
blueberry milk blue and the colour of dog’s jaws.55 In most cases,
however, these words conveyed what chromatic elementary attributes
that the observer saw in the colour of the house. The answers from each
group of observers agreed well in content, and a graphical analysis could
also clearly show which of the observed attributes was considered most
dominating. Thus the method with spontaneous colour description
52

Fridell Anter 1997b pp. 47ff and 94ff (in Swedish).
The usefulness and limitations of verbal language for colour determination are
discussed by Sällström (1991, in Swedish), who concludes that it is impossible to
specify single colours (“colour nuances”, translation KFA), with the help of ordinary
words. It is, however possible that the terms of every day language can form the basis
for a more controlled terminology, see Kelly 1976.
54
These 12 terms are those 11 that the psycholinguistics Berlin & Kay (1969) have
considered as basic (black, white, red, yellow, blue, green, grey, brown, violet/purple,
orange and rose-coloured/pink) and the vague but in building contexts useful term
beige. Swedish terms: svart, vit, röd, gul, blå, grön. grå, brun, lila/violett, orange,
rosa/skär, beige
55
Swedish: åskmolnsgrå, blåbärsmjölksblå, hundkäftsfärgad.
53
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proved to give reliable but coarse hue determinations, but to be useless
for determination of nuance. Its most appropriate use is for comparisons
between relatively similar colours that lack obvious colour names. For
example you can readily convey the difference between a grey colour
with a tinge of blue and a grey colour without such a tinge. However, the
method can not distinguish between two colours that are clearly yellow,
even if one is more chromatic or more reddish than the other one.56
For more precise specifications of the perceived colour the method
with spontaneous colour description is clearly inadequate. This is
primarily due to the fact that the number of possible colour words is
very small compared to the number of possible colour percepts. Also,
the meaning of the colour terms of a language can vary according to
factors such as geographical region, age and social groups.57
The method with a choice between preformulated colour terms
(method G) is less accurate then the spontaneous colour description, but
on the other hand easier to interpret and process. The conclusions about
the accuracy of this method are similar to those about method E. For
colours that are weakly chromatic or in other way difficult to define, the
spreading of chosen colour words can mirror the difference between
different perceived colours. For more distinct colours, however, all
answers become the same and the method gives no opportunity to reveal
possible differences.58

2.10 Determination methods F and H – notations on
given scales

56

See Fridell Anter 1997b pp.94ff and 185ff (in Swedish).
Sivik & Hård 1984 (in Swedish), Sarapik 1996.
58
The evaluation is based on the following comparisons, viewing distance ca. 50m:
Two weakly chromatic “greyish pink” houses with very similar inherent colours. The
choices of colour words here reflect the fact that one house has a more yellowish
inherent colour than the other one.
House K32 Inherent colour 3010-Y70R Answers: 18 pink, 8 violet, 1 grey
House K40 Inherent colour 3510-Y90R Answers: 3 pink, 24 violet.
Three relatively strongly chromatic “green” houses were the inherent colours have
similar nuances but clearly different hues. The choices of colour names does not mirror
the differences in inherent colour but show a massive majority for “green”, however
with some uncertainty about the colour name for the most yellowish house.
House F53 Inherent colour 4520-G90Y, Answers: 40 green, 4 yellow, 1 beige, 3
combinations of yellow and green, brown and orange.
House F55 Inherent colour 4522-G50Y, Answers: 46 green, 1 green+blue,
1 green+brown
House F57 Inherent colour 5030-G20Y, Answers: 48 green, 1 green+blue
Three weakly chromatic houses with obvious bluishness. The choices of colour names
here mirror the inherent colours’ different degree of chromaticness.
House K34 Inherent colour 3500, Answers: 3 violet, 7 blue, 17 grey
House K35 Inherent colour 2502-R20B, Answers: 5 violet, 10 blue, 4 blue+grey, 8 grey
House K44 Inherent colour2005-B10G, Answers: 22 blue, 2 blue+grey, 3 grey
Combination answers like “blue+grey” were given against the instruction.
57
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Scales for notation of the perceived colour can be designed in different
ways, presuming different previous knowledge. In the licentiate thesis
semantic differential scales and magnitude estimation scales59 were
discussed and a new method for controlled semantic colour
determination was developed (determination method F)60 In later
observations I have worked with 7-graded magnitude estimation scales
for different colour attributes (determination method H).61
Determination method F was developed for groups of “naïve”
observers without special colour training. The observer was given a set
of given alternatives and noted down which of them best described the
perceived colour of the facade. The wording of the alternatives was
based on those spontaneous colour descriptions that previous
observation groups had chosen for the same houses, and the design of
the scales were such that each alternative was presented with a few
words. For facades with obvious chromaticness the form of answer was
constructed according to the following model:
Yellow with a tinge of
green
Strong Clear
Weak

59

Yellow without any tinge
of green or red

Yellow with a tinge of red
Weak

Clear

Strong

Fridell Anter 1997 b pp. 49 ff and 53 (in Swedish).
Ibid. pp 97ff and 191ff.
61
Also NCS colour circle and colour triangle can be seen as combinations of magnitude
estimation sales. See Section 2.7, determination method A.
60
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For facades close to pure grey there were two consequtive questions
according to the following model:
Grey with a tinge of
Yellow Orange Red

The tinge is

Violet

Weak

Grey without
any tinge of
any other
colour

Clear

Grey with a tinge of
Blue

Bluegreen

Green

Greenyellow

Strong

For facades that spontaneously had been named brown the observers in
one series were asked to formulate the tinge of the brown in their own
words.62
When processing the results the alternative answers were ranked on a
category scale63. Type values and median values were computed and the
distribution was shown in bar diagrams.
Assuming that the alternative answers are well chosen this method can
be presumed to have a high validity, i.e. the answers of the observers
should actually reflect what colour they see on the house. The
concordance between given answers for every house was considerable,
which implies that also the reliability was good. However, the method is
by necessity coarse, as there is no measure of the degree of “tinge”
which is labelled as weak, clear or strong. For most colour areas the
method can be used only for hue determination. For colours that are
perceived as “almost grey” it can, however, also give some information
about chromaticness, whereas it does not tell anything about the
dimensions whiteness and blackness.
Thus determination method F can be used for coarse characterisations
of perceived colours and to find character distinguishing hue differences
between different colours. It is also possible to tell whether the
perceived colour has the same chromatic attributes (yellowness, redness,
blueness, greenness) as the inherent colour or not. It is, however, not
possible to measure the size of the indicated colour differences.64
In my later observation series I have tested different types of
magnitude estimation scales for determination of the nuance attributes of
the perceived colour. The purpose was to create a basis for comparisons
between different houses and/or the same house in different viewing
situations, but not to make absolute NCS determinations that could be
compared to the inherent colours. Eventually I chose to use a set of
62

Observations series F5, see Appendix 3.
Scale for ordinal data, Rudberg 1993 p. 42 (in Swedish).
64
See Fridell Anter 1997b pp.98-99 and 191ff. (in Swedish).
63
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scales based on the words whitish, blackish and greyish.65 The scales
have 7 steps between the words Not at all and Totally. These three
scales together constitute determination method H and have been used in
two large observation series with “naïve” observers.66
The evaluation of the method showed that the test subjects had
understood the scales and that the scales whitish and blackish seemed to
correspond to the NCS attributes whiteness and blackness. Greyishness
could for most colours be interpreted as a lack of chromaticness. The
magnitude estimation scales of determination method H thus are reliable
for whiteness and blackness comparisons between colours of all
categories, as long as the compared colours have similar hues. The
method is also reliable for chromaticness comparisons between similar
colours, however excluding black, white, grey, brown, yellow and
orange colours.67

2.11 Summarising discussion about the chosen methods
As has been presented in previous sections, I have worked with six
different methods for determination of the facades’ perceived colour.
Two of these used the symbols and colour specifications of the NCS.
This made it possible to quantify and compute the difference between
inherent and perceived colour and between perceived colours in
different situations. In method A no colour samples were used as
references, and with the chosen test subjects and experiment design this
method could lead to conclusions only for hue, not for nuance. Also, the
method would give no information about the size of the proven
differences, only about their directions (e.g. The perceived colour has a
bluer hue than the inherent colour). In method B the perceived colour
was compared to the colour samples in NCS atlas, and grouped into
colour areas to give a basis for statistical analyses. These analyses could
show the direction of the differences explored (e.g. The inherent colour
has more blackness than the perceived colour). Depending on the
number of observations and the agreement with the results of other
determination methods it would also be possible to draw cautious
conclusions about the size of the differences.
Those methods that were based on the NCS made specific demands
upon the experiment situation and the knowledge and approach of the
observers. If these demands were fulfilled the methods would have good
validity, but if the observers would not meet the requirements it would
65

Swedish: vitaktighet, svartaktighet, gråaktighet.
Series GAH 1 and GAH 2, see Appendix 3.
67
For a further evaluation see Appendix 6.
66
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not be certain that the methods could measure the colour seen on the
facade. This raised some difficulties, as I have not always been able to
find adequately trained observers.
Good validity for all observers can be found with the methods where
groups of observers give individual written descriptions of the colour
they perceive on the facade. I have used two such methods. In one
(method E) the perceived colour is specified by spontaneous written
descriptions, in the other one (method G) the test subject can choose
between a number of given colour terms. Both methods have proved to
be reliable for a coarse determination of hue. Repeated observations
thus can form the basis for comparisons between facades with similar
colours or between the perceived colours of one facade in different
situations (e.g. The facade was more bluish under overcast sky than in
sunny weather). Theses methods can however not be used for nuance
determination nor give any differentiation between colours that are
described with the same colour word. Comparisons between inherent
and perceived colour can be made if the two of them have different
chromatic elementary attributes (e.g. a yellowish red inherent colour
gives a facade that is perceived as violet). Minor differences between
inherent and perceived colour cannot be detected, however, with these
methods. It is also not possible to determine the perceived colour
according to NCS nor to make a statistical analysis of observation data.
In the last two determination methods the perceived colour was noted
on given scales. The observers were given the task in a group but gave
their answers individually. Method F was based on category scales with
preformulated colour descriptions, and method H involved notation on
magnitude estimation scales. These methods have good validity if the
observers understand the scales, which requires only a little training. If
the experiments are repeated they can provide the basis for comparisons
between different facades or between those colours that a facade
presents in different situations. It is also possible to make a simple
statistical analysis of these differences. With the method F it is possible
to establish whether inherent and perceived colour have different
chromatic elementary attributes (e.g. a yellowish green inherent colour
gives a facade that is described as green with a tinge of blue). There is,
however, no possibility to compute the size of the difference between
perceived and inherent colour.
One way of evaluating the determination methods is to compare the
observation results acquired with respective method. If the results show
similar tendencies there is a reason to assume a greater reliability than
what can be shown for each method separately.68 The methods that I
have used can be compared only for hue determination, where their
results show a close agreement. Nuance determinations for comparisons
with the inherent colour have been achieved only with method B,
68

Anders Hård calls this approach face validity (personal communication).
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(comparison to the NCS atlas), which makes it impossible to make this
type of comparative evaluation.

2.12 Processing of observation results
As has been discussed in the preceding sections, each of the
determination methods used has pronounced weaknesses and limitations.
To create a greater understanding of the problems I have therefore
combined different methods and compared their results. In this way I
hope to be able to draw conclusions that go beyond what can be
understood from each method separately.
A comparative analysis of the observation results demands a clear
terminology with unambiguous categories, that can be applied
whichever method has been used in the observations. The Natural
Colour System NCS offers such a terminology, making it possible to
describe and group the colours according to their characteristic
attributes. I have therefore chosen to use the NCS terminology as a
pervading language when discussing colour categories and colour
differences. This automatically implies that the analysis is focused on
some colour attributes, whereas others run the risk of being
overlooked.69 According to my opinion, this is inevitable whichever
description system you choose. All “colour systems” are models of a
complex reality, and as such they can never capture all aspects of the
colour experiences. The choice of analysis method is always decisive for
what knowledge can be reached, and it is very important not to draw
conclusions that go beyond the inherent limitations of the method.
To be able to draw more widely applicable conclusions from the
diversity of different facade colours I have used the inherent colour of
the facade as a reference and compared all observation data with it. On
the basis of inherent colour the facades have been grouped in colour
areas that have been analysed separately (e.g. pale yellow inherent
colours, red inherent colours and pale yellowish green inherent colours).
This grouping (colour areas P1-P13) was based on the observations in
the licentiate thesis, and have subsequently been used in the analysis
within each of the five special studies.70 After finishing all observations
and analysing results I have evaluated the principles used and
69

One important example is lightness that can not be expressed in NCS terms but can
be computed from the NCS variables of the colour. It may also happen that factors like
gloss, illumination or the size of the surface contribute in making the colour “intensive”
in a way that can not be measured with the NCS variable chromaticness. Lars Sivik in a
conversation has described this phenomenon as “it becomes more of the colour”.
70
The colour areas P1-P13 are presented and discussed in Section 5.3.
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formulated new criteria for grouping the inherent colours. This has led
to the new colour areas Q1-Q9, that have been used in the concluding
analysis and discussions.71
The observations with method B gaive numerical values for the
perceived colour and made it possible to compute differences (∆values) between inherent and perceived colour for different attributes of
the colour. If the number of observations within each colour area is large
enough these computed differences can be processed statistically. This
results in average differences, confidence intervals and statistical
significance for different colour areas. Such a statistical analysis is not
based on two persons’ observations of the same house, but rather on a
greater number of observations of houses with similar inherent colours.
Thus it is possible to compare all the obtained observation results, even
if the observed houses are not the same and have not identical inherent
colour. I have used this processing method and these colour areas for
several observation series with method B, analysing the importance of
viewing distance, surrounding colours and other observation
conditions.72
In this context it should be noted that the inherent colour is used only
as a reference aid and that I do not consider it more “true” than other
colours that can be perceived on the facade. However, the inherent
colour has a special importance in practical colour design, as the colour
specification on a sample tells its inherent colour. Strictly speaking, a
colour sample shows its inherent colour only when it is observed under
standardised conditions with simulated daylight and white background.
However, according to my experience it remains very close to the
inherent colour also when seen in real daylight – e.g. from a window –
stipulating that the background is white and the surrounding colours are
not strongly chromatic. In the ideal case also the notation on a tin of
paint corresponds to the inherent colour of a surface that is painted from
this tin. However, this ideal is not to be trusted, due to factors like
insufficient precision in paint mixing and the structure and other
qualities of the surface.
At every observation occasion the perceived colour has been
influenced by several factors that vary all the time and that cannot be
isolated from each other. The colour that we see on the facade depends
on the qualities of the facade surface, on the viewing situation and on
factors that lie inside ourselves. In every single case it is impossible to
understand exactly what makes us perceive this specific colour.
However, as my work included a large number of observations it has
been possible to group these on the basis of different influencing factors
and analyse one factor at a time. As an example, I have arranged all
observations on the basis of light conditions, and in this context
71
72

The colour areas Q1-Q9 are presented and discussed in Section 4.2.
For a comprehensive presentation of the processing method see Section 5.3
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neglected possible variations in surrounding colours. The studies in
Chapters 6-9 include such analyses of how the perceived colour is
influenced by light situation, viewing distance, surrounding colours and
the facade’s surface qualities.
Such a procedure inevitably leads to a simplification. It is based on an
assumption that everything but the studied factor is constant, which
hardly corresponds to the reality. There might also be systematic covariations between the factors. Thus it is never completely certain that
the indicated differences really depend on the factor that has been
analysed.
Analysis of one factor at a time also cannot grasp co-variations
between factors The studies in Chapters 6-9 shall thus be seen as
different paths, each of them incomplete, towards an understanding of
the main problem concerning facade colours’ variation with the
situation. Concluding analyses are given in Chapters 3, 4 and 10.
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3.1 Return to the initial questions1
Section 1.1. outlined three sets of questions central to this thesis. Two of
these will be discussed in this chapter, and the third one is discussed in
Chapter 4.
The first question set is:
• Is it possible to survey and map out what colours people perceive on
facades observed under different conditions? If so, what methods can
be used and to what extent it is possible to obtain results of wider
application?
Section 1.7 deals with the theoretical possibilities of measuring which
colours people perceive. The conclusion is that the perceived colour in a
specific situation varies with the individual and the observation attitude.
Thus, in the given situation there is not one perceived colour but a
colour area within which the perceived colour can vary.
Chapter 2 discusses the determination methods I have tested for
exploring what colour people see on facades. It was demonstrated that
even if none of these methods can give reliable results on is own, they
can be combined and together create a deeper understanding of the
problems. These methods make it possible to compare the colours that
are perceived on the same facade during different conditions and in
some cases also survey the differences between the inherent colour of
the facade and its perceived colour on the observation occasion. The
observation results and the figures computed from them must, however,
always be seen as approximate values, partly because of the methods’
inherent lack of preciseness and partly because there is no “true”
perceived colour even in one specific observation situation.
The question then arises: To what extent is it possible to draw widely
applicable conclusions from this type of observation results? This
chapter examines that question through comparisons between the colour
determinations of different observers and groups. I also discuss to what
extent the results are relevant outside the geographical and cultural
region where the observations have taken place (the area around
Uppsala in mid Sweden).
However, the perceived colour of the facade varies not only with the
individual and the observation attitude, but also with the external
observation conditions. Previous research2 suggests three aspects of the
viewing situation as particularly important for the colour we perceive on
the facade: The light situation, the viewing distance and the surrounding

1

This chapter is written after the five special studies presented in Chapters 5-9 and is to
a large extent based on these.
2
See Section 1.8 for a summary of previous research
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colours in the visual field. Questions concerning the viewing situation
constitute the second question set from the introduction:
• How does the perceived colour of a facade vary with changing
observation conditions? What is the impact of factors such as light
conditions, viewing distance and surrounding colours?
The importance of the viewing conditions are explored in the special
studies presented in Chapters 6-9. Here the results of these studies are
summarised, forming a basis for a discussion about the wider
applicability of the observation results. The main question is: Is it at all
meaningful to talk about the perceived colour of the house as something
that can be compared to the inherent colour? Or are the differences
between different situations so large that it is impossible to find any
consistent differences or similarities in comparison to the inherent
colour?
In all studies and result discussions the inherent colour of the facade
has been used as a reference and the facades have been grouped into
colour areas based on their inherent colours. The observation results
have been compared to the inherent colour of the respective facade.
Where possible (i.e. when the NCS-based determination methods A and
B have been used) approximate measures for the difference in
blackness, whiteness, chromaticness and hue between perceived and
inherent colour have also been given. These measures have been
computed statistically for each colour area and viewing situation.
The comparisons produce answers to the following questions: How did
the relationship between inherent and perceived colour vary between
different viewing situations? Did the difference always have the same
direction (e.g. the perceived colour was always less blackish than the
inherent colour)? Or did the direction vary with the situation (e.g. the
inherent colour was more blackish in direct sunlight and the perceived
colour was more blackish in diffuse light)? Were the differences
between inherent and perceived colour of the same magnitude
irrespective of situation, or did this magnitude vary with the situation?3
On the basis of these comparisons it can be determined whether a
facade can be said to have an “approximate perceived colour”, defined
as a colour area within which the colour varies when the situation is
changed within certain limits. If the average difference between inherent
and perceived colour has the same direction irrespective of viewing
situation and if the size of the difference does not vary significantly
between different situations, my interpretation is that every facade has
an “approximate perceived colour”. This is defined by an average colour
and a spreading area with limitations equal to the zone of tolerance of
3

The concept colour difference and different methods of expressing it are discussed in
Section 5.3.
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the used methods. If it proves to be possible to define such “approximate
perceived colours”, this opens the possibility of continuing with a survey
of recurring tendencies and variation patterns in the relationship
between inherent and perceived colour. However, the “approximate
perceived colour” and the tendencies and patterns that might be shown
can be considered relevant only under the tested observation conditions.

3.2 Comparison between the colour determinations of
different observers
What agreement is there between the colours that different people
perceive on a facade observed at a specific time and situation? One way
of exploring this is to compare the colours that different observers have
said that they perceive, and see if these vary more than can be explained
by the method’s lack of accuracy.
I have analysed the answers from three different observation series
with determination method B (comparison to the NCS atlas). In each of
the series 2-4 trained colour observers made simultaneous assessments
of a number of facade colours. The comparisons were made only within
each series, not between them.4
Correlation analyses of the colour determinations of the different
persons show, that they almost totally agreed on the relative order of the
observed facades when considering their blackness, whiteness,
chromaticness and hue.5 This implies that each of the observers was
certain in his or her assessments and used the determination method in a
persistent way. However, it need not mean that the observers agreed
about which colour they perceived on the respective facades.
As a second step, for each observer there was a computation of the
average difference (∆-values) between the perceived and the inherent
colour of each house, considering blackness, whiteness, chromaticness
and hue. Comparisons between the observers’ average ∆-values show a
total unanimousity regarding the direction of the differences and a very
large concordance regarding their size. The average differences between
the observers were never larger than 8 NCS units for blackness,
whiteness and chromaticness and 5 hue units for hue.6
These figures correspond to the confidence interval that Hård and
Sivik specify for use of the NCS method and for colour determination

4

Observation series B1, B2 and B3. The full comparison between the answers of the
observers is presented in Appendix 5.
5
The observers’ pair-wise correlations for different colour attributes vary between
r=0,87 and r=1,00. See Table 5.1 in Appendix 5.
6
Within every series the observers’ average ∆s varied with at most 3 NCS units. ∆c and
∆w varied with up to 8 units.
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through direct comparison with colour samples.7 This means, that if
there are systematic differences between the colours that are perceived
by different observers in the same situation, these differences are so
small that they cannot be measured with available methods.
As a further test of the correlation between the colour assessments of
different persons bar charts have been used to show the answers given
with method F, controlled semantic colour determination. This method
was used by groups of “naïve” test subjects who were given the choice
of several description alternatives for the perceived colour. For all
facades where this method was used the answers were distributed
according to what appeared to be a normal frequency distribution. This
implies good agreement between the subjects’ individually perceived
colours. An example is shown in Figure 3001.
These comparisons suggest, that individual differences in colour
perception can not be discounted. It is also possible that the observers
have interpreted and used the determination methods in different ways,
resulting in small but consistent differences in their colour assessments.
The differences demonstrated are so small, however, that they can not
be established by the available methods and thereby do not influence
the result of a statistical analysis.
Thus, in this way it is possible to say that the facade in every situation
has an “approximate perceived colour”, with a variation range among
individuals where the differences are so small that they are within the
accuracy limits of the determination methods used.

7

The NCS method: The colour is determined in relationship to the inner conception of
the six elementary colours, without external references. Hård and Sivik assert that “a vast
number of studies” with this method have shown that 20-30 observers give averages
with a confidence interval (95%) of ca. ±5 units for the different NCS parameters (Hård
& Sivik 1979b p. 2, in Swedish). A similar measure of accuracy is given in Hård et.al.
1996 p.191. A comparable accuracy was also shown in a study were trained colour
observers were asked to determine the colour of material samples through direct
comparison adjacent to standardised colour samples. This is discussed in Section 2.5,
footnote 37.
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FIGURE 3001. Method F, example of experiment result.
Answer frequency for hue areas, House K2, inherent colour 3010-Y70R, 117 participants

3.3 Perceived colour in different light situations
All of us have had the experience of the colour of a facade varying with
the light situation. Even if the illumination consists only of daylight
there are obvious differences, for instance between the colour that we
see on a house at noon on a sunny day, the colour that we see on the
same house at sunset and the colour we see at dusk after the sun has set.
Are, then, these variations due to the light situation so large that it is
impossible to define the “approximate perceived colour” and specify
this with a measurement that makes possible a comparison to the
inherent colour? Or is it possible to define a colour area within which
the perceived colour varies, under the precondition that the light varies
within certain specified limits?
To answer these questions I turn to the special study of different light
situations.8 It includes comparisons of perceived colours on facades that
have been observed from a distance of about 50 metres in different types
of daylight: Direct sunlight at a full or oblique angle to the facade,
diffuse light from an overcast or hazy sky and sky light only, towards a
facade that is shaded from direct sunlight. No measurements were made

8

See Chapter 6
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of the radiation intensity or spectral energy composition, but all
observations were made in full daylight.9
As expected the comparison showed that the perceived colour varied
with the light situation, and this variation appeared to show a consistent
variation pattern. It was not possible, however, to get any figures for the
size of the differences between light situations.
In addition to this, it was shown that the difference between inherent
and perceived colour showed the same tendencies irrespective of light
situation. The average ∆-values for blackness, whiteness and
chromaticness showed the same direction in all light situations (e.g. the
fact that the perceived colour always had less blackness than the
inherent colour). Neither did the size of the ∆-values differ significantly
between the specific light situation and the total observation material.
Also for hue there was agreement between the specific light situation
and the total observation material.
From this I draw the conclusion, that the colour variations depending
on light were so small that they certainly could be established, but not
measured with the available methods. This relative stability in
relationship to light is, however, only shown under the preconditions of
my experiment situations.
Thus, for every facade it is possible to specify an “approximate
perceived colour” which the facade has in full daylight, with a variation
range that corresponds to the accuracy of the determination methods
used.

3.4 Perceived colour from different viewing distances
and with different surrounding colours
The next question deals with the significance of viewing distance. I have
already discussed a number of surveys showing how the perceived
colour changes with a growing distance.10 Within what limits of
distance, then, does the facade have an “approximate perceived colour”
as can be specified as above?
The study about the importance of viewing distance11 includes facade
observations from about 4m, about 50m and longer distances up to
about 1300m. The same houses were observed from different distances
under otherwise similar conditions. The differences between the
observed colours could be specified as directions (“the house was more
whitish from 50 than from 4 metres”) and in some cases also

9

I am aware of the vagueness of this concept but still consider it useful in this context.
See Section 1.8.
11
See Chapter 7
10
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numerically in NCS units (“the blue houses were in average 5 units less
chromatic from 400 metres than from 50 metres”).
The distance increase from 4 to 50 metres gave differences in
perceived colour for some colour areas, but not throughout. Clear
tendencies of colour change could not be seen until the distance was
increased from 50 to 600-800 metres. These results correspond well to
what Sivik and Hård have found in their pilot experiments.12 My
material was too small for an analysis of the interaction between
distance and weather and to draw statistically verifiable conclusions.
However, it would appear that a facade has an “approximate perceived
colour” that is constant within the limitations of the used methods’
accuracy, when seen from distances between some tens and several
hundred metres.
Correspondingly one could ask about the surrounding colours’
significance for the perceived colour of a facade. How much does the
facade colour vary between winter white and summer green
surroundings? Is it in spite of these variations possible to determine the
perceived colour irrespective of the seasonal colours?
In the study about the seasonal surrounding colours facades were
observed during different seasons.13 All the observed houses were
relatively small, surrounded by gardens or parks and without directly
adjacent neighbours in other colours. The facades were observed from a
distance of approximately 50 metres, whereas the light conditions and
the colour determination methods varied. In the analysis the
observations were grouped in five categories based on the colours of
ground and vegetation: Winter brown, spring green, summer green,
autumn brown and winter white. Unfortunately there was no possibility
of making any observations when the houses were surrounded by
blazing red and yellow autumn colours.
For each of the methods used, observations that had been made
amongst different seasonal colours were compared. No significant
differences were found. This leads me to the preliminary conclusion that
a facade of the type in question seen from 50 metres’ distance has an
“approximate perceived colour” that irrespective of seasonal colours
do not vary outside the accuracy limits of the determination methods
used.

12
13

Sivik & Hård 1979a (in Swedish).
See Chapter 8
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3.5 Summarising discussion about the wider
applicability of the obtained observation results
The studies of perceived colours of facades observed by different people
under different conditions have led me to the following conclusions:
The used colour determination methods give at best a precision of ca.
±5 NCS units for blackness, whiteness and chromaticness and 5-10 hue
units for hue.14 This means that a difference between two colours is not
statistically verifiable until the declared difference is 10 units or more.
Several of the used methods have a lower accuracy and do not allow for
numerical expression of colour differences, but only for difference ib
direction.
There have been some systematic differences between different
observers, but these differences are so small that they fall within the
tolerance zone of the determination methods. The same is true of
differences between light situations, as long as they can be called
“normal daylight”. Differences depending on distance have not been
found until the viewing distance has been increased for 50 to several
hundred metres and I have found no measurable changes in perceived
facade colour when ground and vegetation have changed their colours.
Thus, the perceived colour of the facade may vary with the viewing
conditions, but its relationship to the inherent colour still shows the
same tendencies irrespective of situation. I therefore draw the
conclusion that each facade can be said to have an “approximate
perceived colour” that, within the accuracy limits of the determinations
methods, is the same irrespective of observer, light situations, viewing
distance and surrounding seasonal colours. This is shown to be true,
however, only under the given circumstances: Painted timber facades
without directly adjacent neighbours of another colour, light that can be
called full daylight and a viewing distance of up to a couple of hundred
metres.
This makes it possible and meaningful to search for recurring
tendencies and variation patterns in the relationship between the inherent
and the perceived colour of the facade. If such variation patterns are to
contribute to understanding and guidance in colour design work they
must be valid not only for the facades actually observed, but also more
widely.
The observations in this work included approximately 100 painted
timber facades in and around Uppsala north of Stockholm. Their colours
came from all those parts of the colour world where I have been able to
find facade colours. The number of test subjects was several hundred,
and the number of observations several thousand. On the basis of this I
would conclude that if the processing of results show systematic
differences between inherent and perceived colour, these differences are
14

Confidence interval 95%
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universally applicable for painted timber facades in the Uppsala region,
viewed under the specified circumstances.
A further question is to what extent the results can be seen as valid for
other facade materials than the painted timber cladding. And to what
extent are the results valid and applicable also in areas were daylight
conditions, nature and vegetation, building traditions and culturally
determined colour references differ from those around Uppsala?
As for the facade material I have compared the observations of timber
facades (method B, comparison to the NCS atlas) with a smaller number
of rendered facade observations. This study about the importance of
facade material is presented in Chapter 9. The comparison showed some
consistent differences between the colours that the observers noted for
these two materials. However, the two series of observations showed
very similar tendencies for the relationship between inherent and
perceived colour. The material was too small for reliable conclusions,
but the results seemed to imply that the tendencies found did not depend
on the facade material. If this is true, my discussions and conclusions
about the perceived colour on timber facades would be valid also for
other single-colour materials, e.g. sheet metal, painted concrete or
different types of facade slabs. Considering the result of the study I see
this as a worthwhile hypothesis.
When it comes to houses with other sizes and/or positions than those
studied, it is possible that context and distance effects would give other
results than those I have achieved. For instance this could be true for
buildings in continuous city environments, where the colours of the
neighbours have a more direct impact than for detached houses.
As for other geographical and cultural regions I have not done any
comparative studies. However, I consider it probable that the results are
valid for most of Sweden, possibly excluding bare mountain and coastal
areas were vegetation and light differ considerably from what is found in
the inland of mid Sweden. I also have reason to believe that the
demonstrated variation patterns at least in principle are valid even in
situations that drastically differ from the surveyed: At a conference in
Australia15 I presented a summary of my results and showed colour
samples exemplifying the variation patterns found. The reaction from
other conference participants was positive – apparently my findings
coincided with the experiences of colour designers and researchers from
the other side of the globe! I now hope to eventually be able to carry out
comparative studies together with researchers in Australia and/or other
parts of the world.

15

Colour Interaction, Sydney 1999
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4.1 Questions1
Chapter 4 returns to the starting point of the thesis, the experience I have
shared with many other colour designers: The house is not the colour I
thought it would be! This experience led me to pose three main sets of
questions, two of which have been discussed in the previous chapter.
Here discussion turns to the third and last set of questions:
• How does the perceived colour of the house, in different situations,
differ from the colour corresponding to the specification2 of the
sample used for selection? Are there any recurring tendencies or
perhaps even consistent variation patterns that can be presented in a
practically useful way?
In Chapters 2 and 3 it was concluded that every facade can be said to
have an “approximate perceived colour” that certainly can vary
depending on observer, light situation, viewing distance and seasonal
surround colours, but where the variation area always falls within the
accuracy limits of the determination methods. However, this was shown
to be true only under the following circumstances: Painted timber
cladding facades, light that can be called full daylight and a viewing
distance up to a couple of hundred metres.
The approximate perceived colours of a large number of facades were
determined through observations and compared to the inherent colour of
each respective facade.3 The inherent colours were determined through
visual comparison with NCS samples that had been specified under
standardised conditions.4 Such specifications correspond to the exact
colour of the sample only under standardised conditions, based on
illumination by daylight simulating fluorescent tubes and presupposing a
white background. Under all other viewing conditions the colour sample
would have a colour that differs to some extent from its specification.
Accordingly, the inherent colour would not automatically be the same
colour as the one seen on the colour sample when choosing colour for
the facade. However, if a colour sample is viewed under conditions
similar to those of the standard situation – daylight, white background
and the absence of other comparison colours close to the sample – its
colour is so close to the inherent colour that I would consider the

1

This chapter was written after the studies presented in Chapters 5-9 and was to a large
extent based on these.
2
I use the colour language and colour specifications belonging to the Natural Colour
System (NCS), which is Swedish standard for colour notations and one of the colour
order systems authorised by the international colour organisation AIC. The NCS codes
for specific colours can be translated into other colour order systems, e.g. Munsell.
3
The concept inherent colour is discussed in Section 1.6
4
The method for determination of inherent colour is discussed in Section 2.5
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difference as negligible in comparison to the accuracy of the
determination methods.
This means, that if we could find recurring tendencies and variation
patterns for the difference between the perceived and inherent colour of
a facade, these tendencies and patterns would also be valid for the
difference between the perceived facade colour and the colour of the
chosen colour sampled under the viewing conditions specified above.
These viewing conditions can be considered relatively normal in colour
design work in such as architects' offices.5
The processing of observation results showed some consistent
variation patterns in the relationship between the inherent colour and the
“approximate perceived colour” of painted facades observed under
specified conditions.6 These variation patterns are presented in the
following Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Sector 3.5 discusses under what
conditions the obtained results can be more universally applied. My
hypothesis is that the general principles of the variation patterns are
valid also for other facade materials and under other geographical and
cultural circumstances.

4.2 Grouping of the observed facades
To make it possible to understand any recurring tendencies within the
accumulated observation material and to find possible differences
between different parts of the colour world it is necessary to divide the
material into well defined categories. When processing the observations
that were done within the framework of my licentiate work I grouped the
observed facades into 13 preliminary colour areas (P1-P13), according
to their inherent colours.7 In this, the most important criterion was the
hue, and some hue areas were further divided according to nuance. The
grouping was based on those recurring tendencies in the relationship
between inherent and perceived colour that had been discerned already
at an early stage of the work. Thereafter, these colour areas were used in
the analyses done within the special studies on light conditions, viewing
distance, surrounding colours and facade material.8
The colour areas P1-P13 were only a provisional grouping of the colour
world, and in my work with the special studies I eventually found that
5

I here assume that my colleagues use daylight and are careful with the surrounding
colours when they work with colour samples. The white background makes the sample
most similar to its inherent colour, but some architects have found ways of coping with
the difference between perceived and inherent colour e.g. by using grey background
instead of white.
6
Mid Swedish inland, viewing distance up to a couple of hundred metres, “full
daylight”.
7
See Section 5.3, where the P-areas are defined in Table 501 and Figure 5001.
8
Chapter 6-9.
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this division did not always offer the best defined categories for an
analysis. An additional difficulty was that those facades that could be
found for observations only represented parts of the theoretically
defined colour areas, whereas other parts of the colour world was
missing. This corresponds to the occurrence of painted facades in
Sweden and could therefore be considered of minor importance in
practical colour design, but a statistical analysis of the relationship
between inherent and perceived colour becomes more difficult and less
reliable when it is based on such unevenly distributed material.9
Therefore, in the final stage of the work other divisions of the
accumulated material have been tested. The aim was to find clearly
defined colour areas, each one showing clear patterns in the relationship
between inherent and perceived colour.
The attempt to find adequate colour areas was based on all those
observations of timber facades that had been made with determination
method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) from a distance of about. 50
metres. For each observation the differences (∆-values) between the
perceived colour given by the observer and the inherent colour of the
facade were computed, regarding the NCS variables blackness (s),
chromaticness (c) and whiteness (w). The average ∆-values within each
of the tested colour areas were thereafter computed for each variable.
A first attempt was to divide the accumulated material according to the
inherent hue, irrespective of nuance. This was found to give no readily
interpreted tendencies in the relationship between inherent and
perceived colour. Second, a division according to nuance was tested,
without considering the hue. In three different analyses the total
observation material was divided according to the inherent colour’s
blackness, chromaticness and whiteness respective, and the average ∆values were computed for each one of these new categories. These
values are shown graphically in Figures 4001-4003.
A visual examination of the graphic patterns shown in these figures led
to the following conclusion: When the category division was based on
the blackness of the inherent colour (Figure 4001) the diagrams showed
no clear continuity for the ∆-values’ variation between the categories.
When the grouping was based on chromaticness (Figure 4002) or
whiteness (Figure 4003) the diagrams seemed to show a more even and
regular variation.10

9

The inherent colours of all observed facades are shown in Figures 7:1-7:9 in Appendix
7.
10
This analysis colour have been made better with statistical methods, but I did not
consider this necessary as the colour areas’ adequacy for further analysis was to be
tested statistically in the next stage – see footnote 11.
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FIGURE 4001. Average differences between inherent and perceived
colour, material classified after inherent blackness.
∆s = blackness difference, ∆c =chromaticness difference, ∆w = whiteness difference.
Based on all timber facade observations with method B from a distance of 50 metres.

FIGURE 4002. Average differences between inherent and perceived
colour, material classified after inherent chromaticness.
∆s = blackness difference, ∆c =chromaticness difference, ∆w = whiteness difference.
Based on all timber facade observations with method B from a distance of 50 metres.
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FIGURE 4003. Average differences between inherent and perceived
colour, material classified after inherent whiteness.

∆s = blackness difference, ∆c =chromaticness difference, ∆w = whiteness difference.
Based on all timber facade observations with method B from a distance of 50 metres.

Starting from these examinations I made a new classification of the total
material into nine new colour areas, Q1-Q9. These were based primarily
on the whiteness of the inherent colour and secondly on its
chromaticness. The area limitations were drawn in such a way that the
areas included only colours that had actually been found on facades. The
observations within each colour area Q showed large concordance
regarding the nuance differences between inherent and perceived
colour.11 This means that these new categories are well suitable for an
analysis of nuance difference patterns. However, an analysis of hue
differences between inherent and perceived colour demands a further
division of the material, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.
The colour areas Q1-Q9 are defined in Table 401 and Figure 4004.
Table 402 includes a specification of all made observations within each
colour area.

11

In an analysis of the timber facade observations in series B1 and B2, the Q-areas gave
confidence intervals (99%) of between 1 and 4 NCS units for ∆s, ∆c and ∆w. See Table
403.
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TABLE 401. COLOUR AREAS FOR FINAL ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATION
DATA (”Q-AREAS”)
Hue
Blackness
Chromatic- Whiteness
ness
area
found
area
found
area
found
area
found
Colour
limits inherent limits inherent limits inherent
limits inherent
area Q
colours
colours
colours
colours
Q1
w very large
Q2 w = ca 72
Q3 w = ca 60
c = ca 10
Q4 w = ca 58
c = ca 25
Q5 w = ca 34
c = ca 16
Q6 w = ca 40
c = ca 38
Q7 w = ca 18
c = ca 8

all
hues
all
hues
all
hues
all
hues
all
hues
all
hues
all
hues

Y-Y50R, N

05-15

05-15

0-10

0-10

80-

80-93

varying

10-30

10-30

0-20

0-20

70-75

70-75

varying

20-40

20-40

0-15

0-15

50-65

50-65

varying

05-30

05-30

20-30

20-30

50-65

50-65

varying

40-60

40-60

0-25

5-25

30-45

30-45

Y10R-Y25R
Y85R (1 house)
Y50R-Y85R
12
and N
Y45R-Y95R
G10Y-G50Y
R90B

15-30

15-30

25-45

25-45

30-45

35-45

70-85

70-85

0-15

0-15

10-25

15-25

Q8 w = ca 17 all
40-60 40-60
20-40 20-40
10-25 10-25
c = ca 32 hues
20
65
15
Q9 w = ca 15 all
2065
15
c = ca 65 hues
Table 401. Colour areas for final analysis of observation data. The columns for ”area limits” give the
theoretical limitations of the colour area. The columns for ”found inherent colours” give the variation
widths for the inherent colours of the houses included in any observation series.

12

One facade with the inherent colour 8010-R90B diverged from the pattern of the area
and was excluded from this analysis. See the commentary for colour area Q7 in
Appendix 7.
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FIGURE 4004. Colour areas for final analysis of observation data (“Qareas”.)
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TABLE 402. SPECIFICATION OF ALL OBSERVATIONS GROUPED INTO
THE COLOUR AREAS Q1-Q9.
Number of facades Total observation Used methods
Test subjects
timber
rendered number
category
9
4
Several hundred
A, B, E, F, GAH
Colour trained
Q1
39 with method B
+ “naïve”
w very large
9
3
Several hundred
A, B, E, F, GAH
Colour trained
Q2 w = ca 72
41 with method B
+ “naïve”
17
2
Several hundred
A, B, E, F, GAH
Colour trained
Q3 w = ca 60
57 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 10
13
5
Over 100
B, F, GAH
Colour trained
Q4 w = ca 58
58 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 25
13
7
Over 100
B, GAH
Colour trained
Q5 w = ca 34
67 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 16
12
5
Over 100
A, B, E, F, GAH
Colour trained
Q6 w = ca 40
59 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 38
9
0
Over 100
B, GAH
Colour trained
Q7 w = ca 18
18 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 8
15
1
Several hundred
A, B, F, GAH
Colour trained
Q8 w = ca 17
49 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 32
1
0
Over 100
B, GAH
Colour trained
Q9 w = ca 15
6 with method B
+ “naïve”
c = ca 65
Table 402. Specification of all observations made from a distance of approximately 50m
Method A: Notation in NCS symbols without reference samples
Method B: Comparison to the NCS atlas
Method E: Spontaneous colour descriptions
Method F: Controlled semantic colour determination
Method GAH: Combination method with magnitude estimation scales
Colour area Q

4.3 Nuance differences between inherent and perceived
colour
We are now getting closer to the possibility of finding recurring
tendencies and variation patterns for the relationship between inherent
and perceived colour. First we will look at the average differences in
nuance, that is the three NCS variables blackness, chromaticness and
whiteness. The sum of these three variables is always 100, which means
that an increase in one variable always must correspond to a decrease in
one or both of the others.
This analysis used the colour areas Q1-Q9, that were based only on the
nuance and not the hue of the inherent colour. The analysis of nuance
differences was based on the timber facade observations that were made
from a distance of about 50m with the determination method B
(comparison to the NCS atlas). The remainder of the determination
methods used do not offer a basis for this type of analysis. As has been
discussed before, there are reasons to believe that the general principles
of the variation tendencies found are valid also for longer viewing
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distances, up to several hundred metres, and for other single-colour
facade materials.
Table 403 shows average ∆-values for the different nuance attributes
for timber facades within each of the colour areas Q1-Q9. Figure 4005
exemplifies the found nuance difference for one “typical timber facade”
within each area. The most obvious and pervasive tendency is, that the
perceived colour has less blackness than the inherent colour. This is true
irrespective of colour area.13 The decrease of blackness corresponds to
an increase of whiteness and/or chromaticness. It here seems as if
inherent colours with much whiteness give perceived colours with even
more whiteness and unchanged chromaticness. When the inherent colour
has only a little whiteness it is, on the contrary, the chromaticness that
increases the most, whereas the whiteness of inherent and perceived
colour is approximately the same.14 In the graphic symbol – NCS colour
triangle – this can be shown as a swarm of arrows, all of them pointing
from S (black) but gradually changing their direction so that they point
towards W (white) in the upper part of the triangle and towards C (the
pure chromatic colour) in its lower part.
The pervading tendency of diminished blackness of the perceived
colour totally corresponds to the results of a pilot study made by Sivik &
Hård with a similar method.15 However, neither their nor my own study
can form the statistical base for a reliable quantification of the
differences. Thus the average figures in Table 403 and the length of the
arrows in Figure 4005 should only be seen as approximate values.
The divisions into area Q1-Q9 is based only on the inherent nuance of
the observed houses. A deeper analysis, however, demands categories
that also include hues. In Appendix 7 an attempt at such an analysis is
presented, where in order to obtain a broader base, observations of
rendered facades were also included.
The analysis in Appendix 7 showed, that the nuance differences
between inherent and perceived colour varied between different colour
areas. Above all, this was true for weakly chromatic and relatively light
inherent colours. For light greyish inherent colours with a yellowish hue
the perceived colour of the facade tended to be less chromatic than the
inherent colour, maybe even achromatic neutral grey. On the other hand,
light bluish grey inherent colours tended to give facades that were more
chromatic than the inherent colour, so that the test subjects called them

13

For all Q areas it was statistically verified that the perceived colour had less
blackness than the inherent colour.
14
For the most whitish facades (area Q1, Q2 and Q4) there was no statistically verified
chromaticness difference between inherent and perceived colour. For the least whitish
facades (area Q7, Q8 and Q9 there was no statistically verified whiteness difference.
15
Sivik & Hård 1979a pp. 9-10 (in Swedish). The study is discussed in Section 5.5 in
this thesis.
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“blue” rather than “grey”. These tendencies are also in good agreement
with Sivik and Hård’s “Stockholm experiment”.16

TABLE 403. AVERAGE NUANCE DIFFERENCES
INHERENT AND PERCEIVED COLOURS, TIMBER
SERIES BI AND B2
Blackness
Chromaticness
Colour area Number of
∆c
Q
observations ∆s

Q1
w very large

(number of
houses in
parentheses)
19 (9)

Average

-6

Conf.int.
99%
±3

Average Conf.int.
99%
+1

±1 ✼

BETWEEN
FACADES
Whiteness
∆w
Average Conf.int.
99%
+5

±3

+2
+9
-11
±3
±3
±2 ✼
Q2 w = ca 72
26 (9)
47 (15)
-17
+4
+13
Q3 w = ca 60
±2
±2
±4
c = ca 10
Q4 w = ca 58
33 (12)
-11
+1
+10
±3
±4
±3 ✼
c = ca 25
32 (11)
-11
+5
+6
Q5 w = ca 34
±4
±3
±4
c = ca 16
Q6 w = ca 40
34 (10)
-11
+5
+6
±3
±4
±4
c = ca 38
Q7 w = ca 18
16 (6)
-7
+4
+3
±3
±3
±3 ✼
c = ca 8
Q8 w = ca 17
44 (13)
-9
+8
+1
±2
±3
±3 ✼
c = ca 32
Q9 w = ca 15
6 (1)
-4
+2
+2
c = ca 65
Table 403. Average nuance differences between inherent and perceived colours of timber facades. Based
on observations with method B, series B1 and B2.
Confidence interval computed when the number of observations are 16 or more. ✼ denotes that the
difference direction between inherent and perceived colour is not statistically significant.
∆s, ∆c and ∆w denote the difference between the inherent colour’s blackness, chromaticness and
whiteness respective and the same attribute of the perceived colour (NCS units). Positive sign denotes
that the attribute is greater in the inherent colour, negative sign denotes the opposite.

16

See note 15.
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FIGURE 4005. The nuance difference between inherent and perceived
colour for a “typical” timber facade within each colour area.
• = inherent colour ▲ = perceived colour
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4.4 Hue differences between inherent and perceived
colour
After discussing the recurring nuance differences between the inherent
and the perceived facade colour, we now move on to a search for hue
difference patterns. In the study based on the observations of my
licentiate work (Chapter 5) a preliminary tendency “shifting from yellow
– towards blue” could be noted, i.e. the perceived hue of the facade had
on average less yellowness and/or more blueness than the inherent
colour.
When processing the total observations material I have been able to
confirm this preliminary tendency, but with some alterations. The
analysis started from the nuance based colour areas Q1-Q9 which were
further divided according to hue. This gave a total of 35 categories,
some of them containing only one or a few facades. To get a broad
enough base also the rendered facades were included.
The analysis is based on observations made from a distance of
approximately 50 metres. Six different colour determination methods
were used, some of which have given results that can not be processed
numerically. A consistent variation pattern was found for the hue
difference between inherent and perceived colour, but due to the
limitations of the determination methods and the low number of facades
within each category, the tendencies found did not allow for statistical
verification. Instead, the conclusions obtained their credibility from the
fact that different colour determination methods with different observer
categories gave results that could be cohesively arranged according to
one single overall pattern.17
This overall pattern for hue differences is shown in Figure 4006. Using
the NCS colour circle the recurring tendencies can be described as
follows:
• Inherent colours in the reddish yellow octant, the green/yellow
quadrant and the blue/green quadrant would tend to give perceived
colours shifted anticlockwise in the circle, aiming towards a
breaking point where inherent and perceived colour would seem to
coincide, near the hue of the blue elementary colour.
• Inherent colours in the yellowish red octant and most of the red/blue
quadrant on he contrary would tend to shift clockwise aiming
towards the same breaking point.
• The breaking point between those reddish yellow colours that are
shifted anticlockwise and those yellowish red colours that are
shifted clockwise was not identified, owing to too few observations
in this area. It appears to lie somewhere between the hues Y35R and
Y60R.
17

For a more detailed presentation of categories and tendencies see Table 7:1 in
Appendix 7.
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•
•

Neutral grey inherent colours would tend to receive an added
chromaticness and a hue near blue.
The majority of the observations implied that a breaking point
common for all the shifts would exist somewhere between the hues
B and R70B. For blue inherent colours with only a little whiteness,
some of the observations instead pointed towards a breaking point
with a hue of somewhat greenish blue.

FIGURE 4006. Recurring tendencies for hue shift from inherent to
perceived colour. Arrows indicate directions, not sizes of shifts.

After a grouping in hue and nuance areas the following can be said
about the hue difference between inherent and perceived colour:
Inherent colours with reddish yellow hue (Y-Y35R) appear to give
perceived colours near the inherent hue, but with a little tendency of
shifting in the direction from red towards yellow, that is anticlockwise in
the colour circle. The hue difference between inherent and perceived
colour was clear for “pale” nuances with much whiteness and little
chromaticness.18 Here it would even be possible that the perceived
colour would become greenish yellow instead of reddish yellow. For
darker and more chromatic nuances in this hue area19 the hue shift
tendency was weaker, but its direction was totally clear: It would appear
that if there is a difference in hue the perceived colour is always less
red/more yellow then the inherent colour.
When the hue of the inherent colour lay approximately in the middle
between yellow and red (Y45R-Y50R) the perceived colour on average
18
19

Colour area Q1
Colour areas Q2, Q2, Q4, Q5 and Q6.
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had the same hue as the inherent colour. However, the analysed material
in this area was very small.
For inherent colours within the yellowish red octant of the colour
circle the perceived colour would tend to shift in the direction from
yellow towards red. The hue shift was most obvious for the more whitish
(pink) nuances20, where the perceived colours even can achieve some
blueness instead of the inherent colour’s yellowness. Even for the
brown and brownish pink nuances21 there was a little tendency for shift
from yellow towards red, and on facades with brown inherent colours it
wass sometimes possible to perceive a certain blueness.22
Evidently, somewhere between the hues Y35R and Y60R there would
seem to be a breaking point or a hue area were the inherent and the
perceived hues coincide. Facades with more yellowish inherent colours
would tend to shift from red towards yellow, whereas facades with more
reddish inherent hues would tend to shift from yellow towards red. The
survey did not allow for a more precise specification of this breaking
point or this stable area.
When the inherent colour was found within the red/blue quadrant and
had relatively much whiteness23 the perceived colour shifted in the
direction towards a breaking point somewhere between R70B and B.
Blue inherent colours with only little redness thus tended to give
perceived colours with increased redness, whereas bluish red inherent
colours gave perceived colours with increased blueness. A more precise
specification of the breaking point was not possible on the basis of this
survey.
Blue inherent colours with only a little whiteness were very sparsely
represented in the material. Those that were found showed a slight
tendency for the perceived hue to shift, not towards the already
established red-blue breaking point but instead in the direction towards
greenish blue.24 This might indicate that the breaking point for the hue
shift is situated at different hues depending on the inherent colour’s
nuance.
Inherent colours in the blue-green quadrant were hardly represented in
this survey. However, the three observed facades all showed a hue shift

20

Colour areas Q2, Q3 and Q4.
Colour areas Q5, Q6 and Q8.
22
Colour area Q7. In semantic colour descriptions (determination methods E and H) the
words purple or violet (Swedish lila) were sometimes given for dark brown facades
with yellowish red inherent hues.
23
Colour areas Q2, Q2, Q4, and Q5. Chromaticness max. 30, whiteness 30-75.
24
House E9, inherent colour 8010-R90B: 2 observations with method B gave average
perceived hue =B (elementary blue hue)
House E21, inherent colour 2065-R92B: 5 observations with method B showed a slight
hue shift towards red, whereas ca. 100 observations with the combination method GAH
consistently showed a hue shift from red over blue towards green.
21
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where the perceived colour was bluer/less green than the inherent
colour.
For inherent colours in the green-yellow quadrant there seems to be a
pervading hue shift, meaning that the perceived colour would have less
yellowness than the inherent colour and sometimes even an added
blueness. This shift was clear for all those colour areas in which yellowgreen facades were observed.25
For neutral grey inherent colours my observations gave the following
results: Relatively light grey inherent colours26 tended to give perceived
colours with some blueness, perhaps also redness. For really light grey
inherent colours (blackness ca. 07) I have, however not found this
tendency, nor for dark grey inherent colours (blackness ca. 85).27 This
makes it reasonable to presume that the tendency of “shift towards blue”
exists for grey inherent colours with a blackness over ca. 10 and up to a
limit, situated somewhere between blackness=35 and blackness=85. The
observation material did not allow for a further specification of this
limit.

25

Colour areas Q2, Q2, Q4, Q5 and Q8 (whiteness 10-75, chromaticness 05-40,
blackness 10-55)
26
Part of colour area Q1 and the colour areas Q2 and Q3 (blackness 15-35)
27
For the dark colours there were two observations of one house only.
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4.5 Some examples of the difference between inherent
and perceived colour
To relate results back to the practical reality of exterior colour design I
finally want to give some examples of the difference between inherent
and perceived colour on painted facades. Table 404 is based on the
previous sections about nuance and hue shifts and inevitably carries on
the uncertainty already discussed. Examples were selcted from those
colour areas that offer the most secure basis. Where different
determination methods gave different results I have used the totality as a
base for my own probability assessments. Thus, the examples of the
table should not be regarded as strictly scientific research results but
rather as a useful tool for understanding the established variation
patterns and facilitating the work of the colour designer.
TABLE 404. EXAMPLES OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INHERENT
AND PERCEIVED COLOUR ON PAINTED FACADES
Inherent
Approximate Nearest NCS samples, perceived colour
colour
perceived
colour
1500-N
0703-R70B
0505-R70B, 1005-R70B, 1002-R50B, 1002-B
3000-N
1802-R80B
2005-R80B, 1502-B
8500-N
8200-N
8000-N, 8500-N
0502-Y
1002-Y

0500-N
0502-G80Y

0500-N
0505-G80Y, 0502-Y, 1502-G50Y

1010-Y10R
2020-Y10R
3020-Y10R
2040-Y10R

0508-Y
1022-Y08R
2022-Y08R
1045-Y10R

0505-Y, 0510-Y
1020-Y10R
2020-Y10R
1040-Y10R, 1050-Y10R

1005-Y20R
1020-Y20R
2030-Y20R
3030-Y20R

0503-Y10R
0520-Y15R
1032-Y18R
2035-Y18R

0502-Y, 0505-Y10R
0520-Y10R, 0520-Y20R
1030-Y20R
2030-Y20R, 2040-Y20R

1030-Y30R 0532-Y28R
2040-Y30R 1045-Y28R
3010-Y30R 1510-Y25R
5010-Y30R 3515-Y23R

0530-Y30R
1040-Y30R, 1050-Y30R
1010-Y20R, 2010-Y20R, 2005-Y20R
1010-Y30R, 2010-Y30R, 2005-Y30R
3020-Y20R, 4005-Y20R, 4010-Y30R
Table continued on next page
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TABLE 404
Continuation from previous page
7010-Y60R 6515-Y60R

7010-Y60R, 6020-Y60R

1020-Y70R
2010-Y70R
2020-Y70R
3010-Y70R

0520-Y80R
1010-Y80R, 1010-Y90R
1020-Y70R, 1020-Y80R
1020-Y90R, 2010-Y90R, 1020-R, 2010-R

0520-Y80R
1010-Y85R
1020-Y80R
1515-Y95R

5040-Y80R 3852-Y85R
8005-Y80R 7510-Y80R

4050-Y80R, 4050-Y90R
7010-Y90R, 8010-Y90R, 8005-Y80R

3010-Y90R 1515-R10B
4040-Y90R 2852-Y95R

1020-R10B, 2010-R10B
3050-Y90R, 3050-R

2010-R90B 1020-R82B

1020-R80B

2005-B20G 1010-R95B

1010-R90B, 1010-B

4005-G10Y 2505-B80G

2005-B80G, 3005-B80G

3010-G20Y 1510-B95G

1010-B90G, 2010-B90G, 1010-G, 2010-G

2020-G30Y 1022-G20Y
5020-G30Y 3525-G10Y
6010-G30Y 5515-G05Y

1020-G20Y
4020-G10Y, 3030-G10Y
5020-G, 6010-G10Y, 5020-G10Y

4010-G50Y 2510-G25Y
5020-G50Y 3525-G30Y
6020-G50Y 5025-G30R

2010-G20Y, 3010-G20Y, 2010-G30Y, 3010-G30Y
4020-G30Y, 3030-G30Y
5020-G30R, 5030-G30R

4020-G70Y 3025-G50Y

3020-G50Y, 3030-G50Y
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5
First study: preliminary characterisation of
the relationship between inherent and
perceived facade colour

5.1
5.2
5.3
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5.5
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Presentation of the study
Observations from the licentiate work
Method for processing of observation data
Preliminary conclusions
Comparison to previous research
New questions arising
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5.1 Presentation of the study1
Earlier work for my licentiate thesis2 included observations in which test
subjects were asked to assess the perceived colour of painted timber
facades, using different determination methods. The main object was to
evaluate different methods for colour determination, but the observation
results also gave a basis for analyses of the differences between inherent
and perceived colour. A preliminary analysis was undertaken and
presented in the form of some broad hypotheses.3
The observations of the licentiate work were done under different
seasons and weather conditions. The preliminary processing within the
licentiate work did not consider these factors but treated all the
observations together, irrespective of viewing conditions. The
observations did, however, also provide suitable material for analysing
the importance of light situation and surround colours for the perceived
colour of the house.
This chapter presents the first of the five special studies for the
doctoral work, which is a deeper analysis of the observation results
obtained during the licentiate work. The material was divided into
manageable categories by colour areas, that are used also in the
subsequent studies on light conditions, viewing distance and other
observations conditions (Chapters 6-9). The analysis resulted in a
number of preliminary conclusions about the relationship between
inherent and perceived colour. The study is concluded by a comparison
with previous research and a summary of questions to be dealt with in
the subsequent studies.

5.2 Observations from the licentiate work
All observations within the licentiate work concerned single-colour
timber facades with an opaque paint layer. They were observed at
approximately a right angle from a distance of 50 metres. The houses
were selected to represent as broad a part as possible of the colour
world, while at the same time being situated close to each other and
accessible for observations.4
The observations were made during different weather and light
conditions that were not systematically chosen but largely depended on
chance. Weather and other viewing conditions were noted for each
1

This chapter was written before both the overall summary of results given in Chapters
3-4 and the subsequent special studies in Chapters 6-9.
2
Fridell Anter 1997b (in Swedish)
3
Ibid. p. 123 ff.
4
For further information about object selection see Section 2.4
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situation. All observations were made in what could be called “full
daylight”.5 The determinations methods were primarily comparison to
the NCS atlas (method B), but also notation in NCS symbols without
reference samples (method A), spontaneous written colour description
(method E) and controlled semantic colour description (method F).
Observations with method B were done by two skilled observers,
whereas all other observations were done by groups of “naïve”
observers.6

5.3

Method for processing of observation data

The data from determination method B (comparison to the NCS atlas)
were processed in the following way:
The inherent colours of all observed facades were determined by
visual comparison to colour samples placed directly to the facade.7 For
each observation differences (∆-values) were calculated between the
inherent colour and the perceived colour given by the observer, for the
attributes blackness, chromaticness, whiteness and hue.8 The next step
was to group all observed facades into 13 colour areas P1-P13, defined
in Table 501 and Figure 5001.
The division of the material was based on the inherent colours of the
facades, taking into consideration the recurring tendencies that could be
discerned when analysing the ∆-values9. This means, that the areas were
not a uniform division of the NCS colour space and that the boundaries
not necessarily coincided with elementary hues or other systematic
divisions of the colour world.

5

For details about light situations see Chapter 6.
The determination methods are described and evaluated in Sections 2.6 – 2.11.
7
The method for determination of inherent color is described and evaluated in Section
2.5
8
Before the difference calculation both inherent and perceived colour were rounded
off to the nearest 5 units for all the attributes.
9
In colour areas with very few observations I have followed previous experience, as
presented in Fridell Anter & Enberg 1997a pp.259ff. The subsequent analysis of the
importance of viewing conditions has eventually led to a revision of the area boundaries,
as is shown in Section 4.2.
6
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TABLE 501. COLOUR AREAS FOR PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF
OBSERVATION DATA (”P-AREAS”)
Hue
Blackness
Chromatic- Whiteness
ness
found
found
found
area
area
found
area
area
Colour
inherent
limits
limits inherent limits inherent limits inherent
area P
colours
colours
colours
colours
P1 Pale
yellow

Y-Y45Y

Y30R

05-30

05-30

10-15

10-15

55-85

60-85

P2 Stronger

Y-Y45Y

Y10R-Y30R

05-30

05-30

20-

25-45

05-75

30-65

yellow
Y35R-Y45R 3550
15-40
1005-55 10-35
P3 Yellowish Y-Y45Y
brown
Y50R-Y90R 05-35 10-30
P4 Pale pink Y50R-R
10-15 10-15
50-85 60-80
Y50R-Y90R 05-35 10-30
20-30
P5 Stronger
Y50R-R
2005-75 40-70
pink
Y60R-Y85R 4070
P6 Reddish Y50R-R
10-15 10-15
05-55 15-20
brown
Y80R-Y95R 4040-55
30-40
P7 Red
Y50R-R
2005-45 10-20
10-20
40-50
40-50
P8 Purple
R05B-R65B R10B-R50B 05100520-40
10-20
40-50
P9 Blue
R70B-B10G R80B-R95B 051005B90G
30
20
50
P10 Bluish
B15G-G
051005green
30-60
30-60
P11 Dull
G05Y-G95Y G30Y-G70Y 0510-15 10-15
05yellowish
green
15-55
20-40
10-65
P12 Stronger G05Y-G95Y G30Y-G70Y 052005yellowish
green
all hues
05-85
15-95
P13 Totally
all hues
0500-05 00-05
05or almost
achromatic
Table 501. Colour areas for preliminary analysis of observation data. Columns headed ‘area limits’
give the theoretical limitations of the colour area, which together constitute the total colour world.
Columns headed ‘found inherent colours’ give the variation widths for the inherent colours of the houses
included in the licentiate work.
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FIGURE 5001:1-3 Colour areas P1-P3 for preliminary analysis of
observation data, theoretical limitations
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FIGURE 5001:4-6 Colour areas P4-P6 for preliminary analysis of
observation data, theoretical limitations
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FIGURE 5001:7-9 Colour areas P7-P9 for preliminary analysis of
observation data, theoretical limitations
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FIGURE 5001:10-12 Colour areas P10-P12 for preliminary analysis of
observation data, theoretical limitations
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FIGURE 5001:13 Colour area P13 for preliminary analysis of
observation data, theoretical limitations
For every colour area the average differences between inherent and
perceived colour have been computed. The differences in blackness.
chromaticness and whiteness are expressed in NCS units, and the hue
differences are expressed in the number of percentage steps on the
colour circle. However, these values are not comparable measures of
colour difference, as the hue has different perceptive importance
depending on the chromaticness of the colours. For strongly chromatic
colours even a small hue difference is easily seen, whereas colours with
only a little chromaticness need a larger hue difference for the colours to
be perceived as different.
Several attempts have been done to transfer the hue differences into a
measure that makes them comparable to the differences in blackness,
whiteness and chromaticness. One way is to specify also the hue
difference in NCS units – that is the difference between the chromatic
elementary attributes yellowness, redness, blueness and greenness. This
procedure, which has been suggested by Anders Hård10, implies a
weighing against the absolute chromaticness of the colour. The new
variable is called ∆Φc.11
But does such a weighing really give measures that are perceptively
similar for all variables? According to my experience, small hue
differences are much more character distinguishing than small nuance
differences. This speaks in favour of a comparison method where hue
differences still weigh heavier than differences in blackness, whiteness
10

Hård 1995d p.92 (in Swedish).
∆Φc = ∆Φ • c/100. A more thorough discussion about colour differences is given by
Fridell Anter 1997b p.58f; Hård, Sivik & Svedmyr 1981 and Hård 1990, all in Swedish.
11
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or chromaticness. A possible solution is to use the formula for
acceptable variation given in a previous edition of NCS atlas.12 A
graphical illustration is given in Figure 5002. For example it shows that
a colour sample with a nominal chromaticness c=2 can be allowed to
vary with as much as ±18 hue steps and still fall within the acceptable
variation limits, whereas a sample with the chromaticness c=50 only is
allowed to vary ±2 hue steps. One way of interpreting this, is that a
difference of 2 hue steps for the chromaticness 50 can be perceived as
“as large” as a difference of 18 hue steps for chromaticness 2.

FIGURE 5002. Visually equal variation limits for colours with different
chromaticness.

I have chosen to calculate the hue differences as hue units (∆Φ) and as
NCS units (∆Φc), although I am aware that none of these give a scale
for perceived colour difference that can be compared to the scale for
nuance difference. I have also refrained from any attempts to compute
the “total colour difference”, but limit the analysis to the differences for
each variable separately. Blackness, chromaticness and whiteness do,
however, show a strict interdependence as the sum of these attributes
always equals to 100 for any single colour.
In the processing, every computed difference has been given a
positive or negative sign depending on its direction. For blackness,
chromaticness and whiteness a positive sign means that the attribute is
greater in the perceived than in the inherent colour. For hue the signs
have been decided on the bases on those hypotheses about hue shift that
were formulated in the licentiate thesis.13 Theses hypotheses imply that
the perceived colour has a hue with less yellowness and/or more
12
13

∆Φ = ±(33/c + 1,3). NCS atlas 1989 p.2.
Fridell Anter 1997b pp.126-128 (in Swedish).
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blueness than the inherent colour (“hue shift from yellow towards
blue”). In the subsequent analysis, a positive sign for hue differences
designates a difference according to these hypotheses, and a negative
sign denotes a difference in opposite direction.14 See Figure 5003.

FIGURE 5003. Explanation of positive and negative signs for hue
differences. The arrow points from the inherent towards the perceived
colour.
Within each colour area the computed differences between inherent and
perceived colour have been processed statistically. This has resulted in
average differences and, where the observations were sufficient, in
confidence intervals and statistical significance.15 The number of
observations did, however, vary much between different colour areas, as
a direct reflection of the general occurrence of different facade colours.
Table 502 shows the number of observations within each colour area,
for each of the methods B, A, E and F.

14

For inherent colours in the yellow-red quadrant a positive sign means that the
perceived colour has more redness and a possible added blueness, whereas a negative
sign means more yellowness and a possible added greenness in the perceived colour.
For inherent colours in the red-blue quadrant a positive sign means that the perceived
colour has more blueness and possibly an added greenness, for inherent colours in the
blue-green quadrant a positive sign means that the perceived colour has more blueness
and possibly an added redness, for inherent colours in the green-yellow quadrant a
positive sign means that the perceived colour has more greenness and possibly an added
blueness.
15
If not specified otherwise, all statistical calculations were made with the functions in
Excel 97. Confidence intervals (conf. int.) were calculated on the 95% and 99% levels,
based on the standard deviation and the number of observations. For each attribute the
difference between inherent and perceived colour is considered significant when the
inherent colour falls outside the confidence interval of the perceived colour.
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TABLE 502. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING THE
LICENTIATE WORK
Method B Method A Method E Method F
Colour area P
P1 Pale yellow
10 (3)
38 (12)
26 (1)
30 (1)
169 (2)
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
4 (2)
P4 Pale pink
20(6)
26 (1)
30 (1)
170 (2)
P5 Stronger pink
16 (6)
P6 Reddish brown
10 (3)
P7 Red
22 (7)
13 (1)
P8 Purple
4 (2)
P9 Blue
10 (4)
P10 Bluish green
2 (1)
P11 Dull yellowish green
20 (7)
26 (1)
30 (1)
117 (1)
P12 Stronger yellowish green
22 (8)
178 (61)
153 (4)
90 (3)
349 (6)
Subtotal , chromatic
P13 Totally or almost achromatic 36 (17)
126 (4)
314 (5)
TOTAL
214 (78)
217 (9)
216 (7)
663 (11)
Table 502. Division of observations from the licentiate work according to colour areas and determination
method. The number of houses is given in brackets.

5.4

Preliminary conclusions.

Table 503 shows the average difference between inherent and perceived
colour for each of the colour areas P1-P13. The values were based on
observations with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas). The other
methods gave information only about hue and there show the same
tendencies as method B.16 Note that the number of observations varied
between the areas, which reflects on the reliability of the numerical
values (see Table 502). Also note that data for certain areas were
contradictory and could not be presented in table form. These are
instead commented upon separately.

16

An exception was colour area P7, commented upon separately after the table.
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TABLE 503. AVERAGE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INHERENT AND
PERCEIVED COLOURS, SERIES B1
Blackness Chromatic- Whiteness Hue
∆s
ness ∆c
∆w
∆Φ ( ∆Φ c)
Colour area P
Aver. Conf. Aver.. Conf. Aver. Conf. Average Conf.
int99%

P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green

-10
-12
-14
-15
-13
-8
-8
-19
-15
-18
-14
-10

±2
±3

±3

±6
±4

int99%

+3
+4
+8
+1
-1
+3
+1
0
±0
+6
±0
+4
+5

±4 ✼

int99%

+7
+7

±4

+6
+14
+13
+5
-3

±4 ✼
±3

+19
+10
+18
+10
+5

±2 ✼

±4

int.99%

-5 (-1)
-3 (-1)

±4 ✼

±7
±5 ✼

+5 (±
±0)
-2 (±
±0)
+15 (+3)
+13 (+1)
+15 (+3)

±11 (±1)
±5 (±1)
±2 (±0)

±4

Subtotal , chromatic -12

±1

+4

±1

+8

±2

+5 (+1)

P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

±3

+2

±2 ✼

+8

±3

See box!

-10

±2 (±1)

-9 (-2)
+19 (+2)
+4 (+1)
-2 (±
±0)
See box!

±7 (±1)

+4
+8
±
±1
±2
TOTAL
-11
See text
Table 502. Average differences between inherent and perceived colours. Based on observations series
B1, for hue supported also by observations with other methods (except P7, commented upon separately).
Confidence interval given when the observation number (B) is 20 or more.
✼ means that the difference direction between inherent and perceived colour is not statistically significant.
∆s, ∆c and ∆w denote the difference between the inherent colour’s blackness, chromaticness respective
whiteness and the same attribute of the perceived colour (NCS units). Positive sign denotes that the
attribute is greater in the inherent colour, negative sign denotes the opposite. For ∆Φ ( hue units) and
∆Φc (NCS units) a positive sign denotes that the perceived colour is more bluish/less yellowish than the
inherent colour, negative sign denotes the opposite. See Figure 5003 for graphic explanation.
Colour area P7 (Red): The observations with method B showed no hue difference between
inherent and perceived colour (∆Φ=1, conf. int. ±3). The observations with methods A and F
implied some difference, where the perceived hue seemed to be more red/less yellow than the
inherent hue, and maybe even to have a blueness that was lacking in the inherent colour (i.e.
positive sign in the table)
Colour area P13 (Totally or almost achromatic): Hue: The perceived hue was on average more
bluish/ less yellowish than the inherent hue. As some colours totally lacked hue it was very difficult
to give figures for this hue shift, which also varied much between different hue area. On the basis of
the observations with all four methods a preliminarily list of tendencies was established:
• Light, totally achromatic inherent colours tended to result in house colours perceived as having
some blueness, maybe also redness
• Light, almost achromatic inherent colour with hues near yellow tended to result in house
colours perceived as achromatically grey-white or possibly a little greenish

•
•

Light, almost achromatic inherent colours with hues near red tended to result in house colours
perceived as bluish or purple.
Almost achromatic inherent colours with hues near blue tended to result in house colours
perceived as clearly blue.
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An analysis of all observations gives a basis for the following
preliminary conclusions about the perceived colour’s relationship to the
inherent colour.17 It should be noted that the nuance attributes blackness,
chromaticness and whiteness always give a sum of 100 units, which
means that the differences in these attributes are interdependent.
Blackness: The perceived colour throughout had less blackness than
the inherent colour. This was true for all colour areas and was
statistically significant for the material as a whole. The average
difference for all observations was 11 NCS units.
Chromaticness: The perceived colour had on average somewhat more
chromaticness than the inherent colour. For the material as a whole the
difference was statistically significant and was on average 4 NCS units.
However, not all colour areas showed more chromaticness in perceived
than in inherent colour. Those areas where the difference was found are
P3, P7, P9 and P12, i.e. yellowish brown colours, red colours, yellowish
green colours except for those with very low chromaticness, and blue
colours irrespective of nuance.
Whiteness: The perceived colour had more whiteness than the
inherent colour for all colour areas except P7 (red inherent colours),
where I did not find any significant whiteness difference between
inherent and perceived colour. For the material as a whole the difference
was statistically significant and was on average 7 NCS units.

FIGURE 5004. Direction and size of the average nuance difference
between inherent and perceived colour.
●= inherent colour
▲ = perceived colour
The arrow’s place in the triangle is arbitrary.
Hue: The hue difference between inherent and perceived colour varied
much between different colour areas:

17

For nuance based on observations with method B, for hue on observations with
methods B, A, E and F.
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•

For light and/or weakly chromatic inherent colours with reddish
yellow hue (colour area P1 and P3, some light colours in area P218
and the yellowish colours in area P13) one could discern a shift
from the red towards the yellow elementary hue, and even beyond
yellow toward green (Figure 5005). The average shift amounted to
8 hue units (1 NCS unit) and was statistically significant (conf. int.
99% = ±4 hue units).
For stronger yellow inherent colours (hues Y10R-Y30R, the main
part of colour area P2) the inherent and the perceived colour had
one and the same hue (no significant difference on the 95% level).
(Figure 5006)
For yellowish pink inherent colours (colour area P4, P5 and reddish
within P13) there was a shift from the yellow towards the red
elementary hue, and maybe even beyond red towards blue (Figure
5007). This hue shift was markedly stronger for colours with low
chromaticness than for more chromatic ones. The average shift
amounted to 15 hue units (1 NCS unit) and was statistically
significant (conf. int. 99% = ±6 hue units).
For red and reddish brown inherent colours (colour area P6 and P7)
no hue shift was found with method B, but the methods A and F
implied a slight shift from yellow towards red and maybe even
beyond red towards blue. (Figure 5008)
For blue inherent colours there was no significant difference
between inherent and perceived hue (colour area P9 and bluish in
P13). (Figure 5009)
For blue-green and green inherent colours (colour area P10, P11,
P12 and greenish in P13) there was a clear hue shift from the yellow
towards the green elementary hue and further towards blue. (Figure
5010). The average difference between inherent and perceived hue
amounted to 16 hue units (2 NCS units) and was statistically
significant (conf. int. 99% = ±6 hue units).
For light neutral grey inherent colours the perceived colours tended
to be bluish and maybe also reddish. (Figure 5011) The
observations in this area were too few for a statistical analysis.

•

•

•

•
•

•

FIGURES 5005-5011. Directions of found hue differences between
inherent and perceived colour.
➨ = direction, but not size, of shift from inherent to perceived colour.
● = no hue shift
See next pages.

18

Inherent colours with hue Y10R and nuance 0530 or 1030.
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FIGURE 5005

FIGURE 5006

FIGURE 5007
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FIGURE 5008

FIGURE 5009

FIGURE 5010
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FIGURE 5011

5.5

Comparison to previous research

The observation results presented in this chapter can be compared to a
similar study conduced by Sivik and Hård. Their “Stockholm
experiment” 19 is one of very few surveys aiming at understanding which
colours people perceive outdoors, under conditions similar to the every
day viewing of houses. The object of the observations consisted of 45
portable metal panels, which were colour assessed by two trained
observers who made comparisons to the NCS atlas. The questions, the
determination method and the experiment situation were similar to mine
but Sivik and Hård dealt only with nuance and not with hue.20
The following differences exist between Sivik and Hård’s study and
my observation series B:
• Sivik and Hård used much smaller observation objects (1 x1½
metre) than my full facades. The observed surfaces were vertical in
both studies, but Sivik and Hård’s panels were not solidly mounted
but placed temporarily on the ground. Therefore it cannot be
excluded that they stood slightly leaning in order not to fall.

19

Sivik & Hård 1979a p. 9f (in Swedish). Hård & Hård 1991.
The colour determination method is incompletely described in the report. The NCS
prototype atlas was used as a help reference. The atlas was seen in daylight from a north
facing window, a situation that according to Hård resembles the NCS standard situation
(personal communication with Anders Hård spring 1995).
20
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•

Sivik and Hård’s observed surfaces consisted of semi-matt
lacquered metal panels, probably without profiling.21 My objects
were painted wooden panels with different gloss and profiles.
The observation distance was longer in Sivik and Hård’s study
(80m) than in mine (30-50m).
The objects in Sivik and Hård’s study were lit by diffuse light from
a cloudy sky. My observations were made under varying weather
conditions.
Sivik and Hård used a background of “whitened grass”, whereas my
observations were made with different backgrounds and during
different seasons.
Sivik & Hård looked at the atlas in light aimed at resembling that of
the standard situation. In my observations the light on the atlas was,
as far as possible, equal to that on the facade.
Sivik and Hård first did NCS notations without comparison to
samples, and then turned to the NCS atlas prototype for possible
adjustments. My observers explicitly made their determinations
through comparison to the atlas samples.

•
•
•
•
•

TABLE 504. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS IN
SIVIK AND HÅRD’S STOCKHOLM EXPERIMENT
Number of observations
Colour area P
P1 Pale yellow
6 (3)
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
6 (3)
P4 Pale pink
2 (1)
P5 Stronger pink
6 (3)
P6 Reddish brown
2 (1)
P7 Red
4 (2)
P8 Purple
14 (7)
P9 Blue
14 (7)
P10 Bluish green
14 (7)
P11 Dull yellowish green
4 (2)
P12 Stronger yellowish green
10 (5)
82 (41)
Subtotal , chromatic
P13 Totally or almost achromatic
8 (4)
TOTAL
90 (45)
Table 504. Division of observations in Sivik and Hård’s Stockholm
experiment according to colour area.. The number of panels is given in
brackets.

21

No profiles are mentioned in the report, and Anders Hård confirms that the panels
were flat (personal communication 1999).
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Sivik and Hård observed metal panels with 6 hues taken from different
parts of the colour circle.22 Each hue was represented by 6-10 panels
with different nuances, which varied slightly between the hues. This
colour selection gave a rather even distribution within the whole colour
world, whereas the selection in my study was uneven depending on the
relative commonness of different facade colours. Table 504 shows the
number of objects and observations in Sivik and Hård’s experiment,
divided according to the colour areas P1-P13. Figure 5012 shows the
observation results. For these observations I have computed the
difference between inherent and perceived colour, in the same way as
for the observations in my own study.23 This leads to the following
results:

FIGURE 5012. Colour shifts in Sivik and Hård’s Stockholm experiment.
From Sivik & Hård 1979a p.9
Ο = inherent colour
∆ = perceived colour, average of two observers

22

Ca. Y10R, Y60R, R20B, B10G, B60G andG40Y.
My analysis is based on Sivik and Hård’s presentation, see my Figure 5012, where
the inherent colours of the panels and the perceived colours (average of two observers)
are shown in NCS triangles. The scale is small and the presentation rather coarse, which
leads to rather low precision in my calculations.
23
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Blackness: The perceived colour throughout had less blackness than the
inherent colour. For the material as a whole the average difference was
16 NCS units. The difference existed for all colour areas and was
statistically significant for the material as a whole (conf. int. 99% = ±2
NCS units). Thus there is resemblance to my results presented in Section
5.4, except that Sivik and Hård obtained a somewhat greater difference
between inherent and perceived colour.24
Chromaticness: The perceived colour was on average slightly more
chromatic than the inherent colour. For the material as a whole the
difference amounted to on average 3 units and was statistically
significant (conf. int. 99% = ±2 units). This corresponds to results
presented in Section 5.4.
As in my observations, however, not all colour areas showed more
chromaticness for perceived than for inherent colour. In Sivik and
Hård’s experiment such a tendency was found within the following
colour areas: Blue inherent colours irrespective of nuance (P9), bluegreen and yellow-green inherent colours except the very lightest (main
parts of P10, P11 and P12), yellow colours with much chromaticness
(part of P2), yellowish red and purple colours where the inherent colour
had only a little whiteness (parts of P7 and P8). Contrary to this, the
weakest and lightest panels (inherent nuance 1010) had less
chromaticness in perceived than in inherent colour, for all hues without
the blue ones. These results were close to those of my survey.
Whiteness: The perceived colour throughout had more whiteness than
the inherent colour. For the material as a whole the average difference
amounted to 13 NCS units. The difference existed in all colour areas and
was statistically significant for the material as a whole. This was well in
accordance with my results, but Sivik and Hård’s difference between
inherent and perceived colour was greater than found in my survey (7
NCS units).25
In conclusion, results of both studies were in close agreement. In both
cases the perceived colour had less blackness and more whiteness than
the inherent colour, but these differences were larger in Sivik and Hård’s
study. The average chromaticness was in both studies slightly larger for
the perceived colour, and the most obvious chromaticness differences in
both cases appeared for blue and green colours irrespective of nuance,
and for strongly chromatic red colours.26
24

One possible explanation could be, that S & H:s metal panels leant a little and thus
were more strongly illuminated than if they had been totally vertical. When there are no
white reference surfaces seen at the same time, such an illumination increase can easily
lead to a lighter perceived colour.
25
In my survey, red colours (area P7) were an exception, where the perceived colour
tended to have less whiteness than the inherent colour. This wa not shown by Sivik and
Hård.
26
Sivik & Hård also found an increased chromaticness for strongly chromatic yellow
panels, whereas I found it for yellowish brown but not for strongly yellow facades.
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5.6

New questions arising

This section discusses variation tendencies found in the first special
study and formulates questions leading to further studies presented in
Chapters 6-8. It is included in the thesis mainly to give the background
of these studies. A concluding discussion about the results of the total
work is given in Chapters 3-4 and a final discussion about possible
explanations and further questions is given in Chapter 10.
The clearest result from the observations of the first special study was
that the perceived colour of the facade always had less blackness than its
inherent colour. This was shown for all colour areas. Hård & Sivik came
to a similar result in their study of coloured metal panels observed
outdoors. The question then arises: how could this blackness difference
between inherent and perceived colour be explained?
One possible explanation starts from the different light situations
during the determination of inherent and perceived colour. The inherent
colour was defined in a standardised daylight simulating fluorescent
light with the illumination intensity of ca. 1000 lux.27 The perceived
colour was determined in daylight with an intensity many times higher.28
Could it be that the stronger illumination in the outdoor situation would
make coloured surfaces be universally perceived lighter, i.e. less
blackish, than in the standard situation? If perceived lightness was to
vary in this way with the illumination intensity, then the perceived
colours of the facades should also vary between dark overcast days and
days with bright sunshine. This question is discussed in Chapter 6.
The blackness difference between inherent and perceived colour could
also be explained as a simultaneous contrast phenomenon. In the
standard situation the sample is seen against white background and gets
a specification corresponding to its perceived colour in this particular
situation. Only in this situation can one take for granted that the inherent
and the perceived colours are the same. But in most other situations
colours are seen with other backgrounds than white, which means that
the perceived colour differs from the inherent colour. When inherent
colour is defined, the sample is subject to simultaneous contrast from the
white background, which makes its perceived colour more blackish than
the perceived colour of the same sample seen against other backgrounds.
This might explain why the perceived colour of houses always has less
blackness than the inherent colour.
27

The standardised viewing situations is presented in more detail in footnote 20,
Section 1.6.
28
Löfberg 1976 (in Swedish) presents the average illumination variations with weather
and time. His values, given for a horizontal surface, vary between ca. 1000 and over
70000 lux.
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The existence of simultaneous contrast between colour sample and
background paper is obvious, as they are seen in the same plane and in a
situation of a small patch against larger background, corresponding to
the typical example of simultaneous contrast. But is there also
simultaneous contrast between the house and its surroundings colours?
The colour of the house is perceived and determined against a varying
background of paving, soil, vegetation and surrounding houses, a
background shifting with the season of the year29 which in the extreme
case can be almost as white as the background paper of the colour
samples. Does the perceived colour of a house, then, differ between
seasons due to simultaneous contrast effects or more generally as an
effect of colour context? Such seasonal variations are possible but far
from self evident.
Earlier research indicates that there are less simultaneous contrast
effects when the objects involved are on different levels or in some other
way have clear distinguishing attributes (e.g. surface structure) apart
from colour.30 This could mean that there are simultaneous contrast
effects depending on viewing distance. From close up you clearly see
that the houses are separate volumes, detached from their background,
but from a longer distance the planes of houses and background might
fuse and it is not longer possible to see the distinguishing details. Thus it
is possible that simultaneous contrast effect between houses and
background appear only from long viewing distances.
The viewing distance might also have another impact on the possible
simultaneous contrast effects. When the distance is short enough, the
observed facade can cover almost all the visual field, which eliminates
the preconditions for simultaneous contrast. The questions about the
importance of distance and surrounding colours for the perceived colour
of the house are further explored in Chapters 7 and 8.
The clear blackness difference between perceived and inherent colour
found here was matched by differences in both chromaticness and
whiteness – i.e. the perceived colour was on average both more
chromatic and more whitish than the inherent colour. There were,
however, differences between the colour areas, with a variation pattern
very similar to that in Sivik and Hård’s observations of metal panels.
One cannot exclude that the differences between colour areas could be
the result of an uneven distribution of viewing situations. The light
conditions and surrounding colours in my observations were allowed to
vary by chance, and this may have resulted in for instance red facades
being most often observed in overcast weather or green facades being
most often viewed in rich summer green surroundings. Such differences
in viewing conditions may – but need not necessarily – have caused
systematic shifts of perceived whiteness or chromaticness. The
29
30

Fridell Anter 1996b is a survey of existing inherent colours in nature in mid-Sweden.
See discussion in Section 1.8.
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differences between the colour areas will be further discussed in the
subsequent studies about light situations (Chapter 6) and surrounding
colours (Chapter 8).
Finally, my observations showed that the perceived colour may have
another hue than the inherent colour. This hue shift, most often from
yellow towards blue, was common within some but not all colour areas.
Here too it is possible that the differences between colour areas were
due by a randomly uneven distribution of light conditions and
surrounding colours. Therefore, before discussion possible causes for
the hue shift, its variations under different viewing conditions should be
investigated. See Chapters 6, 7 and 8.
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6
Second study: light and perceived facade
colour

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Questions and previous research
Observations considering the light situation
Results – differences between light situations
Comparison with the general tendencies presented in
Chapter 5
Conclusions and new questions arising
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6.1 Questions and previous research1
The possible importance of the light situation for the colour that we
perceive on an object was discussed in Sections 1.8 and 5.6. and is here
considered specifically for facades. Are there any systematic differences
between the colours perceived on a facade during different light
conditions?2
Houses in their real environment are during the daytime lit by direct
sunlight, by sunlight that is diffused through clouds or haze, by sky light
from different quarters and by light that has been reflected from
surrounding surfaces. The height of the sun and thus the vertical angle of
incidence varies with latitude, season and time of the day. The intensity
and composition of the radiation also varies with the weather. The
question, therefore, is whether such light variations cause us to perceive
different colours on a facade when it is seen in different situations, and
if so, whether any consistent tendencies can be found for the perceived
colour’s variation.
Colour constancy
Stimulus for what we see as colour is the radiation energy that reaches
the eyes. The information carrying attribute of this energy is not its
absolute wavelength composition or intensity. Instead our visual sense
reacts on the relationships between different “pencils” of energy and on
the character of the borders between them.3 If these relationships are
constant we will in principle perceive the same colours irrespective of
illumination, under preconditions that are discussed below. This fact is
called colour constancy and has been the topic of much research and
debate, largely starting from the assumption that the eye reacts to the
absolute proximate stimulus energy.4
Colour constancy allows us to recognise our environment and the
objects around us even if the light is changing. Our visual sense is
developed for sunlight and other light that comes from glowing objects –
camp fires as well as incandescent lamps. Such light sources emit a
continuous spectrum of radiation energy, where all wavelengths are
represented and where no single wavelength gives an disproportionately
large part of the energy. Colour constancy can be expected only for such
1

This chapter was written before the overall summary of results given in Chapters 3-4 .
The study includes “normal daylight”, not situations like dawn or dusk and not
artificial lighting of facades.
3
Anders Liljefors distinguishes between 3 basic types: Sharp border, unsharp or diffuse
border, gradient with a transition without noticeable border. Liljefors 1997 p.4
(translation KFA).
4
See Agoston 1987 p. 188ff; Hård, Sivik & Svedmyr 1983. Ottoson & Zeko 1985
summarises an international physiologic/neurologic conference with colour constancy as
a main theme. The relationship between stimulus and perceived colour is discussed in
Section 1.7. in this thesis.
2
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light sources, it also demands some light intensity and presupposes that
we are adapted to the light situation in question.5 This means, that if the
intensity or spectral composition of the radiation is changed rapidly, it
will take some time until our colour sense can fully compensate.
However, colour constancy is not complete even under these
preconditions. We all have experiences of how daylit facades and other
exterior surfaces can change colour according to season or weather. We
can remember situations where red houses became doubly intense in the
glow of low evening sun, or where bluish grey details were enhanced
and became bright blue at dusk.6 We can also establish that objects get
lighter and often also more chromatic colours in strong illumination,
compared to less intensive light. This is shown on horizontal surfaces
like lawns, streets and roofs, that are reached by a much stronger light
than nearby vertical surfaces.
In such situations, most often we can distinguish light and colour
experiences and perceive the colour as constant and the light as
varying.7 Normally we can also distinguish shadow effects and perceive
the facade colour “behind the shadow”.8 But sometimes we are uncertain
about the character of light and do not know if what we see shall be
interpreted as “light/shadow” or as “colour”. But once we understand
the situation, the perceived colour of the object can change drastically
from one second to another.
The following experiences illustrate how the situation explains and
changes what we see:
• I walk along the street on a grey overcast day, and suddenly I see
the warm rays of the sun illuminating a well known grey-painted,
rendered masonry house some blocks away. How lovely that the sun
has come out! But in the next second I see that the grey house has
been repainted to a pale pinkish yellow colour. The sky is just as
thickly covered with clouds as before.
• A faded, worn early modernist building has long been covered by
scaffolding and canvases. At last it can be seen in all its renovated
glory. But why have they painted grey checkers on the white
5

This means that “peepshows” where colour samples are shown in different
illuminations give a false picture of what is perceived in realistic spatial situations.
6
An illustrative description of how an object – in this case a rock formation –shifts
colour with the light is given in Green-Armytage 1992.
7
Evans distinguishes between light and colour as two visual frameworks, that can more
often be distinguished form each other as the observer understands the viewing
situation. Evans 1974 pp.193ff.
8
In a overview of current knowledge Mullen & Kingdom present a series of surveys on
light and colour perception in outdoor environment. They stress the important role of
colour vision for distinguishing shadows from darker coloured surfaces: Direct sunlight
towards a directly illuminated surface an be 30 times as intensive as the light towards an
adjacent shaded surface, but what makes us distinguish the shadow is the small
difference in spectral composition between the average longer wave length sunlight and
the shorter wave length sky light. (Mullen & Kingdom 1991 p.199)
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surface? No, they are not painted, what I see is the shadows from
the folded out sunblinds over the windows. Once I become aware of
this, the grey checkers disappear.
When light intensity diminishes below a certain level the eyes and their
receptor cells change their way of functioning. The eye’s radiation
sensitivity is shifted, so that objects with yellow and red inherent colours
become relatively darker than other objects, at the same time as they
become less chromatic. With further diminished light intensity we can
perceive chromatic attributes only for objects with blue or green
inherent colours. This means that blue houses or details become both
lighter and more chromatic than their environment – the poetic blue hour
of dusk. In terms of vision physiology the visual sense shifts from fully
developed colour vision in daylight (photopic vision) to achromatic
(scotopic) night vision, passing through a gradual process of mesopic
vision.9
But also within photopic range of vision there are colour shifts that can
be described as incomplete colour constancy. Agoston points out that a
white surface can be perceived bluish when lit by “cold” light from the
northern sky, and yellowish when lit by “warm” incandescent light. A
dark grey surface is – maybe surprisingly – perceived yellowish in the
northern light and bluish in the incandescent light. Agoston does not
mention direct sunlight as compared to the “cold” sky light, but it does
not seem impossible that the same differences would appear also there.
Agoston explains the phenomenon as follows: A surface lighter than the
surroundings takes on the cast of the hue of the illuminant; a surface
darker than the surroundings takes on the cast of the hue of the
afterimage complementary of the illumninant’s hue. 10
Agoston sees what he describes as an example of the Helson-Judd
effect. This phenomenon has been shown experimentally for grey colour
samples that have been lit by strongly coloured light,11 but several
researchers refer to this effect also when discussing more normal
illuminations.12 I have, however, not found any experiments that have
tried its relevance for daylight, where there are perceivable differences
between sky light and diffuse or direct sunlight, but where neither can be
called “strongly coloured”.
9

Evans 1974 pp.40-42.
Agoston 1987 p. 194. Agoston does not describe any surveys but refers to: Helson
1959, Judd 1960, Wilson & Brocklebank 1962, Nayatani et.al. 1982 and Burnham &
Hanes & Bartleson 1963 p.88. The phenomenon is also discussed in Hurvich 1981 pp.
197ff.
11
Derefeldt & Berggrund 1994 p.22 (in Swedish). Billmeyer 1988 p. 144.
12
“The Helson-Judd effect is a visual phenomenon in which neutral samples having
reflectances higher than that of a neutral background are perceived as having the same
hue as that of the light source; those having lower reflectances are perceived as having
the complementary hue of the light source”. Luo et. al. 1991 p. 171.
10
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In discussions about this matter, Åke Svedmyr has put forward the
idea that Agoston did actually describe a simultaneous contrast effect.
The lighter surfaces reflect more of the coloured light, and thus get a
perceived colour that is more chromatic than the darker surfaces, in a
hue that is determined by the light. Through simultaneous contrast in
comparison to the light surfaces the dark ones get a perceived colour
corresponding to the complementary after-image hue. Svedmyr gave the
example of dark surfaces being perceived as violet when seen in the
light from yellow low pressure sodium lamps. This situation is similar to
that where the Helson-Judd effect has been explored – maybe the whole
effect could be seen as a case of simultaneous contrast.
Colorimetric research tries to find mathematical models for our
perception of colours under different conditions. In this process there
have been found several predictable tendencies for how perceived
colour varies with light. The perceived “colourfulness” of colour
samples has been showed to grow with increased illumination (the first
Hunt effect). Increased illumination has also been showed to result in
hue shifts: light samples become more bluish whereas dark samples
become more yellowish (the second Hunt effect).13 I do not, however,
see these results as directly relevant to the question of how facade
colours change with light.
Diffuse or directed light
Also the direction of light influences perceived colour. Hård & Sivik
have shown that the colour of an object may change drastically when the
sun goes behind a cloud and the dominant light changes from direct to
diffuse.14 They have also pointed out that there seems to be an
correlation between these colour changes and the gloss and surface
structure of the observed objects. These correlations are not very well
researched, and what is hitherto known – or believed to be known – can
be summarised as follows: For totally matt surfaces the direction of
incoming light is more or less irrelevant, as the surface reflects light
diffusely irrespective of its incoming direction. Glossy surfaces however
can undergo much change in colour when light changes colour and
character. Normally they look darker in directed than in diffuse light,
and this difference is greater for dark inherent colours than for light
ones.15
The light direction also plays an important role for our experience of
gloss and surface texture. The depth dimension of a surface material is
much more obvious when we can see the difference between lit and
shaded parts on the micro level. In direct sunlight the shadows are
13

Billmeyer 1988 pp.143-144. The experiments behind the conclusions are not
presented by Billmeyer, who refers to the original publications of R.W.G. Hunt.
14
Sivik & Hård 1979a p.11ff (in Swedish).
15
Fridell Anter & Enberg 1997a p.35, Svedmyr 1995 p.97 (in Swedish).
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distinct, whereas they become hazy or disappear totally in diffuse
sunlight or sky light. In strong sunlight shining directly towards the
facade glossy and/or light surfaces can be perceived as glaring, and in
sharply angled incident light the smallest roughnesses cast shadows. The
experience of all these things also varies strongly with the viewing
distance.
Relevant research results
From the preceding discussion there would seem to be good reasons to
explore the possible effects of colour constancy for houses seen in
natural daylight. What colour changes could appear when the intensity
and spectral composition of the light is changed? And what colour
differences could arise from the difference between direct sunlight or
diffuse light from an overcast or a blue sky?
There are only a few published studies that directly discuss the colour
variation of facades according to weather and season. Galen Minah,
professor of architecture at University of Washington, has published his
own observations of the role of colour in the Seattle cityscape and
analysed the perceived colours in different weather.16 Among his
conclusions were:
• Strongly chromatic facades were dominant in sunny weather, but
their luminescence was most often less in overcast conditions. This
change was most obvious for red materials17, but did not appear for
pink materials (inherent colour according to Minah for example
0530-R). These instead became more dominant in overcast weather.
The most important exception were blue, bluish green and purple
facades, all of which became more “vibrant” and appeared more
saturated on overcast days.
• Facades with much blackness became lighter in hazy weather.
• Within some colour areas the hue could vary with the light. Minah
notes how red materials in the urban environment, particularly
bricks, were orange-like in sunshine but got a cooler hue under
overcast sky. For green facades the hue could shift between
yellowish green and bluish green depending on the light.18

16

Minah 1996, Minah 1997. The survey included among other things a series of
collages of NCS samples, showing how Minah perceived the buildings’ mutual colour
relationships in different weather.
17
“In sunshine, the red-orange hues dominated, usually making the building figural as
the reds advanced when contrasted against a cooler field. On overcast days, the reds
became dull and cool and retreated into the background, changing sometimes from
figure to ground spatially.” Minah 1996 p.14.
18
This shift was not further specified in the research reports, but Minah has agreed with
the proposition that the green houses became more yellowish in sunshine and more
bluish in overcast weather (personal communication, Oct. 1998)
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Janssens & Küller, in their study on the role of colours for the
experience of cityscape, have found that most of their investigated
facades were considered richer in colour during sunny rather than
overcast weather.19 However, this question was in no way a main topic
in their survey.

6.2 Observations considering the light situation
Those of my observation series that are relevant in this context were
carried out three different determination methods: B, F and GAH.20
These three methods were to some extent used for the same houses.
The observers with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) were two
experienced colour observers, each of them doing 109 observations
during May-September 1995. These observations included totally 89
houses with different facade colours.21 In method F (controlled semantic
colour determination) the observers were teenage school pupils without
special training or colour skill. The observations involved 117 test
subjects, each of them observing between 4 and 11 houses.22 Also the
observations with method GAH (combination of colour words, colour
circle and magnitude estimation scales) were made by “naïve” school
pupils. Totally 158 test subjects each observed approximately 10 houses
with this method.23
All observation objects were facades with vertical timber cladding and
single-colour opaque paint, viewed at close to a right angle from the
facade. In the series B1 and F1-F4 the viewing distance was ca. 50
metres, and the series GAH 1-2 involved the two distances 4 and 50
metres. The observations were made during different weather and light
conditions, that were not systematically chosen but largely depended on
chance and on the observers’ possibility to attend. The light situation
19

Janssens & Küller 1997 p. 16 (in Swedish). The richness of colour (Sw. “färgrikhet”)
was assessed with the help of “semantic component description” (SKB) referring to
Sorte 1982 (in Swedish). SKB is a reference system for visual attributes in built
environment and encompasses eleven factors. One of these is Colour, defined as
follows: “The colour character of the object, the gay and multicoloured in contrast to the
colourless and grey” (Sorte 1982 p. 118, translation KFA). The word rich in colour
(färgrik) can be interpreted in different ways, and it is not clear whether Janssens &
Küller mean that more colours were distinguishable in the environment or if coloured
surfaces became more chromatic in sunny weather.
20
For further presentation and evaluation of methods and object selection see Chapter
2.
21
Observations series B1, see Appendix 3. Determination method B is further
discussed in Section 2.8 and Appendix 5.
22
Observations series F1-F4, see Appendix 3. Determination method F is further
discussed in Section 2.10.
23
Observations series GAH 1-2, see Appendix 3. Method G is further discussed in
Section 2.9, method A in Section 2.7 and method H in Section 2.10 and Appendix 6..
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were noted for each observation. All observations were made in daylight
that not had the “golden red” evening character and which was also not
was so weak that colour vision would diverge from the photopic
functioning.24
In the processing all observations were grouped according to the light
situation. In this the following categories have been used: 25
1. Full angle sun (FAS). Direct sunlight not more than 20o from a right
angle to the facade. See Figure 6001.
2. Oblique angle sun (OAS). Direct sunlight at oblique angle to the
facade (between ca 20o and 80o from a right angle).
3. Diffuse light (DL). Overcast sky, haze or the sun covered by clouds
on a partially clear sky. 26
4. Shaded facade (SF). Lit by diffuse light from a blue sky, but not by
the direct sunlight which is present.

FIGURE 6001. The light’s angle of incidence for the categories Full
angle sun (FAS) and Oblique angle sun (OAS). Horizontal projection.
In the first two categories the facade was lit by direct sunlight combined
with sky light. In the third category the facade was lit by diffused
sunlight, sometimes in combination with light from a partly blue sky.
The shaded facades of the fourth category were lit only by sky light from
a relatively clear sky.
As the importance of light for the perceived colour may vary with the
inherent colour of the facade, all observations were grouped in colour
areas starting from the inherent colour.27 The total number of

24

A few observations with method F were possibly affected by mesopic vision and
were therefore excluded from the analysis.
25
All angle specifications refer to the angle between the facade and the sunlight’s
horizontal direction of incidence. The vertical angle of incidence – that is the sun’s
height on the sky – was not considered, but in no case was the sun so low that the
situation became dawn or dusk.
26
Where haze + direction have been noted, these have been categorised as haze.
27
The colour areas (P) are defined in Section 5.3.
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observations within each colour area and light situation are shown in
Tables 601, 602 and 603.
TABLE 601. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS WITH METHOD B,
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF LIGHT SITUATION
1. Full
2. Oblique 3. Diffuse 4. Shaded Total
Colour area P
P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

TOTAL

angle sun
2 (1)
6 (3)

angle sun
2 (1)
8 (3)

light
6 (2)
22 (9)

facade
2 (1)

10 (3)
38 (12)

2 (1)
6 (3)
8 (4)
6 (3)
2 (1)
6 (3)
2 (1)
-

2 (1)
8 (3)
2 (1)
2 (1)
8 (4)
2 (1)
2 (1)
6 (3)

6 (3)
6 (3)
8 (3)
4 (3)
2 (1)
12 (5)

2 (1)

4 (2)
20 (6)
16 (6)
10 (3)
18 (6)
4 (2)
10 (4)
2 (1)
20 (7)

4 (2)

4 (2)

10 (4)

4 (2)

22 (8)

6 (3)

4 (2)

26 (12)

-

36 (17)

50 (25)

50 (23)

106 (46)

8 (4)

214 (78)

Table 601: Division of observations with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas)
according to colour area and light situation. The number of houses is given in brackets.

Table 601 shows the number of observations done with method B
(comparison to the NCS atlas). It appears that only 8 observations,
divided into 3 colour areas, were made in the light situation 4 (shaded).
This a too small a number for a statistical analysis, and light situation 4
therefore was excluded from the subsequent analysis of the observations
with method B.
The grouped observations with method B were analysed as follows:
For each observation (done by one person) the differences between
inherent and perceived colour (∆-values) were computed for the NCS
variables blackness, chromaticness, whiteness and hue. The next step
was to calculate the average ∆-values for every light situation and
compare different light situations using t-test.28 These calculations were
done for the material as a whole and separately for those colour areas
that included at least 6 observations in each of two light situations (P2,
P4, P5 P7, P11 and P13).
TABLE 602. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS WITH METHOD F
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF LIGHT SITUATION
28

t-test (“student’s t) is a way to test if the average difference between different
observation series is statistically significant. Vejde & Rydberg 1996 p.193, formula 38
(in Swedish).
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Colour area P
P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

TOTAL

1. Full
angle sun
-

2. Oblique
angle sun
22 (2)

3. Diffuse
light
96 (2)

4. Shaded
facade
10 (1)

Total
128 (2)

-

22(2)
10 (1)
12 (1)

94 (2)
21 (1)
73 (1)

10 (1)
10 (1)

126 (2)
31 (1)
95 (1)

-

-

-

-

-

32 (2)

22 (1)

129 (3)

22 (2)

205 (3)

32 (2)

88 (8)

413 (9)

52 (6)

585 (9)

Table 602: Division of observations with method F (controlled semantic colour
determination) according to colour area and light situation. The number of houses is
given in brackets.

Table 602 shows the number of observations done with method F
(controlled semantic colour determination). The analysis of these
observations were done separately for each house through comparisons
between colour determinations (hue and in colour area P13 also
chromaticness) carried out in different light.29
TABLE 603. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS WITH METHOD
GAH USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF LIGHT SITUATION
1. Full
2. Oblique 3. Diffuse 4. Shaded Total
Colour area P
P1 Pale yellow

angle sun
-

angle sun
-

light
-

facade
-

-

29

Houses observed with method F. n denotes the number of observers in each situation.
Colour area P2: House K1, inherent colour 2040-Y10R. Oblique angle sun n=12,
diffuse n=73, shaded n=10.
House K8, inherent colour 1030-Y10R. Oblique angle sun n=10,
diffuse n= 23.
Colour area P4: House K2, inherent colour 3010-Y70R. Oblique angle sun n=12,
diffuse n=73, shaded n=10.
House K10, inherent colour 3010-Y90R. Oblique angle sun n=10,
diffuse n=21.
Colour area P7: House K16, inherent colour 5530-Y80R. Oblique angle sun n=10,
diffuse n=21.
Colour area P11: House K3, inherent colour 4010-G55Y. Oblique angle sun n=12,
diffuse n=73, shaded n=10.
Colour area P13: House K12, inherent colour 1500-N. Full angle sun n=12., diffuse
n=21, shaded n=10.
House K5, inherent colour 2502-R20B. Oblique angle sun n=10,
diffuse n=75, shaded n=12.
House K14, inherent colour 2005-B10G. Sun full angle n=20., sun
oblique angle n=12, diffuse n=33.
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P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

TOTAL

-

26 (1)

186 (4)

102 (4)

314 (4)

-

44 (2)
44 (2)
44 (1)
-

74 (2)
112 (2)
112 (2)
56 (1)
37 (1)

40 (2)
44 (2)
44 (2)
20 (1)

114 (2)
200 (2)
200 (2)
100 (1)
57 (1)

-

52 (2)

168 (3)

80 (3)

300 (3)

20 (1)

20 (1)

148 (4)

40 (2)

228 (4)

20 (1)

230 (9)

893 (19)

370 (16)

1513 (19)

Table 603: Division of observations with combination method GAH according to colour
area and light situation. The number of houses is given in brackets.

Table 603 shows the number of observations with combination method
GAH (choice between given colour terms – notation in colour circle –
magnitude estimation scales). These observations were analysed though
comparisons between average answers from groups that had observed
the same house from the same distance but in different weather.
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6.3 Results – differences between light situations
In trying to understand how the perceived colours of facades can vary
between different light situations I have used three methods, as
mentioned above. The results are presented in Tables 604-606 (series
B1), Tables 607-612 (series F1-F4) and Tables 613-616 (series GAH 12). None of the observation series covers the whole colour world, and it
is only rarely that a single series has given statistically significant
results. All the methods have drawbacks that make them less reliable
for certain colour areas. As for method B, there could even be reason to
question whether it should be used at all for light dependent differences
of hue. However, when analysed together, these observations give a
rather good picture of how the perceived colour of the house varied with
the light situation.
Comparisons between sunlight both at a near to right angle and
obliquely to the facade in plan are shown in Tables 604 and 607. No
signs of recurring differences were found between the two light
situations.30
Comparisons between direct sunlight at a near to right angle to the
facade and diffuse light are shown in Tables 605, 608 and 613. The
different methods gave rather coherent results, but the material was too
small to indicate a clear tendency. The observations with method B
showed that for the material as a whole the perceived blackness was
significantly greater in diffuse than in direct light, whereas the whiteness
tended to be less in diffuse light. With the methods F and GAH only one
blue-grey house was observed. Method GAH gave a result that partly
corresponded to that of method B; whiteness was smaller in diffuse light
than in full angle direct sunlight. Method F said nothing about blackness
and whiteness but pointed at a larger chromaticness in diffuse light than
in right angle sunlight. Concerning hue, neither method B nor F showed
any difference between the light situations.
Comparisons between sunlight obliquely to the facade and diffuse light
are shown in Tables 606, 610 and 614. Both methods B and GAH here
showed that perceived blackness was greater in diffuse light than in
oblique angle sunlight. For the observations with method B the
difference was significant for the material as a whole, and there was no
colour area that presented the opposite tendency. It is, however,
uncertain whether it was chromaticness, whiteness or both that
diminished when blackness was increasing. The observations with
30

There were, however some differences that could not be readily interpreted: For pale
pink houses (colour area P4) it seemed as if the full angle sunlight gave more blackness
and less whiteness than the oblique angle sunlight. For red houses the opposite seemed
to be true: blackness became greater when the light angle was oblique. The one pale
bluish grey house that was observed with method F was perceived somewhat more
chromatic in oblique angle than in full angle sunlight.
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methods F and GAH also showed that reddish houses (colour area P4,
P7 and the reddish grey in P13) tended to get a bluer hue in diffuse light.
Method B showed no such difference, which might (but need not) be
caused by the method’s weaknesses for hue determination.
Thus it was obvious that diffuse light gave greater blackness than
direct sunlight, irrespective of its angle towards the facade. There were
also some signs indicating that the diffuse light could cause a hue shift
from yellow towards blue and for bluish colours an increased
chromaticness.
When it comes to comparison between shaded and directly lit facades
the material offers a weaker base for conclusions, as series B included
too few shaded facades. The results from series F and GAH are shown
in Tables 609, 611 and 615. There seemed to be some tendency for
increased blackness and diminished whiteness for shaded facades, as
compared to oblique angle sunlight. As for chromaticness the results
were not consistent: The red and green houses in Table 615 had the
same chromaticness in shadow as in oblique angle sunlight, whereas the
grey house in Table 609 was more chromatic (bluer) when it was shaded
than when it was lit by full angle direct sunlight. As for hue, the
observations showed no differences, with the exception of one red house
that had a bluer hue when it was shaded.
The comparisons between diffuse light from overcast or hazy sky and
shaded facades (Tables 612 and 616) showed no consistent differences,
neither for nuance nor for hue. Of special interest, however, are the three
houses in colour area P12 that were observed with method GAH (Table
616). For all three houses the perceived chromaticness was greater when
they were shaded than when they were lit with diffuse light from an
overcast sky.
To summarise, the main difference between the facades’ perceived
colours seems to lie between on the one hand, direct sunlight – full angle
or oblique angle – and on the other hand sky light towards shaded
surfaces or diffuse light from a cloudy sky. The diffuse light and the sky
light gave more blackness and less whiteness than the direct light. There
was also a tendency for diffuse light and sky light to give diminished
yellowness/ increased blueness, which could result in both hue and
chromaticness differences.
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TABLE 604. COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL ANGLE SUN AND
OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN, OBSERVATION SERIES B1.
BlackChromaticWhiteHue
Colour area P
ness
ness
ness
0
0
0
0
P2 Stronger yellow
FAS
0
OAS
0
P4 Pale pink
OAS
0
0
0
P7 Red
Overall tendency
0
0
0
0
Tables 604, 605 and 606. Comparison between perceived colour in full angle sunlight
(FAS), oblique angle sunlight (OAS) and diffuse light (DL) for colour areas containing
at least 6 observations with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) for each of two
light situations.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the light situation in which the attribute
was greatest has been noted. For hue the light situation giving the most blueness or the
least yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the study does not permit any conclusions
Notations without brackets show statistically significant differences (99%), notations
within brackets show nonsignificant but still discernible differences.
The overall tendency was statistically computed for the whole material except area P13,
according to Table 601.

TABLE 605. COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL ANGLE SUN AND
DIFFUSE LIGHT, OBSERVATION SERIES B1.
BlackChromaticWhiteHue
Colour area P
P2 Stronger yellow
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
Overall tendency
See text under Table 604

ness
(DL)
0
(DL)
0

ness
(FAS)
0
0
0

ness
0
0
0
0

(DL)

0

0

0
0
0
0 see note

31

0

TABLE 606. COMPARISON BETWEEN OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN
AND DIFFUSE LIGHT, OBSERVATION SERIES B1.
BlackChromaticWhiteHue
Colour area P
P2 Stronger yellow
P4 Pale pink
P11 Dull yellowish
green
Overall tendency
See text under Table 604

ness
(DL)
DL
0

ness
(OAS)
0
0

ness
0
(OAS)
0

DL

(OAS)

0

0
0
0
0

31

An analysis of hue differences presupposes that the inherent colours have similar
hues. Therefore only 4 houses (8 observations) were included in the analysis of colour
area P13. These 4 houses had almost achromatic inherent colours with hues near blue.
The analysis showed no hue difference between observations in full angle sun and
diffuse light.
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TABLE 607. COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL ANGLE SUN AND
OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN, OBSERVATION SERIES F1-F4.
Chromatic- WhiteHue
Inherent
BlackColour area/
ness
ness
ness
colour
house
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K14
2005-B10B OAS
0
Overall tendency
OAS
0
Tables 607, 608, 609, 610, 611 and 612. Comparison between perceived colour in full
angle sunlight (FAS). oblique angle sunlight (OAS), diffuse light (DL) and shaded facade
(SF) for those houses that have been observed with method F (controlled semantic colour
determination) in at least two of these situations.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the light situation in which the attribute
was greatest has been noted. For hue the light situation giving the most blueness or the
least yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the study does not permit any conclusions
Statistical significance test was not done.

TABLE 608. COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL ANGLE SUN AND
DIFFUSE LIGHT, OBSERVATION SERIES F1-F4.
Inherent
BlackChromatic- WhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ness
ness
house
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K14
Overall tendency
See text under Table 607

2005-B10B

-

DL
DL

-

0
0

TABLE 609. COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL ANGLE SUN AND
SHADED FACADE, OBSERVATION SERIES F1-F4.
Inherent
BlackChromatic- WhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ness
ness
house
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K12
Overall tendency
See text under Table 607
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1500-N

-

SF
SF

-

0
0

TABLE 610. COMPARISON BETWEEN OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN
AND DIFFUSE LIGHT, OBSERVATION SERIES F1-F4.
Inherent
BlackChromatic- WhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ness
ness
house
P2 Stronger yellow
K1
K8
P4 Pale pink
K2
K10
P7 Red
K16
P11 Dull yellowish
green
K3
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K5
Overall tendency
See text under Table 607

2040-Y10R
1030-Y10R

-

-

-

0
0

3010-Y70R
3010-Y90R

-

-

-

0
DL

5520-Y80R

-

-

-

DL

4010-G55Y

-

-

-

0

2502-R20B

-

0
-

-

DL
DL

TABLE 611. COMPARISON BETWEEN OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN
AND SHADED FACADE, OBSERVATION SERIES F1-F4.
Inherent
BlackChromatic- WhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ness
ness
house
P2 Stronger yellow
K1
P4 Pale pink
K2
P11 Dull yellowish
green
K3
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K5
Overall tendency
See text under Table 607

2040-Y10R

-

-

-

0

3010-Y70R

-

-

-

0

4010-G55Y

-

-

-

0

2502-R20B

-

0
-

-

0
0
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TABLE 612. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFUSE LIGHT AND
SHADED FACADE, OBSERVATION SERIES F1-F4.
Inherent
BlackChromatic- WhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ness
ness
house
P2 Stronger yellow
K1
P4 Pale pink
K2
P11 Dull yellowish
green
K3
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K5
K12
Overall tendency
See text under Table 607.

2040-Y10R

-

-

-

0

3010-Y70R

-

-

-

0

4010-G55Y

-

-

-

0

2502-R20B
1500-N

-

0
0
0

-

DL
0
0

-

-

TABLE 613. COMPARISON BETWEEN FULL ANGLE SUN AND
DIFFUSE LIGHT, OBSERVATION SERIES GAH1-2
Inherent
BlackChromatic- WhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ness
ness
house
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K44
2005-B10B
0
FAS
Overall tendency
0
FAS
Tables 613, 614, 615 and 616. J Comparison between perceived colour in full angle
sunlight (FAS), oblique angle sunlight (OAS), diffuse light (DL) and shaded facade (SF)
for those houses that have been observed with combination method GAH in at least two
of these situations.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the light situation in which the attribute
was greatest has been noted. For hue the light situation giving the most blueness or the
least yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the study does not permit any conclusions
Notations without brackets show statistically significant differences (99%), notations
within brackets show nonsignificant but still discernible differences. The overall
tendency was not statistically computed.
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TABLE 614. COMPARISON BETWEEN OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN
AND DIFFUSE LIGHT, OBSERVATION SERIES GAH1-2
Inherent
Black- Chroma- White- Hue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ticness
ness
house
P2 Stronger yellow
F54

P6 Reddish brown
F56
F60
P7 Red
F52
F58
P9 Blue
E50
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
F53
F57
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K35
Overall tendency
See text under Table 613.

1545-Y08R

DL

-

(OAS)

(redness at DL
greenness at
OAS)

6510-Y60R
7010-Y80R

0
(DL)

-

0
OAS

-

4838-Y80R

DL

OAS

0

DL

5035-Y85R

(DL)

(OAS)

0

(DL)

2065-R92B

DL

(OAS)

OAS

0

4520-G90Y
5228-G20Y

DL
(DL)

OAS
(OAS)

0
(OAS)

-

2005-R20B

0
DL

OAS

OAS
OAS

DL

TABLE 615. COMPARISON BETWEEN OBLIQUE ANGLE SUN
AND SHADED FACADE, OBSERVATION SERIES GAH1-2
Inherent
Black- Chroma- White- Hue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ticness
ness
house
P2 Stronger yellow
F54
P6 Reddish brown
F56
F60
P7 Red
F52
F58
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
F53
F57
Overall tendency
See text under Table 613.

1545-Y08R

(SF)

-

(OAS)

0

6510-Y60R
7010-Y80R

0
0

-

0
(OAS)

-

4838-Y80R

0

0

0

SF

5035-Y85R

(SF)

0

0

0

4520-G90Y
5228-G20Y

(SF)
0
SF

0
0
0

0
(OAS)
OAS

SF
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TABLE 616. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFUSE LIGHT AND
SHADED FACADE, OBSERVATION SERIES GAH1-2
Inherent
Black- Chroma- White- Hue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ticness
ness
house
P2 Stronger yellow
K31
F51
F54

K36
P4 Pale pink
K32
K40
P6 Reddish brown
F56
F60
P7 Red
F52
F58
P11 Dull yellowish
green
K33
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
F53
F55
F57
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K34
K39
Overall tendency
See text under Table 613.
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2040-Y10R
2045-Y15R
1545-Y08R

SF
0
0

-

0
0
0

3020-Y30R

0

-

0

0
(redness at SF)
(redness at DL,
greenness at
SF)
-

3010-Y70R
3510-Y90R

SF
(SF)

DL
0

0
0

(SF)
0

6510-Y60R
7010-Y80R

0
(DL)

-

0
0

-

4838-Y80R

(DL)

(SF)

0

0

5035-Y85R

0

0

0

0

3010-G40Y

SF

(DL)

0

SF

4520-G90Y
4522-G50Y
5228-G20Y

0
(DL)
0

SF
SF
(SF)

0
0
0

-

3500-N
0505-Y25R

(SF)
0
-

-

(DL)
0
0

-

6.4 Comparison with the general tendencies presented
in Chapter 5
In addition to the comparisons between different light situations it is
meaningful to ask how the light situation influences the relationship
between the inherent and the perceived colour of the house. Chapter 5
discussed the differences between the facades’ inherent and perceived
colours, irrespective of light situation. The question is now – do the
general tendencies that were established there apply also for the specific
light situation?
When light situations were not considered, the observations with
method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) showed that the perceived
colour always had less blackness than the inherent colour. This was true
for all colour areas, with an average difference of 11 NCS units. Now,
when the same observations are divided according to light situations the
same tendency prevails. The difference between inherent and perceived
colour certainly did vary between the light situations, but more
important, in all situations the perceived colour had significantly less
blackness than the inherent colour.
Chapter 5 also showed that the perceived colour had on average both
more chromaticness and more whiteness than the inherent colour. For
the total material the chromaticness difference between inherent and
perceived colour was 4 NCS units and the whiteness difference 7 units.
Also this tendency prevailed after division according to light situations,
although the size of the differences varied. That is: Irrespective of light
situation the perceived colour of the facade was on average both more
chromatic and more whitish than the inherent colour.
Concerning hue the total material showed no pervading tendency.
Instead there were great variations in results between the colour areas.32
The same thing appeared in the analysis of light situations: most colour
areas kept their original tendencies regardless of light situation.33
For houses with light neutral grey inherent colours (colour area P7)
there were, however, some differences according to light situation.
Observations with method B here indicated that the slight tendency of
hue shift towards blue would be true only in diffuse light, whereas
observations with method F showed a hue shift towards blue in all light
situations, and an added shift towards red in diffuse light from overcast
sky or when the facade was shaded.
For houses with red inherent colours (colour area P7) the observations
with method F suggested that the earlier established tendency of hue
shift from yellow towards blue was true only in diffuse light and not in

32

See Section 5.4
Note that observations with method B should be interpreted with caution regarding
hue comparisons between different light situations. See Section 2.8 and Appendix 5.
33
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direct sunlight. Observations with method B gave no basis for
comparisons.
To summarise: The general tendencies that were shown in Chapter 5
seem to be true irrespective of light situation, within the framework of
the preconditions set for this survey.34 This means, that the differences
between colour areas that have been established for the total material do
not seem to be caused by uneven distribution according to light
situations.

6.5 Conclusions and new questions arising
Comparison with previous research
Let us now return to the initial question of this special study: Are there
any systematic differences between the colours that are perceived on
facades in different light situations? My observations series can,
together with earlier research results, give a base for discussing the
importance of the light angle towards the facade. They also provide a
base for discussions about the differences between direct sunlight,
diffuse light from an overcast or hazy sky and pure sky light towards
shaded facades. They can not, however, be used for other analyses
regarding the spectral composition or intensity of daylight, e.g. the
differences between facades in noon and in red evening light.
My study shows that the largest colour difference for facades was the
difference between the inherent colour and the colour perceived on the
house in its real environment. Those different light situations that can
appear within the concept of full daylight were always shown to be less
important – the difference between inherent colour and perceived colour
always had the same direction and the same magnitude, irrespective of
light direction.
Within this relatively good agreement there were, however, some
differences related to light. These differences always showed between
on the one hand diffuse light and shaded facades, and on the other hand
direct sunlight. Between full angle and oblique angle sunlight there were
no differences found. Many people might, however, have had a different
experience, implying that the illumination angle of the direct light is
very important for the perceived colour of the facade.35 This has not
been shown in my survey, which might be explained by the fact that the
interaction between the cladding’s direction and profiling, the texture of
the timber surface and the gloss of the paint layer is so complicated that
individual cases give unique results that are missed in statistical analyses
such as used here.
34

Some doubt regarding the hue shift from yellow towards blue, which within some
colour areas possibly appeared only in diffuse light or for shaded facades.
35
See pictures in Fridell Anter & Enberg 1997a p.30.
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First of all my material has shown that direct sunlight gave less
perceived blackness and more perceived chromaticness than diffuse
light from an overcast or hazy sky.36 This result agrees well with the
generally formulated experience that the world becomes more colourful
when the sun is shining, something that has also been shown by Janssens
& Küller.37 “More colourful” need not, however be the same as “more
chromatic” – instead it is very likely to indicate that we experience
larger colour contrasts in bright light.
Minah comes to a conclusion similar to mine, when he says that the
luminescence of the strongly chromatic colours was greater in sunlight
than in overcast weather. However, Minah gives important exceptions
from this tendency: Blue surfaces kept or even increased their
luminescence under overcast sky, and also pink surfaces became
relatively more dominant in overcast weather. My results with different
methods were not in agreement: Some of them pointed in the same
direction as Minah for weakly chromatic blue houses38 whereas others
did not show any difference between blue houses in different light.39
As a comparison to Minah’s conclusion about pink houses I have done
a special study of those pink houses that were observed with method
B.40 Here appeared an interesting deviation from the general tendencies
of the material. As for other colour areas the blackness was greater in
diffuse than in direct light, but contrary to other colour areas it was not
the chromaticness but the whiteness that decreased when the blackness
increased. This means, that the chromaticness relationship between pink
houses and houses in other colour areas was changed with the weather,
in such a way that the pink houses were relatively more chromatic in
overcast weather. Thus, my observations with method B showed the
same tendency as those of Minah. My observations with other methods
gave no information about nuance differences for pink houses.
Minah also showed that colours with much blackness became lighter
in foggy weather. This observation seems credible, especially as
Minah´s observations often were made from such long distances that the
whitish humidity of the air can have been clearly visible. As my material
included hardly any such blackish colours I cannot compare his
observations to my own results.

36

The blackness difference was shown for all examined colour areas and was
significant for the material as a whole, whereas the chromaticness differences varied
more between the colour areas.
37
Janssens & Küller 1997 p. 16. See footnote 19 in this chapter.
38
House F14 method F see Table 608.
39
Bluish within colour area P13, method B see Table 605. House E50, method GAH,
see Table 614.
40
Inherent blackness 0-30, chromaticness 0-30, hue Y70R-Y90R. 30 observations (10
full angle sun, 10 oblique angle sun, 10 diffuse light). 10 different houses within colour
areas P4, P5 and P13.
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Thus both Minah and I have found, that the facades in general were
perceived less blackish in direct sunlight and more blackish in diffuse
light. Less blackness most often means a lighter colour41, and thus the
observed facades became lighter in direct sunlight than under overcast
sky.
Hård and Sivik have in their pilot experiments observed another
difference between diffuse and direct light: In experiments with one matt
and one semi-matt flat metal panel they found that the panels had the
same colour in diffuse light but hat the semi-matt panels became darker
than the matt ones in direct sunlight.42 This observation fits well with the
generally formulated knowledge about colour changes between diffuse
and direct light.43 It can, however, be seen as contradictory to my
results. I will return to this on next page when discussing possible
explanations of my results.
Beside the nuance differences I have found, for some colour areas, hue
differences between the colours that are perceived in different light. For
red and pink houses the methods F and GAH showed a larger hue shift
from yellow towards blue in diffuse light than in direct sunlight or when
the facade was shaded. 44 The tendency was the same as in Minah´s
observations, where he concludes that red facades had a cooler tone
under overcast sky. My observations with method B showed no such
difference, which may be caused by the method’s weaknesses in hue
determination.45
Also for green surfaces Minah observed differences between diffuse
and direct light.46 In my observations I have, however, not been able to
find any such differences. Instead I have found a tendency for increased
chromaticness with shaded green facades as compared to such facades
lit by direct sunlight.47
Possible explanations
How could it be explained that the observed facades had less perceived
blackness in direct light than in diffuse light or when shaded? One
possible explanation is that the greater blackness in diffuse light does
41

Red, blue and green surfaces may have decreased blackness without becoming
lighter, if the chromaticness increases much at the same time. In my observations,
however, the chromaticness increases were never large enough for this to occur.
42
Svedmyr 1995 p. 97 (in Swedish). Sivik and Hård say nothing about the change of
the single panel’s colour between the two light situations, they comment only the
differences between two panels seen together.
43
See Section 6.1
44
Colour area P4 and P7, method F, see Tables 610 and 611, method GAH see Table
614 and 615.
45
Colour area P4 and P5, method B see Tables 605 and 606.
46
Minah’s texts do not describe the character of these differences, but he has reported
that the diffuse light gave bluer colours (personal communication 1998).
47
Colour areas P11 and P12, method GAH see Table 616.
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not depend on the direction of the light but rather on its intensity. When
the sun goes behind a cloud the illumination intensity is cut
approximately by half, and if the sky is overcast the difference is even
larger.48 The greater perceived blackness in cloudy or overcast weather
can be a result of this. Such an explanation of my results would also
explain the seeming contradiction with general experience which says
that matt surfaces keep their colour irrespective of light direction
whereas glossier surfaces become darker in directed light. If the
differences that I have found between different weather conditions are a
result of light intensity, then the question of light direction is no longer
relevant.
If facades become darker when the light is less intense, this would
mean that the colours we see do not only depend on the relationships
between different pencils of rays, but also on the absolute energy
contents of the radiation. This could be called an incomplete colour
constancy in relationship to radiation intensity.49
This leads on to the next question. Why did all the facades have less
perceived blackness than their inherent colours? If colour constancy is
incomplete between bright sunshine and overcast sky it would also not
be complete between daylight and the light in NCS standard situation.
Thus, the overall tendency of diminished blackness on facades could be
caused by the fact that light is so much more intense in the outdoor
environment than in the standardised lightbooth where the inherent
colour has been defined.50
As has been mentioned earlier, Sivik and Hård have shown that the
gloss of the observed surfaces interact with the illumination in a decisive
way. The information gathered in my experiments allows no analysis
concerning the gloss, but applying the normal gloss values of latex and
oil paint for facades I can assume that most of the observed facades
were matt or semi-matt.51 This means that almost all facades have
interacted with the light in a similar way. This leads me to assume that

48

Löfberg 1976 p. 13 Figure 17 (in Swedish).
See Section 1.8. When the sun has gone behind a cloud during an observation, it is
likely that the visual sense has not had the time to adapt, which could give an
explanation of why the facades were perceived darker in the diffuse light. But when the
sky was constantly overcast the explanation must be sought elsewhere.
50
One objection against this could be that the reference samples in method B are seen
in the same light as the facade, which should imply that the samples and the facade are
changed in the same way. Here, however, comparison with white paper could make the
perceived colour of the samples more constant than that of the facade.
51
The gloss units are defined in SS 18 41 84 (Swedish standard). The gloss of painted
facades normally varies between helmatt (fully matt, below 5 units, distemper paint e.g.
Falun red paint) and blank (glossy, 60-70 units, newly painted linseed oil paint). Latex
paints are most often matt or semi-matt and linseed oil and alkyd paints result in matt
surfaces after a few years.
49
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the differences found between the various light situations were not
caused by the different gloss of the facades.52
It is also possible that the lesser blackness in direct light could depend
on simultaneous contrasts in the profiled facade panel. As the light
direction was hardly ever exactly at right angles to the facade alignment,
there are always smaller or larger sections that are shaded. In direct
sunlight there arises a simultaneous contrast between these shaded
sections and the larger sunlit part of the facade. This might make us
perceive the dominant surface as less blackish in direct sunlight than
when the whole surface is evenly lit from an overcast sky.
Such simultaneous contrast should also cause colour differences
between full angle and oblique angle illuminations of the facade, as the
shaded sections are much more apparent when the light comes in an
oblique angle. I have, however, found no such differences.
If there is such simultaneous contrast between the different sections of
the facade it should also result in different perceived colours from
different distances: From a longer distance shadows and directly lit
sections are understood as a totality, one uniform facade colour, which
with this model of explanation should be clearly more blackish than the
colour seen from close up. There are two reasons for this. Firstly the
possible simultaneous contrast effect between differently lit sections
disappears. Secondly the totality becomes darker as lit and shaded
sections are intertwined into one colour. This matter will be further
discussed in Chapter 7, in the context of viewing distance.
At the same times as the facades became less blackish in direct
sunlight they also became more chromatic. This too could be an effect of
the increased radiation intensity. Hunt has shown that colour sample are
perceived more colourful in stronger illumination, and the same could
be true for facades.53 It is unclear whether Hunt’s term “colourful” really
means chromaticness, but if this is the case, Hunt’s effect could be
relevant in the discussion about why almost all my observed facades had
more perceived colours which were more chromatic than the inherent
colours.
The next question that demands explanation is the tendency of
increased hue shift from yellow towards blue in diffuse light or when the
facade is shaded. This tendency was found primarily for pink and red
facades. One possible explanation is the different spectral composition
of the light energy. The pure sky light towards a shaded facade has a
spectral composition with much more short-wave radiation than the
combined sun light and sky light towards a sunlit facade.54 Also the light

52

Two red facades were painted with fully matt distemper paint, but did not deviate
from the overall tendency for red facades.
53
Billmeyer 1988 pp.143-144.
54
Löfberg 1976 p.10 Figure 9 (in Swedish).
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from an overcast sky is dominated by short- wave radiation.55 See Figure
6002.

FIGURE 6002. Spectral composition of daylight.
After Löfberg 1976 p.8 (M) and Svedmyr 1995 p. 85 (D and B)
D=Direct sunlight M=Overcast sky for different altitudes of the sun B=Blue sky

Thus, one explanation of the increased hue shift in diffuse light or an
shaded facade could be that our visual sense reacts on the absolute
increase of short-wave radiation as compared to the direct sunlight.
More short-wave and less long-wave radiation tends to correspond to
more bluish colours, and the difference tends to be especially obvious
for surfaces that reflect mainly long-wave radiation. This could explain
why just the pink and red facades tended to show a greater hue shift
towards blue in overcast weather.56
55
56

Ibid. p.8 Figure4.
Prof. Anders Liljefors (personal communication 1999).
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If the spectral composition of daylight influences the perceived hue,
this implies an incomplete colour constancy also for hue. This leads us
back to the NCS standard situation. Could the general tendencies of hue
differences between inherent and perceived colour be caused by the fact
that the inherent colours were defined in light with another spectral
composition than that of natural daylight?
The light tubes that were used in the standard situation have during the
NCS research work been shown to have colour rendering abilities that
closely imitate those of daylight. They give a spectral composition close
to that of an overcast sky, but with a number of “peaks” where single
wavelengths give disproportionately much energy.57 See Figures 6003
and 6003. What these peaks mean for colour rendering has, as far as I
know, not been explored in detail.

FIGURE 6003. Spectral composition of NCS standard light.
57

Hård, Sivik & Svedmyr 1983 p.8 (in Swedish)
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After Hård, Sivik and Svedmyr1983 p. 8.
To summarise, the established differences in perceived colour between
different light situations could be explained in several alternative or
interacting ways. One possibility is that the perceived colour is changed
with the intensity and / or spectral composition of light. Another
possibility is that the facade is seen as lighter through simultaneous
contrast against small shaded sections of the facade.
At the same time this study shows that the colour we perceive on a
facade does not vary very much, and that its perceived colour always has
the same relationship to the inherent colour. This may seem strange,
considering our daily experiences. Certainly most of us can remember
how houses have looked very different in different situations, with
colours that sometimes appear “dead” and sometimes shine with
intensity.
Here one could wonder: What is it really that varies between the
different situations? Maybe the perceived colour of a facade, seen as an
entity, does not vary that much between the overcast and the sunny day,
or between morning and evening. Our varying experiences could instead
be created by shades, lights and flashes in the interplay between facade
surface and illumination. Monica Billger´s concepts identity colour and
colour variations could here be of help. The concept colour variations
deals with colours that can be seen on single small sections of a bigger
surface, but do not coincide with the totality or the identity colour of the
surface. The colour variations are created by shadows and highlights and
are thus directly dependent on the illumination.
In her studies of interior rooms Billger has shown that the experience
of a room and its colours can be different in different situations, even if
the identity colour is one and the same.58 Maud Hårleman has come to
similar conclusions when studying the colours of north and south facing
rooms.59 In both cases the researcher concludes that the varying total
experiences are caused by the colour variations and the differences
between them.
Another way of saying this is to return to Evans and his two frames of
reference.60 Maybe the differences experienced in Billger’s and
Hårleman’s experiment rooms were not differences in perceived colour
but differences in perceived light. And maybe the same thing could be
said about facades: The large and important difference that we
experience when the weather changes or the sun moves from dawn to
dusk might not be a difference in colour but in light. The light can be
glowing or gloomy, it can draw out shadows and contrasts or make the
facade totally single-colour. This gives great differences in our
58

Billger 1999, Paper II, summarised on p. 37.
Hårleman 2000 p.74 (in Swedish).
60
Evans 1974 pp. 191ff.
59
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experience – even if the colour that we perceive on the facade does not
change very much.
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7
Third study: viewing distance and
perceived facade colour

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

Questions and previous research
Distances between 4 and 50 metres
Distances between 30 and 1300 metres
Conclusions and new questions arising
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7.1 Questions and previous research1
What importance does the viewing distance have for the colour that we
perceive on a facade? This seemingly simple question is far from simple
to answer, as there are a series of interacting factors that change when a
facade is seen from different distances.
When distance is changed there is a gradual colour shift depending on
steam, gases and small particles in the air. Increasing distance also
means that the facade’s section of the visual field is diminishing, and
according to some theories the simultaneous contrast effects are
enhanced when the facade from a long distance is seen in the same plane
as its surroundings.2 We also see the facade’s surface qualities and its
colour evenness in a different way. From close up we see shadows and
highlights as separated from the colour, but from a longer distance we
see the whole surface as a totality. From far away we also get a
combined single-colour impression of small sections that have separate
colours when seen close up.
Questions about the importance of viewing distance and the outdoor
situation for colour perception are discussed in a report by Sivik &
Hård.3 It presents four studies with the main aim of testing the
usefulness of colour determination methods based on NCS.4 As for the
impact of the viewing situation, the authors stress that their results
should not be seen as scientifically verified but rather as credible
hypotheses.
In one of these studies the viewing distance was gradually changed
from 5 to 300 metres under otherwise constant conditions. This did not
lead to any change in the perceived colour.5 In another study the
1

This chapter was written before the overall summary of results given in Chapters 3-4.
Simultaneous contrast is further discussed in Section 1.8
3
“Colour and varying external conditions”, Sivik & Hård 1979a (in Swedish).
4
Study 1: 2 groups of 20 test subjects assessed 6 colour samples indoors from 1m and
14m distance. Different groups for different distances. Sample size 21x30 cm.
Study 2: 2 test subjects assessed 46 building plates outdoors from 80m distance. Plate
size 1x1,5m. See Section 5.5 in this thesis, where the study is discussed in detail.
Study 3: 13 test subjects assessed 9 metal panels from the distances 300m. 150m, 50m
and 5m. Panel size 1x1,5m. Same group for different distances.
Study 4: Unknown number of test subjects assessed 6 samples of painted profiled timber
cladding outdoors in strong sunlight from 800m and 1-2m distance. Sample size 1x1m.
Observations at right angles to the samples, the angle between sight line and light
approximately 30o. Same group for different distances.
The interpretation of the four method studies is made difficult because the method used
is not described in detail. The test subjects noted their observations in the NCS circle
and triangle, but it is uncertain whether they could use reference samples. In study 2 the
NCS atlas prototype was uses as a help reference (Anders Hård, personal communication
1995).
5
Study 3 in footnote 4. The same observers were used for the whole experiment, and it
cannot be excluded that they saw the same from all distances because they remembered
what they had already seen.
2
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distance was changed from 1m to 800m. This led to some colour
changes but not for all colours and not according to any obvious
tendencies.6 The colour shifts found between 1m and 800m were the
following:
Hue: The hue differences between the colours perceived from the two
observation distances are shown in the colour circle in Figure 7001. The
three green samples7 had a less yellowish or more bluish hue when seen
from the longer distance. The yellowish red sample8 had a less yellowish
and more reddish hue and the bluish red sample9 became somewhat less
bluish. The sixth sample was according to the text “white-grey”10
without specified hue.
Nuance: The nuance differences between the two viewing distances
are shown in the colour triangle, Figure 7001. Below they are presented
for the attributes blackness, chromaticness and whiteness. Note that the
sum of these three variables always equals 100, which means that an
increase in one variable always is matched by a decrease in one or both
of the others.
Blackness: The two green samples became more blackish from the
longer distance. The bluish red sample and the whitish grey sample
instead became less blackish, whereas the yellowish red sample kept its
low level of blackness.
Chromaticness: The three green samples diminished in
chromaticness, the bluish red and the whitish grey did not change their
chromaticness whereas the yellowish red sample became somewhat
more chromatic from the longer distance.
Whiteness: Whiteness did not change for the three greenish samples.
The bluish red and the whitish grey samples became more whitish from
the longer distance, whereas the yellowish red sample became less
whitish.

6

“The Sandefjord study”, study 4 in footnote 4. Also here the observers were the same
for both distances.
7
Perceived colour from 1m distance ca. 2060-G30Y, 4050-B90G and 4040-G
8
Perceived colour from 1m distance ca. 1565-Y60R
9
Perceived colour from 1m distance ca. 4050-R10B
10
Perceived colour from 1m distance ca. 2005- (hue not specified)
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FIGURE 7001. Colour shifts in Sivik and Hård’s Sandefjord study.
Distance increased from 1m to 800m. From Sivik & Hård 1979b p.14.

Thus for the three green samples there was a common tendency
implying that the longer distance gave less yellowish or more bluish hue,
decreased chromaticness and increased blackness. For the other samples
no tendencies could be found.
The perception of colours from longer distances has been explored in
a number of studies within the framework of the Swedish “Colour
school” (Färgskolan), in the 1950:s to 1970:s led by Tryggve Johansson
and Anders Hård. These studies showed that the colour of greenery, for
instance a forest edge, was continuously changing with increasing
viewing distance. From close up, the leaves were rather light green, but
from a distance they merged together into darker foliage and
successively into a dark edge of the forest. From even longer distances
the lightness increased whereas the chromaticness was greatly
diminished. At the same time the perceived hue changed from yellowish
green over green, bluish green and blue, all the way to reddish blue from
very long distances.11 These results correspond to what J.W. von Goethe
described already around 1800,12 and to the commonly known
experience of mountains that become blue when seen from far away.
11

The study results are summarised in Sivik & Hård 1979a p.4 (in Swedish). The
observation method was not specified, but probably the study was built on a number of
course participants’ notations about their observations. The limit distances for the
different colour changes were not specified. A stencil from one of these studies
(Nordquist 1968) gives the following limit distances for pine forest observed in sunlight
(6 observers):
Close up – the perceived colour has yellowness and greenness
2000m – yellowness disappears, blueness is added
10000m – the chromatic quality very little, some greenness and blueness
25000m – the chromatic quality almost unnoticeable. Greenness disappears, blueness
remains, some redness is added.
12
(The mountains look) “blue, for when we see them from such a distance that we no
longer see the local colours, and no more light from their surface is affecting our eye,
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Similar conclusions were presented by the Swedish architect Johannes
Olivegren in an article which apparently was based on the careful
observations of the author himself.13 Olivegren showed, that for ground
and vegetation the perceived chromaticness diminished already when the
viewing distance increased from 10m to 100m. For longer distances
(1km, 10km and further towards infinity) chromaticness successively
decreased and finally almost disappeared. Instead the increasing
distance (10m – 1km) gave in increasing blackness, but for the really
long distances blackness decreased again.
In an article S. Mahadev and R.C. Henry have summarised the
knowledge about airborne particles and haze and their impact on the
colours that can be perceived form longer distances.14 This impact is of
two kinds: Particles and gases diffuse and absorb parts of the radiation
emitted or reflected from the object (distal stimulus). In addition, direct
and diffuse sun radiation is scattered and reflected into the pencil or rays
that eventually reaches our eye (proximal stimulus). The first type of
change means a decrease of radiation intensity, different for different
wavelengths and depending of the specific air composition. The second
type of change means an addition, above all containing short-wave
radiation, which tends to change perceived hue towards blue.
Mahadev and Henry also presented their own study of perceived
colour of buildings and green fields, seen from distances between ca 3
and ca. 10km.15 They used two different methods that were compared to
each other. One method started from the spectral composition of
proximal radiation, which was measured and computed into “perceived
colour” with the help of a mathematical model taking into consideration
adaptation and surrounding colours.16 The second method was a visual
matching between the object and a standard, seen simultaneously one
with each eye. The standard was a “visual colorimeter” that for each
observation was calibrated for the light conditions through assessments
of standardised colour samples.
Mahadev and Henry found that the results of these two methods differed
in a systematic way, especially regarding the hue. The
spectrophotometric method throughout gave greater blueness, which was
further accentuated when distance was longer. The method of visual

then they become solely dark objects, which because of the hazy air in-between would
look blue” (Goethe, Swedish edition 1979 p.11, translation KFA)
13
Olivegren 1966. The survey and explaining sketches are also presented in Sivik &
Hård 1979a p.4 and in Svedmyr 1995c p.99, all in Swedish.
14
Mahadev & Henry 1999, primarily pp.113-114.
15
A red barn, a white silo, two green fields from different distances. 2 observers, each
doing 44 observations of every object (ibid. p.118). Air haziness differed much between
different observations.
16
“The Hunt94 model for color-appearance”
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matching gave colours that were closer to the inherent colours of the
objects.17
Mahadev and Henry concluded that observers in visual assessments
tend to distinguish between the haze of the air and the colours they
ascribe to the objects, and that the object colours are seen so to say
“through” the haze (“perceptual transparency effects”). In this, the
radiation’s in-diffused short-wave addition gives some effect, making
the objects look bluer. However, in visual matching this effect is not at
all as large as in the spectrophotometric method. This might imply a
difference compared to the perceived shift toward blue found in
Goethe’s and Färgskolan’s observations. A further comparison cannot
be made, due to differences in observation situations and result
presentation.
When it comes to chromaticness Mahadev and Henry’s results
corresponded to those of other researchers: chromaticness decreases
with growing distance. The third of Mahadev and Henry’s variables was
“brightness”, a variable not used in my work. They presented no
conclusion about brightness, as they found it difficult to measure due to
shifting light conditions with passing clouds.
Also the question of perceived colour differences from different
viewing distances has been treated in previous research. In their pilot
studies Hård and Sivik have found that the colour discriminating ability
decreases with growing distance. This was true for differences in all
colour attributes, both hue and nuance. However, hue and chromaticness
differences decrease quicker than lightness differences, and from longer
distances we can primarily perceive differences in lightness.18
To summarise: Previous research primarily points at two tendencies
with increasing viewing distance. One concerns hue: For green objects
and surfaces there seems to be a tendency for diminished yellowness
and/or increased blueness when distance grows. I call this tendency hue
shift from yellow towards blue. The size of the shift and the distance
where it appears depends on the clearness of the air. According to Sivik
and Hård’s studies the hue shift begins somewhere between 300m and
800m. Mahadev and Henry have shown that it was larger at 10km than
at 3km distance. However, for other colours than green no
corresponding hue shift has been found.

17

Gunnar Tonnquist has described about an experiment that seems to support
Mahadev’s & Henry’s conclusion about the difference between what is seen and what
can be measured with colorimetric methods. From a long distance the radiation from a
large tiled roof had been measured. A spectral analysis according to current colorimetric
methods showed that the roof “ought to” be perceived as blue. However, the observer
saw it as tile red, with a seemingly natural distance related hue shift from yellow.
(Personal communication 1996)
18
Svedmyr 1995c p. 101 includes a short presentation of a colour difference study.
“Perceived difference” is defined as “distinctness of border”. The distance was raised
from 50m to 500m. Olivegren 1966 presents similar observations. Both in Swedish.
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The second tendency in previous research concerns the nuance. As
for the hue shift, the nuance shift has been found primarily for green
colours19, and also here the differences have been found only at 800
metres distance or more. The tendency is that chromaticness diminishes
when distance grows. At the same time it seems as if blackness
increases, up to a distant breaking point where blackness decreases and
is substituted by whiteness.

7.2 Distances between 4 and 50 metres
To study the importance of viewing distance for the perceived colour of
the facade I have made a number of observations series with school
students. At every instance, the observers were divided into two groups,
one of which observed a series of facades from close up (ca. 4m) at the
same time as the other observed the same facades from a somewhat
longer distance (30-50m). The observations were repeated several times
with different groups and in different weather. In the processing each
facade was treated separately. To neutralise the possible effect of
different light situations the average of all answers from each of the
distances were calculated irrespective of light conditions. Thereafter the
two averages were compared for each facade.
A first pilot study regarding distance was made within observation
series F4.20 There nine houses were observed by a total of 43 school
students. The perceived facade colours were determined with method F,
controlled semantic colour determination. The inherent colours’
distribution into different colour areas is shown in Table 701.21
For eight of the nine houses the colour was perceived the same from
both distances, within the framework of what can be measured with
method F. For the ninth house there was a slight difference, implying
that the colour that was seen from shorter distance was closer to the
inherent colour.22
For most houses the distribution of the observers’ answers was also
the same irrespective of viewing distance. In the two cases where a
difference was found, the spreading was in one case larger and in the
other case smaller for the longer distance. Thus, the pilot study did not
19

Mahadev & Henry have, however, found the same tendency for a red barn seen from
3km.
20
For further specification of determination method and experiment design see Section
2.10 and Appendix 3.
21
The preliminary colour areas P1-P13 are defined in Section 5.3, Table 501 and Figure
5001. These colour areas are used throughout the study about viewing distance.
22
The house had a yellowish pink inherent colour (3010-Y70R). From both distances it
was perceived as bluish pink, but less bluish when seen from close up. Another house
had a similar inherent colour (3010-Y90R) but here there was no difference between the
two viewing distances.
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point out any consistent changes in perceived colour when distance was
increased from 4m to 30-50m. Also there was no difference in the
range in the colour assessments given, suggesting a similar rate of
agreement on the part of the observers.

TABLE 701.
SUMMARY OF DISTANCE OBSERVATIONS SERIES F4
Distance 30-50m
Total
Colour area P Distance ca. 4m
44 (2)
42 (2)
86 (2)
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown 44 (2)
42 (2)
86 (2)
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
22 (1)
21 (1)
43 (1)
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
22 (1)
21 (1)
43 (1)
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
66 (3)
63 (3)
129 (3)
P13 Totally or
almost achromatic
198 (9)
189 (9)
387 (9)
TOTAL
Table 701. Division of observations in series F4 according to colour area and viewing
distance. The number of houses is given in brackets.
P1 Pale yellow
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TABLE 702.
SUMMARY OF DISTANCE OBSERVATIONS SERIES GAH 1-2
Distance 30-50m
Total
Colour area P Distance ca. 4m
P1 Pale yellow
162
(4)
152
(4)
314
(4)
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
60 (2)
54 (2)
114 (2)
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
102 (2)
98 (2)
200 (2)
P7 Red
102 (2)
98 (2)
200 (2)
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
51 (1)
49 (1)
100 (1)
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish
30 (1)
27 (1)
57 (1)
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
P13 Totally or
almost achromatic
TOTAL

153 (3)

147 (3)

300 (3)

120 (4)

108 (4)

228 (4)

780 (19)

733 (19)

1513 (19)

Table 702. Division of observations in series GAH1 and GAH2 according to colour area
and viewing distance. The number of houses is given in brackets.

Most of my observations regarding distances 4-50m were made with the
combination method GAH. These series included totally 19 houses and
157 observers. The answers about the perceived facade colours were
given through a choice between given colour terms, through hue
notation in NCS colour circle and through notations in magnitude
estimation scales for different nuance variables.23
All houses were observed from two distances by two groups of
approximately equal numbers, working parallel under otherwise
identical viewing conditions. This made it possible to compare the
average answers from the two distances for every house separately.
None of the questions resulted in significant differences for the average
answers, which suggests that there were no pervading differences
between facade colours perceived from 4 respective 30-50m.
This does not, however, exclude the possibility that such differences in
colour existed for the single colour area. Table 703 presents a
comparison between the two viewing distances for each of the observed
houses and for the colour areas to which they belonged.24

23

For further specification of determination method and experiment design see Sections
2.7, 2.9 and 2.10 and Appendix 3 and 6.
24
Some combinations of colour area/question were excluded, as the method evaluation
showed that the experiment did not give reliable answers in these cases. See Appendix 6.
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TABLE 703. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DISTANCES 4 AND
50 METRES, OBSERVATION SERIES GAH1-2
Inherent
BlackChromaWhiteHue
Colour area/
colour
ness
ticness
ness
house
P2

P4

P6

P7

Stronger yellow
K31
F51
F54
K36
AVERAGE P2
Pale pink
K32
K40
AVERAGE P4
Reddish brown
F56
F60
AVERAGE P6
Red

2040-Y10R
2045-Y15R
1545-Y08R
3020-Y30R

(−)
+
(+)
0
0

3010-Y70R
3510-Y90R

0
0
0

6510-Y60R
7010-Y80R

(−)
0
(−
−)

4838-Y80R
F52
F58
5035-Y85R
AVERAGE P7
P9 Blue
E50
2065-R92B
P11 Dull yellowish
green
K33
3010-G40Y
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
F53
4520-G90Y
F55
4522-G50Y
F57
5228-G20Y
AVERAGE P12
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
K35
2502-R20B
K44
2005-B10G
K39
0505-Y25R
K34
3500-N
AVERAGE P13
TOTAL
Table 703. See text on next page.

/
/
/
/
/

0
0
0
0
0

(r)
0
(g)
/
0

0
0
0

0
(+)
(+)

0
(b)
(b)

/
/
/

(+)
0
(+)

/
/
/

0

0

0

b

0
0

(−)
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+
(+)
0
+

0
0
0
0

0
(−)
0
0

/
/
/
/

−
0
(−)
0
0
0

0
0
/
/
(−
−)
0

+
0
(+)
0
+
0

0
0
/
/
0
0
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Table 703. Comparison between perceived colour from different viewing distances for the
houses in series GAH 1 and GAH 2.
+ denotes that blackness/chromaticness/whiteness was greater from distance 30-50m than
from distance 4m
− denotes that blackness/chromaticness/whiteness was less from distance 30-50m than
from distance 4m
y, r, b and g indicate which chromatic elementary attribute was greater from distance 3050m than from distance 4m
0 means that the attribute was equal from both distances.
/ means that the study did not permit any conclusions
Significance level for single houses 99%, nonsignificant but still discernible differences
given in brackets.
Area averages not statistically significance tested. A difference was noted for nuance if
the average difference was at least 0,5 (within brackets 0,4) units on the 7-graded
magnitude estimation scales, and for hue if the difference was at least 10 (8) hue units or
at least 4 (3) units on each side of a elementary hue.

Thus the average for all observations showed that the houses’ perceived
colours tended to be the same from 4m as from 50m. Also the average
for the single colour area most often showed no difference between
these distances. There were, however, some exceptions.
For one pink and one red house in colour area P4 respective P7 there
was a tendency for the hue to be perceived less yellowish / more bluish
from the longer distance. For the same colour areas a general tendency
has already been shown for the perceived colour to be less yellowish
and/or more bluish than the inherent colour (hue shift from yellow
towards blue).25 The hue difference between the two distances can be
interpreted to mean that the shortest distance gave a smaller hue shift,
and thus a hue closer to that of the inherent colour. This interpretation is
also supported by the only difference that could be found in the pilot
study (series F4) presented previously in this section..
For several colour areas there was a tendency for the nuance to be
perceived as whiter from the longer distance. This was true for weakly
chromatic houses with pink or brown inherent colour, i.e. colour area
P4 and P6 plus the “almost achromatic” house K35. All these houses
had redness as the dominant chromatic attribute. The same tendency
was shown also for the almost white house K9. Blackness, on the other
hand, decreased with distance for several of these houses, which could
be seen as part of the same recurring pattern of variation.
The last shown tendency regarded the stronger chromatic yellowish
green houses in colour area P12. Here the perceived blackness was
larger from the longer distance.
The variation tendencies discussed above were not statistically
significant. When looking at the single houses there were only four cases
(houses F51, F52, F53 and K35) that showed significant differences
between the colour perceived from 4m and the colours perceived from
25

See Section 5.4
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30-50m. Only for two of these houses (F53 and K35) did this difference
agree with the shown pattern of variation for the colour area.26 This
means that the results must be interpreted with caution.
Another question regards the observers’ certainty in colour
determination. Was it easier or more difficult to assess the colour from
the various distances? This can be estimated from the distribution of the
collected answers, measured as the statistical standard deviation. It
showed that the shorter distance gave a greater security in hue
determination. For nuances, however, the tendencies were contradictory,
and the most remarkable was that the shorter distance gave a wider
spreading for the question regarding blackness.
One last observations series regarding distance was done with method
F, controlled semantic colour determination. The aim was primarily to
find possible tendencies of hue shifts in those colour areas where the
combination method GAH had proved inadequate to show hue
differences. The observers were groups of school students, and every
person observed the houses from only one of the distances. The number
of observations distributed according to distance and colour areas, are
shown in Table 704.27
This observation series showed no pervading differences between the
facade colours perceived from 4m and 50m. This was true both within
each colour area and for the single house, with one exception: A green
house with the inherent colour 5030-G20Y had a perceived blueness
when seen from 50m but nor when seen from 4m. This means that the
hue shift from yellow towards blue that has been shown in general for
green facades was larger for the longer distance, whereas the colour
perceived from 4m was closer to the inherent colour.

26

Different results for houses with similar inherent colours can be caused for example
by surrounding colours or by the gloss of the facade surface.
27
For further description of observation series F5 see Appendix 3.
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TABLE 704.
SUMMARY OF DISTANCE OBSERVATIONS SERIES F5
Distance 30-50m
Total
Colour area P Distance ca. 4m
P1 Pale yellow
81 (3)
87 (3)
168 (3)
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
54 (2)
58 (2)
112 (2)
P7 Red
81 (3)
87 (3)
168 (3)
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
P13 Totally or
almost achromatic
TOTAL

81 (3)

87 (3)

168 (3)

-

-

-

297 (11)

319 (11)

616 (11)

Table 704. Division of observations in series F5 according to colour area and viewing
distance. The number of houses is given in brackets.

7.3 Distances between 30 and 1300 metres
The changes of perceived colour from longer distances were explored
through a study of 9 houses in total, observed repeatedly from distances
between 100m and 1300m. Some houses were observed from several of
these distances. Each time the houses were also observed from a
distance of 30-50m under otherwise unchanged conditions. The number
of observations is shown in Table 705.
The observers (three colour researchers including myself) determined
the perceived colour with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas). The
answers showed relatively large systematic differences between the
observers, and to eliminate the effect of these interpersonal differences
the processing of answers and comparisons between distances have been
made for each person separately.28 The difference between the colour
assessed from 30-50m and the colour assessed from a longer distance
has been computed for each of the attributes’ blackness, chromaticness,
whiteness and hue. Table 706 presents the observers’ average for these
differences.

28

See the evaluation of determination method B, Section 2.8 and Appendix 5.
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TABLE 705. SUMMARY OF DISTANCE OBSERVATIONS SERIES B2
Total
Colour area P
Distance
Distance
Distance
Distance
Distance
ca 100m

ca 200m

3 (K38)

4
(F37)

ca 400m

ca 600m

ca 1300m

P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow

3 (F37)

10 (2)

P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink

3 (K40)

3 (1)

P5 Stronger pink

-

P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red

6 (F34)

6 (1)

P8 Purple

-

P9 Blue

4
(F38)

6 (E21)

3 (F38)

3 (E21)

16 (2)

P10 Bluish green

-

P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green

-

P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
TOTAL

4
(F39)

7 (F32)

3 (F39)

14 (2)

3 (K39)
9 (3)

3 (1)
12 (3)

19 (3)

9 (3)

3 (1)

52 (9)

Table 705. Division of observations in series B2 according to colour area and viewing distance. Each
observation from the longer distance has been compared to an observation from shorter distance (30-50m),
made at approximately the same time. The identification numbers of houses are given in brackets. In the
column headed ‘total’ the number of houses is given in brackets.

The analysis of these observation results is not conclusive because the
number of observations within each category was too small for a
statistical analysis to be meaningful. Also, the selection of houses and
colour whereas are not the same for different viewing distances.
In spite of this the table gives a basis for the following preliminary
conclusions. Remember that the variables blackness, chromaticness and
whiteness always equal to the sum 100, which means that a change in
one variable always means an opposite change in one or both of the
others.
Blackness: For perceived blackness there were no differences between
30-50m and distances up to 1300m.
Chromaticness: There was no pervading chromaticness difference
between the different distances. For colour area P9 (blue) and P12
(stronger yellowish green) there were however some variation
tendencies. The green houses were on average less chromatic from 200600m distance than when seen from ca. 50m. A corresponding tendency
was also shown for the more chromatic of the two blue houses. (E21,
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inherent colour 2065-R92B, 400m -1300m).
Whiteness: The average perceived whiteness was somewhat larger
from all the longer distances than from 30-50m. This change seemed to
occur already up to the distance of 100m, and there were no indications
for a further whiteness increase between 100m and 600m. The distance
of 1300m was used only in observations of one blue house (E21, see
above), and here the perceived whiteness increased between 600m and
1300m.
Hue: For some colour areas there was a clear tendency suggesting a
greater hue shift from yellow towards blue for the longer distances than
for 30-50m. These colour areas are P4 (pale pink, 100m), P7 (red,
200m) and P12 (stronger yellowish green, 200m and 600m29).

29

But not 400m, which further demonstrates the difficulty of drawing general
conclusions from the material.
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TABLE 706.
COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISTANCES, SERIES B2
Viewing Colour area P Blackness Chromatic Whiteness Hue
-ness ∆c
∆s
∆w
∆Φ (∆Φc)
distance
30/50
100m

30/50 200m

30/50 400m

30/50 600m

30/50 1300m

-

P2 Stronger
yellow

-1

-4

+5

0 (0)

P4 Pale pink

-5

+3

+2

+11 (1)

P13 Totally or
almost achromatic
Total 100m

-2

-1

+3

-2 (0)

-3

-1

+3

+3 (0)

P2 Stronger
yellow

-1

+6

-5

-3 (-1)

P9 Blue
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
Total 200m

-5
0

+1
-7

+4
+7

+2 (0)
+8 (2)

-2

0

+3

+2 (1)

P7 Red

+1

+4

-5

+6 (3)

P9 Blue
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
Total 400m

0
0

-5
-1

+6
+1

+2 (1)
-1 (0)

0

-1

+2

+3 (1)

P2 Stronger
yellow

-2

-3

+5

+2 (1)

P9 Blue
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
Total 600m

-2
+5

-3
-8

+5
+3

-2 (0)
+30 (7)

+1

-5

+4

+10 (3)

P9 Blue

+1

-10

+9

+4 (2)

Table 706. Average differences between colours perceived form different distances for the
houses in observation series B2. The shorter distance was always 30-50m, the longer is
given in the table. ∆s, ∆c and ∆w are given in NCS units.
+ denotes that blackness/chromaticness/whiteness was greater from the longer distance
− denotes that the attribute was smaller from the longer distance.
Hue differences are given as ∆Φ(hue units) and ∆Φc (NCS units). Positive sign here
shows that the perceived colour was more bluish /less yellowish from the longer distance,
negative sign shows the opposite.30

30

For further explanations of the table text see Table 503 in Section 5.4. For a
discussion about NCS units and ∆Φc see Section 5.3.
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7.4 Conclusions and new questions arising
For further understanding of how perceived colour changes with
distance, the observations results presented in Sections 7.2-3 are here
compared with the earlier published research results presented in
Section 7.1. It is not possible to draw any conclusions of wide
application, as all the surveys were very limited and also differed in
fundamental ways. The number of objects was low (under 20) in all
surveys and their colours did not belong to the same colour areas. Also
there were variations in weather, season and the type of objects
observed – houses, metal panels and natural vegetation. In spite of
these limitations some tendencies could be identified that support or at
least not contradict each other:
For stronger yellow facades (colour area P2) no distance dependent
differences in perceived colour were found. This colour area was not
included in earlier surveys.
For pale pink facades (colour area P4) longer distance seems to
cause a hue shift from yellow towards blue. In my study the tendency
appeared already when distance increased from 4m to 50m and it
prevailed with an increase from 50m to 100m. There was also a
tendency of blackness growing with the distance, from 50m to 100m. I
did not survey this colour area from longer distances than 100m and it
was not included in the earlier surveys.
For reddish brown facades (colour area P6) I found a slight
tendency of diminished blackness and increased whiteness when
distance increased from 4m to 50m. This colour area was not included
in my longer distance observations nor in previous research
For red facades (colour area P7) I found a tendency for hue shift from
yellow towards blue. It could be discerned already when distance
increases from 4m to 50m and was obvious at a distance of 400m. The
distance increase 50-400m also gave increased chromaticness and
decreased whiteness. Sivik and Hård achieved similar results for a
stronger light red panel viewed from 1m and 800m. The longer distance
here gave a hue shift from yellow towards blue, somewhat increased
chromaticness and somewhat decreased whiteness. Mahadev and Henry
found a decreased chromaticness from 3km distance, but did not
mention any hue shift.
Blue facades (colour area P9) were observed in my study from
distances between 50m and 1300m. Whiteness was larger from the
longer distances than from 50m, and when distance grew to 1300m
whiteness was further increased at the same time as chromaticness
became clearly less then from shorter distances.
Dull yellowish green facades (colour area P11) were observed only
from 4m and 50m, and showed no differences between these distances.
Stronger yellowish green facades (colour area P12) were observed
in my study from distances between 4m and 600m. Perceived blackness
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increased between 4m and 50m and further increased when distance
became as large as 600m. Chromaticness was less from longer
distances than from 50m, whereas whiteness seemed to increase with
growing distance. These tendencies were partly confirmed by Sivik and
Hård, who observed one yellowish green and two bluish green panels
from 1 and 800m. They found decreased chromaticness and increased
blackness for the longer distance, but contrary to my results they did
not find any whiteness increase. Mahadev and Henry found gradually
diminished chromaticness for fields seen from the distances 3km and
10km.
Also regarding hue there was a clear tendency for the stronger green
facades. In both my and Sivik/Hård’s observations the hue became less
yellowish and/or mere bluish from a distance of 600-800m, as
compared to approximately 50m. The same tendency is confirmed by
Färgskolan’s and Mahadev/Henry’s observations from even longer
distances. For distances between 200m and 600m I have found some
rather ambiguous signs of a similar hue shift when compared to 50m.
However a distance increase from 4m to 50m gave no general hue shift
for the green houses, although it is here worth noticing that the least
yellowish of them had a perceived blueness from 50m that it did not
have from 4m.
Totally or almost achromatic facades (colour area P13) were
observed only from the distances 4m and 50m. Here there were no
consistent tendencies, but a reddish grey and a yellowish white house
became more whitish from the longer distance. A similar tendency has
been shown for Sivik/Hård’s white-grey panel, when observed from 1m
and 800m.
To summarise, I can first conclude that a distance increase from 4m
to 50m does not seem to give any consistent differences in perceived
colour. For some colour areas, however, there is a tendency that the
perceived colour is closer to the inherent colour when the distance is
only 4m. Clear tendencies can be seen only when distance had grown
to the magnitude of 600-800m. Here it seems as if pink, red and green
houses have a tendency for hue shift from yellow towards blue with
growing distance. Whiteness seems to increase with the distance for
most colour areas, whereas chromaticness decreases at least for blue
and green houses. Red houses – or in Sivik/Hård’s study red panels –
show, however, another tendency, where chromaticness grows and
whiteness diminishes when the distance is growing up to 800m.
Overall, the consistent tendencies found here correspond to the results
of Sivik and Hård. Olivegren, however, has reached partially different
conclusions.31 The objects that he observed became more blackish and
less chromatic when he moved from “very close” (0-10m) to “close”
(10-100m) and further to a distance of 1km. As for the diminished
31

Olivegren 1966, see footnote 13 in Section 7.1.
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blackness we agree, even if Olivegren observed this already at shorter
distances than other studies. But when it comes to blackness/whiteness
our findings are directly contradictory – here Olivegren has found
increased blackness whereas I and Sivik/Hård have found increased
whiteness.
One explanation for this could be that Olivegren observed colours of
ground and vegetation, whereas Sivik & Hård and I observed flat or
regularly panelled single-colour surfaces. Vegetation is always partly
shaded, and with increasing viewing distance the shading of many small
sections can easily be intermixed with the colour and give a blacker
total impression. The timber facades in my observations may also have
had shaded sections, but the regular structure may have helped the
observers to unconsciously dismiss the shadows and concentrate on the
colour of the dominating and light sections.
However, it is interesting that for those green facades that are most
similar to vegetation colours (colour area P12) I have found a variation
tendency that to some extent coincided with Olivegren’s.
Contradictory to other houses, these green ones had greater blackness
from 50m than from 4m, and they also had greater blackness from
600m than from 50m. Could this mean that green colours have a
different pattern of variation with distance than other colour areas?
How, then could these shown tendencies be explained? One possible
explanation starts from the air quality and the changes that radiation
undergoes on its path from object to eye. Other possible explanations
consider the size of the retinal image, simultaneous contrast effects
between facade and surrounding and factors connected with the quality
of the surface.
The general tendency of increased whiteness and increased blueness
from longer distances could, as has been mentioned earlier, be
explained by scattered sunlight from sun and sky being reflected and
mixed into the radiation from the observed objects. This additional
radiation is predominantly short-wave. This would lead to a hue shift
towards blue, above all for surfaces that reflect mostly long-wave
radiation, i.e. red and pink surfaces.32 This corresponds well to my
observation results.
With this explanation the weather and above all the clearness of the
air would have great impact on the perceived colour from one and the
same distance. One could expect the colour to become more whitish –
and maybe also more bluish – in hazy than in clear weather. My
observations gave no basis for a further discussion about this, as chance
provided overcast and damp weather for almost all observations from
longer distances than 50m. However, due to the homogeneous weather
conditions we can be certain that the found differences between the
viewing distances 100-1300m and between different colour areas do
32

Prof. Anders Liljefors (personal communication 1999).
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not depend on the weather being different. On the other hand it cannot
be ascertained whether the distance dependent colour shifts would be
the same in clearer weather.
An increasing viewing distance means that the house occupies a
gradually smaller visual angle.33 Could it then be possible that this
would affect the perceived colour of the house? No published research
on the visual angle’s importance for the colour that we see in realistic
situations was found, and the few studies done under more controlled
conditions give contradictory results. In a pilot study Sivik & Hård
found some tendency of increased chromaticness when the visual angle
increased from 1o to 15o through a diminished viewing distance.34 Also
Hurvich has come to a similar result and shows that the saturation of a
coloured object usually increases up to a visual angle of 20o but
decreases for even larger visual angles.35 Another study by Sivik
indicates that colour objects with the same inherent colour are
perceived equally chromatic regardless of size.36 Hurvich’s experiments
also suggest that the hue tends to draw near to the elementary hues red
and green when the visual angle is very small, although in larger visual
angles you can clearly distinguish a further chromatic attribute in the
same object.37
In my observations the visual angle varied between less than 0,5o
(1300m) and over 90o (4m). The critical visual angle 20o from
Hurvich’s study corresponds to a viewing distance of approximately
20m. My study showed no difference in chromaticness for distances
33

Note that visual angle is not the same as observation angle. The visual angle measures
the size of the object’s retinal image.
34
Sivik & Hård 1979a p.8. 2 groups of 20 test subjects assessed 6 colour samples
indoors from 1m and 14m distance. Different groups from different distances. Sample
size 21x30 cm, background dark green.
35
Hurvich 1981 p.162.
36
Sivik’s study is short presented in Färgrapport 25 (1982) pp.46-47 and in Svedmyr
1995c p.97f, both in Swedish. The perceived colour of differently sized colour samples
was determined through notations in NCS colour circle and colour triangle. Viewing
distance and other observation conditions were constant. The number of observers and
the sample sizes are not specified. but Svedmyr illustrates the conclusions with a fictive
comparison between samples in size A9 and A2- According to Sivik, his results
contradicted his experience based hypothesis, which said that the large samples would
be perceived as more chromatic than the small ones. Despite the fact that small and large
samples an be said to have the same chromaticness Sivik confirms a difference in
experience that can not be caught by the terms of the NCS: When looking at the larger
sample you experience more of the colour and you can also identify it easier than the
colour of the small sample.
37
“Objects that look green-blue tend to look much less blue or simply greenish when
their retinal images are very tiny. And objects that look yellow-red lose their yellow hue
when very small. The smaller the size of a coloured object, the less likely it is that we
will be able to see whether it is yellowish or bluish, even when we can report with
certainty whether it is red or green” (Hurvich 1981, p.162). Hurvich’s experiment design
is not reported, but it is understood that the colour objects were shown against black
background.
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from 4m and all the way to 400m, where 400m corresponds to a visual
angle of approximately 1o . This implies that the nuance shifts that I
found for even longer distances were not due to differences in visual
angle. When it comes to the hue shifts both red and green houses
tended to shift towards the elementary hues, in agreement with
Hurvich’s pattern. However my observations were few, and as I do not
know whether my and Hurvich’s experiment designs are comparable I
refrain from drawing any conclusions on this agreement.
It does not seem as if the perceived colour of the facade is directly
affected by its visual angle. However, the retinal image may also have
importance for possible simultaneous contrast effects in relationship to
surrounding buildings and vegetation. From really close up you see
almost nothing of the house’s surroundings, and simultaneous contrast
can hardly occur. From a longer distance you see that house as an
independent volume together with vegetation and neighbours, and from
even longer distance the facade can appear as part of a flat surface with
several colours.
To understand the interaction between viewing distance and
simultaneous contrast against the surroundings we must know more
about how the perceived facade colour varies with varying surrounding
colours. This will be discussed in Chapter 8. Already here we can
however show some differences between the distances 4m – where
there can be no simultaneous contrast – and 50m.
First, the hue shift from yellow towards blue shown for pink and red
facades was less when they were seen from really close up. This was
also shown for a green facade with relatively little inherent yellowness,
whereas more yellowish green facades looked the same from 4m as
from 50m. We know that the colours of soil and vegetation throughout
have yellowness and lack blueness38. Therefore, if there would be
simultaneous contrast the facade colour would logically be shifted from
yellow towards blue. Thus the shown differences between the distances
4m and 50m could imply that the hue shift at least to some extent is a
simultaneous contrast effect.
Second, it seemed as if pale pink, brown and yellowish white houses
became more whitish from 50m than from 4m distance. This can be
interpreted as a simultaneous contrast effect in comparison to
surrounding colours with only a little whiteness, which would imply
that also the growing whiteness from longer distances might be a
simultaneous contrast effect.
Beside visual angle and simultaneous contrast, a third factor that
could change the perceived colour from different distances is the
quality of the facade surface and the shadows and highlights that appear
on this surface. From close up the shades and glazes are seen separated
from the facade’s colour as such. Small shadows along cover boards or
38
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other projecting facade details may cause simultaneous contrast effects
that can make the facade as a whole less blackish and more chromatic.
From longer distances both shades and glazes are integrated into the
totality colour which thus can be assumed to become less chromatic.
This also corresponds to my observation results.
The gloss, profiling and other qualities of the specific facade surface
are not correlated to the inherent colour. Therefore they can not explain
the shown differences between the colour areas, regarding nuance shifts
from longer distances. It is, however, plausible that the small shadow
effects on the surface can contribute to the explanation of the hue shift
from yellow towards blue, which appears especially for pink and red
facades and seems to increase with distance. The shadows are lit only
by short-wave sky light, and from a longer distance they are integrated
into the perceived colour of the facade and make it bluer than when the
shadows were seen as shadows. Such an addition of short-wave
radiation is likely to have most effect on the perceived colour of
surfaces that reflect predominantly long-wave radiation, i.e. red and
pink facades.39

39

Prof. Anders Liljefors (personal communication 1999).
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Fourth study: surrounding colours and
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8.1 Questions and previous research1
Do the houses have different colours when ground and vegetation
change with the season, offering various background colours? How is
the perceived facade colour affected by the colours of surrounding
houses? And what influence do the colours of roofs, windows and other
details have on the colour we perceive on the facade?
All these questions deal with the interplay between the facade colour
and the colours that it is seen together with. The question about how
colours influence each other has lead to much research, resulting in a
growing understanding about the importance of context in general and
particularly about the phenomenon called simultaneous contrast or
induction. Most of this research deals with colours seen adjacently in the
same plane. The context effects in three dimensions are much less
explored, and I have found only a few surveys made under realistic
conditions outside laboratories.
When processing the radiation that reaches our eyes, our visual sense
primarily works with the contrast between different pencils of light.
When these contrasts are small the information is made more
understandable by exaggerating the perceived colour contrasts. This is
the classical simultaneous contrast phenomenon. Sisefsky argues that
simultaneous contrast is most obvious between colours that are
relatively similar – that have small distinctness of border. Greyish
colours, i.e. colours with little chromaticness, are according to Sisefsky
especially sensitive to simultaneous contrast whereas the phenomenon is
not at all as obvious for strongly chromatic colours. Sisefsky points out
that this contradicts many earlier misunderstandings of the
phenomenon.2
Sisefsky does not specify the studies giving a base for his conclusions,
and other colour researchers have given other descriptions of colour
combinations that are most sensitive to simultaneous contrast. In my
opinion, a probable interpretation is that there is always simultaneous
contrast between colours that are seen together, but it can most easily be
noticed and observed between colours that are relatively similar.3 I also
conclude that both colour objects in a pair are mutually affected, but that
the shift is more pronounced for the smaller, surrounded and/or
subordinated object.
When placed next to each other, colour objects with similar hue and/or
lightness thus tend to be perceived as more different than is suggested
by the inherent colours. The shifts occur in several directions, and both
hue and nuance can change. The nuance shift is most obvious for the
variable of lightness; the subordinated colour object becomes lighter or
1

This chapter was written before the overall summary of results given in Chapters 3-4.
Sisefsky 1995 p. 57 (in Swedish).
3
Prof. Andes Liljefors (personal communication 1999).
2
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darker, exaggerating the contrast against its surrounding. The hue shift
sometimes can give inherent and perceived colour mutually different
chromatic attributes – for instance a yellowish pink inherent colour in a
yellow surrounding can give a bluish pink perceived colour.
To what extent, then, does simultaneous contrast occur between colour
objects that are not directly adjacent? Here literature gives partly
contradictory answers. On one hand, research has shown that there is
simultaneous contrast also between colours that are seen together but not
directly adjacently. However, the phenomenon is not as strong in such
situations.4 On the other hand it has been clearly shown that the effect
disappears if two adjacent objects are divided by a black contour line.5
When it comes to three dimensional objects and real, existing
environments the uncertainty is even larger. It seems, however, as if
simultaneous contrast decreases when the colour objects are seen in
different planes or when other factors can help us to distinguish them
from each other.6 Such factors could be differentiating textures or
surface patterns, such as between different building materials7, or they
could be significant form differences that help us understand what we
see without the help of colour contrasts.
Monica Billger has studied the mutual influences between coloured
surfaces in interior rooms. She found that simultaneous contrast did not
appear between surfaces in different planes, such as walls meeting in a
corner. Significant simultaneous contrast effects occurred, however,
between coloured surfaces adjacent in one plane, for instance in the
middle of a wall.8
Simultaneous contrast is only one aspect of the more general effect of
colour context. In the conference Color in Its Surround9 several
presentations dealt with this matter. Steven Shevell showed that our
perception of contrasts between two chosen colour objects depends on
the overall occurrence of contrasts in the visual field. We adapt not only
to light but also to the level of contrasts – just like we get used to
oscillating rates on the stock exchange.10
Alan Gilchrist discussed the concept of anchoring. It appears to be more
or less undisputed that the lightest colour in the visual field tends to be
perceived as white and functions as an “anchor” in the perception of
other colours’ lightness. But, argued Gilchrist, the lightest within which
4

Hurvich 1981, pp. 157 ff. Agoston 1987 pp. 201ff.
Beck 1972 p.41. Illustrative examples are shown in Sisefsky 1995 pp.56f.
6
Beck 1972 pp. 45 and 167.
7
Ibid. p. 40.
8
Billger 1999 p.29.
9
Savannah Feb. 2000, arranged by Inter-Society Color Council, USA. No published
proceedings, only abstracts distributed to the participants. As I attended this conference
in a final stage of my work I have not been able to proceed to more thorough studies of
the surveys in question or to other works by the referred researchers.
10
Shevell’s talk on the Savannah conference.
5
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framework – the local one of a few observed colour samples or the
global one, including the whole room and its illumination? He
concluded that the choice of framework is not static and refers to
Gibson: frameworks open up before us and close down again behind
us.11
Several of the speakers in Savannah concluded that the neurological
mechanisms behind these contrast effects are still far from fully
explored, but that it seems obvious that they take place on a high level in
the neural system and are not only retinal responses to contrast in
proximal radiation.12 Vivianne Smith and Joel Pokorny argued, that the
local framework and the retinal adaptation are most important for colour
discrimination, whereas colour identification – i.e. what colour do we
see? – is governed by the global framework and higher level brain
mechanisms.13
In my work, I have explored two aspects of the interplay between the
facade colour and its surrounding colours. One question deals with the
ground and vegetation colours – in what way does the perceived facade
colour change between different seasons? The other question deals with
the influence between the colours of facade, details and roof on one and
the same building. In the following sections these questions are
discussed separately, and Section 8.5 returns to the overall question of
the importance of context for the colour we perceive on the facade.

8.2 Observations considering seasonal colours
The study of the importance of surrounding colours is based on the same
timber house observations that have been analysed considering viewing
distance and light conditions. For the present purpose the relevant
observations series are B1 and B2 (two or three observers, comparison
to the NCS atlas) and GAH2 (combination method, groups of school
students). Parts of two series of rendered facade observations (B3 and
B4) have also been included.14 For these two series I used only
observations made by one observer (myself) during different seasons.
All analysed observations were made from a distance of approximately
50m. The houses were situated in gardens or parks and did not have
directly adjacent neighbours with other colours. The weather varied

11

Gilchrist’s talk on the Savannah conference.
Shevell, Fairchild, Schirillo & Perkins.
13
Smith’s talk on the Savannah conference.
14
The remaining observation series of this research work have been done in constant
surrounding colours, which makes them inadequate for this purpose. For further
specification of observation series see Appendix 3. Method B is discussed in Section 2.8
and Appendix 5, method GAH in Sections 2.7, 2.9, 2.10 and Appendix 4 and 6.
12
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within the series B1, B3 and B4, but was relatively constant within the
series GAH2 and B2.
In the analysis of the impact of surrounding colours the observations
were divided according to the seasonal colours of ground and
vegetation. This gave the following categories:
1. Winter brown. Bare ground, no greenery, bare trees.
2. Spring green. Green ground, trees bare or with small green buds.
3. Summer green. Green ground, thickly foliaged green trees.
4. Autumn green. Withering foliage, some yellow components.
5. Winter white. Snow covered ground, naked trees.
Due to the chances of weather and the possibility for observers to
participate there were unfortunately no observations against a
background of dazzling red and yellow autumn colours.
The observations were also divided into those preliminary colour areas
that have been discussed in Section 5.3.15 The total observations within
each category are shown in Tables 801, 802, 803 and 804.

15

The colour areas P are defined in Table 501 and Figure 5001.
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TABLE 801. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS CONSIDERING
SURROUNDING COLOURS, SERIES B1
Total
Spring
Summer
Colour area P Winter
brown
green
green
P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
P13 Totally or
almost achromatic
TOTAL

2 (1)
14 (6)

4 (2)

8 (3)
20 (10)

10 (3)
38 (12)

6 (2)
4 (2)
4 (2)
6 (3)
2 (1)
6 (2)

2 (1)
6 (3)
6 (3)
10 (4)
2 (1)
2 (1)

2 (1)
8 (3)
6 (3)
6 (3)
6 (3)
4 (2)
6 (3)
2 (1)
12 (6)

4 (2)
20 (6)
16 (6)
10 (3)
22 (7)
4 (2)
10 (4)
2 (1)
20 (7)

6 (3)

6 (3)

10 (5)

22 (8)

2 (1)

-

34 (17)

36 (17)

38 (18)
124 (60)
52 (23)
214 (78)
Table 801. Division of analysed observations in series B1 according to colour area and
surrounding colours. The number of houses is given in brackets. Two observers, varying
weather, timber facades.

TABLE 802. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS CONSIDERING
SURROUNDING COLOURS, SERIES GAH2
Total
Spring
Autumn
Colour area P
green
green
P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
TOTAL

26 (2)

28 (2)

54 (2)

25 (2)
25 (2)
13 (1)
39 (3)

28 (2)
28 (2)
13 (1)
42 (3)

53 (2)
53 (2)
26(1)
81 (3)

-

-

-

128 (10)
139 (10)
267 (10)
Table 802. Division of analysed observations in series GAH2, according to colour area
and surrounding colours. The number of houses is given in brackets. Combination
method with groups of school students, overcast or hazy sky, timber facades.
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TABLE 803. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS CONSIDERING
SURROUNDING COLOURS, SERIES B2
Total
Winter
Winter
Colour area P
brown
white
P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
TOTAL

3 (1)

3 (1)

6 (1)

3 (1)
6 (2)
6 (2)

3 (1)
6 (2)
6 (2)

6 (1)
12 (2)
12 (2)

-

-

-

18 (6)
18 (6)
36 (6)
Table 803. Division of analysed observations in series B2, according to colour area and
surrounding colours. The number of houses is given in brackets. Three observers,
overcast weather, timber facades.

TABLE 804. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS CONSIDERING
SURROUNDING COLOURS, SERIES B3 AND B4
Total
Summer
Winter
Colour area P
green
white
P1 Pale yellow
P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P6 Reddish brown
P7 Red
P8 Purple
P9 Blue
P10 Bluish green
P11 Dull yellowish green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
P13 Totally or almost
achromatic
TOTAL

3 (3)
6 (6)

3 (3)
6 (6)

6 (3)
12 (6)

1 (1)
4 (4)
2 (2)
2 (2)
1 (1)
2 (2)
4 (4)

1 (1)
4 (4)
2 (2)
2 (2)
1 (1)
2 (2)
4 (4)

2 (1)
8 (4)
4 (2)
4 (2)
2 (1)
4 (2)
8 (4)

2 (2)

2 (2)

4 (2)

27 (27)
27 (27)
54 (27)
Table 804. Division of analysed observations in series B3 and B4, according to colour
area and surrounding colours. The number of houses is given in brackets. One observer,
varying weather, rendered facades.
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8.3 Results – the importance of seasonal colours
The observations of the different series were processed as follows:
For series B1 the analysis started from the difference between inherent
colour and the perceived colour that has been specified with the help of
NCS atlas. For each of the variables blackness, chromaticness,
whiteness and hue this difference was computed in the form of ∆values.16 For the colour areas including at least 6 observations in each of
two seasonal situations the average ∆-values were compared using ttest17, to see if there are any significant differences between them. The
same type of comparisons have also been made in total for all the
observations during each season. The results of these comparisons are
shown in Tables 805, 806 and 807.18
Also for series B2 and B3/B4 I have computed average ∆-values for
each seasonal situation and compared them using t-test. As the
observations here were few I have only compared the averages for the
whole observation series. The results are presented in Tables 808 and
809.
For series GAH 2 I have computed an average of the observers’
notations in the magnitude estimation scales for every house and season.
These averages have been compared by t-test, both for the single house,
the colour area and for the material as a whole. The results are presented
in Table 810.
The different observations series were done during different seasons
and their results are not directly comparable to each other. This limits
the general value of the results. However, some important tendencies
can be seen in the Tables 805-810:
The most surprising result is that the facade colours were not
perceived as significantly different in a winter white surrounding with
snow, than with a background of summer greenery or winter brown bare
ground. Both those studies that included winter white surrounding
colours suggest that the average perceived facade colour did not change
with the background colour. Also, I have found no consistent difference
between those facade colours that are seen against winter brown bare
ground and those seen amongst summer greenery (see Table 806).19
This may seem to contradict the experience that I share with many
others, saying that facades do shift colour depending on season.
However, as I interpret the observations results, there might well be
16

For a further presentation of the procedure, see Section 5.3.
t-test (“student’s t”) is a way to test if the average difference between different
observation series is statistically significant. Vejde & Rydberg 1996 p.193, formula 38
(in Swedish).
18
Note that the low number of observations make the t-tests for each colour area
uncertain. This does not, however, apply to the calculations for the whole series.
19
There is, however, a tendency of smaller perceived whiteness in the winter brown
surrounding (difference 3-4 NCS units).
17
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differences between a facade’s colour seen with different backgrounds,
but these differences are so small that they cannot be measured with the
methods I have used.
The comparisons between winter white, winter brown and summer
green background colours thus suggest that ground and vegetation
colours do not have any significant influence on the colour we see on a
facade. However, the results are complicated by the comparisons
between on one hand spring green and on the other hand winter brown,
summer green or autumn green surroundings. Tables 805 and 807 show
that perceived blackness was larger both in summer green and winter
brown surroundings, as compared to the spring green situation. Table
801, on the contrary, shows that the spring green surrounding gave
larger perceived blackness than the withering “autumn green“
vegetation.
These results are mutually contradictory and very difficult to
understand. It seems absurd that the spring green situation, of all five
alternatives, should lead to other perceived colours. After all, the facade
colours did not change between such different surrounding colours as
winter white and summer green, nor between winter brown and summer
green. The spring green situation has specific similarities to the
situations it is compared to, as either the ground colour (green) or the
trees (bare) are common between them. It is also absurd that the spring
facades would be perceived as blacker than the same facade in autumn
green surroundings, whereas they are perceived as less green than the
same facades in winter brown or summer green surroundings.
Therefore, the question arose whether the computed differences
between the spring green and the other situations could be caused by
other things than the surrounding colours. The differences could be
caused by a distorted selection of observed houses or an irregular
distribution of light situations, or by factors that in one way or another
can be attributed to the observers.
These possible explanations are analysed in Appendix 8. I there
conclude, that for observation series B1 the difference can be explained
by differences in light situations: The “spring green” observations have
been made in direct sunlight to a much greater extent than other
observations, which implies a smaller perceived blackness.20 As for
observation series GAH2 I consider it plausible that the found
differences depend on random variations between different observer
groups, which only contained 13-14 persons and thus gave an
inadequate basis for statistical analysis.
Against this background I find it reasonable to disregard the
differences between spring green and other seasonal situations. This
leads to the preliminary conclusion that differences in surrounding
seasonal colours may affect the colour that we see on facades seen 50m
20

See Section 6.3 on differences between light situations.
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away, but that the variations are so small that they cannot be measured
with the methods I have used.
Of a special interest are the green facades (colour areas P11 and P12
and greenish within P13). Their colour is close to that of vegetation in
both spring green, summer green and autumn green seasonal situation,
and this could lead to the expectation that the perceived facade colour in
these situations would be influenced by contrast effects. However,
observation results do not show any such effects.21
An important question in the context of my overall thesis problem is
whether the general patterns of relationship between inherent and
perceived colour are confirmed irrespective of surrounding seasonal
colours.22 An analysis of the observations in series B1, divided
according to surrounding colours, showed that the patterns prevail both
for hue and nuance. Thus, irrespective of surrounding colours the
perceived facade colour had on average less blackness, more whiteness
and more chromaticness than the inherent colour, and the perceived hue
on average showed less yellowness and/or more blueness than the
inherent hue. The differences were also of the same magnitude
irrespective of surrounding colours.23 The same tendency can be found
for each of the colour areas, when there are enough observations for an
analysis. 24

21

A common analysis of all yellowish green facades in series B1 indicated that the hue
shift from yellow towards blue was larger in winter brown than in spring green or
summer green surroundings, that is, contradictory from what could be expected if there
were simultaneous contrasts effects. The difference between yellowish green facades in
winter brown and summer green surroundings was statistically significant (95%) and
amounted to 11 hue units (more yellowish hue in summer green surroundings). The
difference between the same facades in winter brown and spring green surroundings was
statistically significant (99%) and amounted to 18 hue units (more yellowish hue in
spring green surroundings), it should however be interpreted cautiously, considering the
earlier discussed difference in light situation between the “spring green” and the other
observations. No difference between summer green and spring green was noted.
22
The general patterns are presented in Section 5.4 on the basis of observation series
B1.
23
When all colour areas are analysed together the average difference for each seasonal
situation falls within the confidence interval of the whole material, with the exception
for the spring green situation which gives slightly less blackness and slightly more
chromaticness.
24
For 7 of the 13 colour areas the total number of observations was too small for a
meaningful calculation of confidence intervals, but averages for the different seasonal
situations have throughout the same sign and the same magnitude as the average for the
total material.
For the colour areas P2 (stronger yellow) and P4 (pale pink) all averages (blackness,
whiteness, chromaticness, hue) were the same as for the total material, falling within the
99% confidence interval.
For the rest of the colour areas the analysis shows the following deviations:
P7 (red): Blackness in the winter brown situation was greater than average, blackness in
spring green situation was less than average. In all situations perceived blackness was
still less than inherent blackness.
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TABLE 805. COMPARISON BETWEEN WINTER BROWN AND
SPRING GREEN SURROUNDINGS, SERIES B1
Blackness
ChromaticWhiteness
Hue
Colour area P
P4 Pale pink
P7 Red
P12 Stronger yellowish
green

0
WB
(WB)

ness
0
0
0

0
0
0

Overall tendency

WB

0

0

0
0
(WB)

0

Tables 805, 806 and 807. Comparison between perceived colour in winter brown (WB),
spring green (SPG) and summer green (SUG) surroundings for colour areas containing at
least 6 observations with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) for each of two
seasonal situations.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the seasonal situation in which the attribute
is the greatest has been noted. For hue the seasonal situation giving the most blueness or
the least yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the study does not permit any conclusions
Notations without brackets show significant differences (99%), notations within
brackets show nonsignificant but still discernible differences.
The overall tendency was statistically computed for the whole material except area P13,
according to Table 601.

P11 (dull yellowish green): The spring green situation, which included only two
observations, deviated through showing less blackness and greater whiteness than the
average. Also the hue shift from yellow towards blue that was found for the total
material did not appear in the spring green situation. In all situations perceived blackness
was less than inherent blackness and perceived whiteness greater than inherent
whiteness.
P12 (stronger yellowish green): The spring green situation deviated through showing
less blackness and greater whiteness than the average. The hue shift from yellow
towards blue that was found for the total material was significantly less for the spring
green situation. In all situations perceived blackness was less than inherent blackness
and perceived whiteness greater than inherent whiteness.
P13 (totally or almost achromatic): The winter brown situation, which included only
two observation, deviated through showing less blackness and greater chromaticness
than the average. In all situations perceived blackness was less than inherent blackness
and perceived whiteness greater than inherent whiteness. Hue was not analysed.
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TABLE 806. COMPARISON BETWEEN WINTER BROWN AND
SUMMER GREEN SURROUNDINGS, SERIES B1
Blackness
ChromaticWhiteness
Hue
Colour area P
P2 Stronger yellow
P4 Pale pink
P7 Red
P11 Dull yellowish
green
P12 Stronger yellowish
green

0
0
0
0
0

Overall tendency

0

ness
(WB)
0
0
0

SUG
0
0
0

0
0
0
(WB)

0

0

0

0

0

0

See text under Table 805.

TABLE 807. COMPARISON BETWEEN SPRING GREEN AND
SUMMER GREEN SURROUNDINGS, SERIES B1
Blackness
ChromaticWhiteness
Hue
Colour area P
P4 Pale pink
P5 Stronger pink
P7 Red
P12 Stronger yellowish
green

0
0
0
(SUG)

ness
0
0
0
(SPG)

0
0
0
0

Overall tendency

SUG

(SPG)

0

(SUG)
0
0
(SUG)

0

See text under Table 805.

TABLE 808. COMPARISON BETWEEN WINTER BROWN AND
WINTER WHITE SURROUNDINGS, SERIES B2
Blackness
ChromaticWhiteness
Hue
Colour area P
ness

Overall tendency

0

0

0

0

Table 808. Comparison between perceived colour in winter brown (WB) and winter
white (WW) surroundings for the observations in series B2.
0 means that no difference has been found.
For further specifications, see text under Table 805.

TABLE 809. COMPARISON BETWEEN SUMMER GREEN AND
WINTER WHITE SURROUNDINGS, SERIES B3 AND B4
Blackness
ChromaticWhiteness
Hue
Colour area P
ness

Overall tendency

0

0

0

0

Table 809. Comparison between perceived colour in summer green (SUG) surroundings,
series B4 and winter white (WW) surroundings series B3.
0 means that no difference has been found.
For further specifications, see text under Table 805.
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TABLE 810. COMPARISON BETWEEN SPRING GREEN AND
AUTUMN GREEN SURROUNDINGS, SERIES GAH2
Inherent
Blackness Chromatic Whiteness Hue
Colour area/
colour
-ness
house
P2

Stronger yellow
F51
F54
AVERAGE P2
Reddish brown
F56
F60
AVERAGE P6
Reddish brown
F56

2045-Y15R
1545-Y08R

0
0
0

-

0
0
0

0
0
0

6510-Y60R
7010-Y80R

0
(SPG)
(SPG)

-

0
0
0

-

6510-Y60R

SPG

0

0

0

F60
7010-Y80R
0
AVERAGE P6
SPG
P9 Blue
E50
2065-R92B
0
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
F53
4520-G90Y (SPG)
F55
4522-G50Y 0
F57
5228-G20Y 0
AVERAGE P12
SPG

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

-

Overall tendency

0

0

0

P6

P6

SPG

Table 810. Comparison between perceived colour in spring green (SPG) and autumn
green (AG) surroundings for houses observed with combination method GAH in both
seasonal situations. All observations in overcast weather.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the seasonal situation in which the attribute
is the greatest has been noted. For hue the seasonal situation giving the most blueness or
the least yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the study does not permit any conclusions
Notations without brackets show significant differences (99%), notations within
brackets show nonsignificant but still discernible differences.
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8.4 The colours of adjacent building parts
The facade colour is not only seen together with ground and vegetation
colours but also together with the house’s own windows, roof, doors and
other details in different colours and materials. Also, there are often
adjacent houses seen together or several facade colours on the same
building. To what extent is the perceived colour of the facade affected
by all these other colours, by simultaneous contrast or other effects of
context?
The houses in my study have had roofs of different materials and
colours (brick red, brown and black tiles and sheet roofing of several
colours). In some observations the roof has been seen together with the
facade, whereas in other observations only the facade and not the roof
has been seen. Originally I planned to later group the whole material
according to roof colour and see if this gave any systematic differences
in perceived facade colour. However, the different roof colours and
viewing situations became so many that each such group would have
been too small for a statistical analysis. I therefore confined myself to a
statistical processing of the observations in series B1 for two colour
areas.25
The analysis of colour area P2 (stronger yellow) includes 2 groups.
The group with a visible red tile roof contains 16 observations of 5
houses, where the yellow facade has been seen together with a roof
covered with terracotta coloured tiles. The other group consists of 22
observations of 7 houses, where roofs had not been visible from the
observation point. The analysis of colour area P4 (pale pink) includes 12
observations of 3 houses with visible brick red roofs and 6 observations
of 2 houses with non-visible roofs. For each of the two colour areas I
have computed the average ∆-values26 for houses with and without
visible roofs and compared these using t-test.27
If the facade colours were to be affected by simultaneous contrast with
the roof, one would expect the yellow facades to become more yellowish
and less reddish when they were seen together with the yellowish red
roofs. The pink facades, on the contrary, would be expected to become
less yellowish when the roofs were visible. The analysis shows precisely
these expected tendencies: For all the strongly yellow facades the
perceived colour was less reddish then the inherent colour, but this
difference was larger when the facades were seen together with a red tile
roof.28 The perceived colour of the pale pink facades in all cases showed
a hue shift from yellow towards blue in comparison to the inherent
25

Determination method B, comparison to the NCS atlas, distance 50m. For further
description of the method see Section 2.8. The colour areas are defined in Section 5.3.
26
For an explanation of ∆-values see Section 5.3.
27
For an explanation of t-test see note 17 in Section 8.3.
28
The difference is significant on the 95% level.
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colour, but this shift was stronger when the facade was seen together
with a red tile roof.29 Thus it seems as if the perceived colour in these
cases was influenced by simultaneous contrast against the roof. This
influence concerned only the hue, not the nuance.
For contrast effects with the colours of windows, doors and other
details, my studies do not give enough basis for any comparisons, as
almost all observed houses have had white windows and other carpentry
details. Therefore discussion is limited here to speculation based on my
own experience and knowledge of colour phenomena.
Simultaneous contrast effects mainly occur in the smaller of two
adjacent colour objects, seen in the same plane. Therefore it seems
credible that the perceived facade colour normally is not affected by the
colour of minor facade details. There are however some cases where the
detail colour could have more importance for the facade colour. A
facade that without contrasting details is perceived as almost white can
obtain both blackness, hue and chromaticness if the details are made
white. This effect can be used for visual stimulation in an almost one
coloured architectural environment. Also the opposite might occur:
when details are very light they can be seen as a white reference, even if
their inherent colour has some blackness and maybe also hue and
chromaticness. This means that greyish white windows on a darker
facade can make the facade look lighter than if the windows had been
pure white.30
When it comes to the influence from neighbouring houses my surveys
gave no basis for analysis, as the observed facades were chosen to be
without adjacent neighbours of a different colour. It is however
reasonable to believe that directly adjacent buildings in the same plane
would affect each other with simultaneous contrast. It is also likely that
there are more general context effects, which do not presuppose that the
houses are adjacent. This could for example lead to a blue house
becoming even bluer if all surrounding houses are yellow.31

29

Difference not statistically significant.
See Alan Gilchrist’s talk on anchoring, referred in Section 8.1.
31
Åke Svedmyr , who has a rich experience from exterior colour design, says that
houses with the same inherent colour can get different perceived colours depending on
the overall colour character in the part of the city where they are situated (personal
communication 1999).
30
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8.5 Conclusions and new questions arising
The analysis of perceived facade colours in different seasonal situations
lead to the tentative conclusion that simultaneous contrast against the
ground and vegetation colours do not have any measurable effect on the
colour that we perceive on facades seen from a distance of 50m. The
houses do not appear a different colour in snow than when surrounded
by greenery, and the hue shift from yellow towards blue that has been
found for green houses is not caused by simultaneous contrast against
the yellowish green vegetation.
There are, however, some indications for simultaneous contrast
between facade and roof on the same house. This effect concerns the hue
and has been observed where facade and roof have relatively similar
colours (the same quadrant in the colour circle). Also here the
observations involved were made from the distance of 50m, which made
it possible to see the sloping roof above the facade.
Both these conclusions must be seen as preliminary, as they are based
on few observations and as the variation within and between the viewing
situations cannot fully be encompassed by the analysis. They seem,
however, to point in the same direction as Monica Billger’s conclusion,
that simultaneous contrast in spatial situations occurs only when
different colour surfaces meet in the same plane. A house seen from
50m is clearly a separate object, which distinguishes itself from both
ground and surrounding vegetation, and there is no need to exaggerate
the differences through enhanced colour contrasts. On the other hand, a
facade and a roof that are seen straight from the front can be seen as one
single surface, which might explain the occurrence of simultaneous
contrast.
A further understanding of how simultaneous contrast affects the
colours of facades requires a larger survey which systematically
explores this particular question. One hypothesis for such a study could
be, that there is a critical distance where a house ceases to be seen as an
independent volume and instead is read into the plane of the
background, which would lead to simultaneous contrast against the
surroundings. In a similar way one could explore if, and in that case
how, the perceived facade colour is changed when you come so close
that the roof can not be seen.32 Also the general context effects could be
studied more systematically through comparisons between facade
colours in differently coloured surroundings.

32

This question is discussed in the study on distance and perceived colour, Chapter 7.
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9.1 Questions and previous research1
The facades observed in this work have almost all consisted of vertical
timber cladding, covered with an opaque layer of paint. To what extent,
then, could the results be valid also for other types of facade material?
As a first step of such an investigation, this chapter presents a limited
study of rendered facades and makes a comparison to the studies of
painted timber facades.
Previous research on surface materials and their visual qualities have
discussed questions regarding pattern, texture and gloss, but only rarely
considered the interplay between colour and other surface qualities.2 In a
research report Anders Hård has discussed how the visual attributes
colour and gloss can be distinguished from each other and how the
visually perceived difference between matt and glossy colour samples
can be determined.3 Åke Svedmyr has explored those visual qualities of
painted surfaces that can be included in the concept materiality, but has
not analysed the interplay between materiality and colour.4
The specific features of rendered facades have been discussed by Ewa
Malinowski.5 Rendering allows the facade to have many different
architectonic expressions and it can also vary much in its materiality.
Decisive factors are here the composition and structure of the material
(for instance the size and form of contained particles), and the
application and finishing procedures.
The rendered facades in the study presented here were all smooth and
had few or no sculptural details or applied texture. Buildings of this type
have certain common traits, which makes it possible to without difficulty
identify them as precisely rendered: The building details - such as
eaves, window and door frames and corner elements - get their forms
from an interplay with the facade material used. This means that often,
the form itself shows that the house is rendered. In addition, the smooth
rendered facade lacks the patterns created by most other facade
materials such as by mortar joints in stone masonry or brickwork, boards
and covering battens or boards on timber facades, joints between facade
panels or profiling in metal panels. The rendered surface is neither
totally even nor patterned but has an irregularity characteristic of smooth
rendering. The texture is grainy and the surface layer is most often matt.
If the surface is glossy, this emphasises the grainy texture even more.

1

This chapter was written before the overall summary of results given in Chapters 3-4.
Edberg 1977, Herzell 1986, Herzell & Westerman 1989, all in Swedish.
3
Hård 1988
4
Svedmyr 1997, in Swedish. During 2000 Svedmyr will present a comprehensive study
on the materiality of painted facades. Materiality includes attributes likes gloss, depth,
surface structure, unevenness, granularity and the visual traces of application tools.
5
Malinowski 1992 pp.24-47, in Swedish.
2
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Also the colour scale can contribute to demonstrating the difference
between facades with rendering and those with vertical timber cladding.
Paints used for rendered surfaces most often include lime particles
giving intrinsic whitishness, which makes it impossible to achieve deep
saturated or strong chromatic colours. Thus rendered houses more often
have relatively whitish colours, whereas timber facades can have colours
from a greater part of the colour world.6
Obviously rendered facades have a clearly different expression than
the earlier studied timber facades. I posed the question: what is the
relationship between inherent and perceived colour for matt-painted
rendered facades? Are there similar patterns of variation to those found
for painted timber facades? If so, this would indicate that that patterns I
have found for timber facades do not depend on the facade material,
which would suggest that similar patterns could be expected also for
facades of metal sheeting, bricks and other materials.

9.2 Observations of timber facades and rendered
facades and comparisons between them
All observations in this study were done with determination method B,
comparison to the NCS atlas.7 The observations of timber facades, series
B1, were part of my licentiate work whereas the rendered facades were
observed later. In series B1 the surrounding colours varied between
winter brown, spring green and summer green, in series B3 the ground
and often also the roofs were covered with newly fallen snow and in
series B4 the surroundings were summer green.8 The viewing distance
was throughout approximately 50m. The observers were colour skilled
architects and colour research colleagues, and myself alone in series B4.
The observed houses were chosen to represent as large part of the
colour world as possible. The total number of observations within each
colour area9 is shown in Table 901.
The observation data were processed as previously for method B.
Within each colour area and for the material as a whole the average
difference (∆-value) between inherent and perceived colour was
calculated, regarding each of the variables blackness, chromaticness,
whiteness and hue.10 This procedure made it possible to compare
6

Fridell Anter & Svedmyr 1996b presents colour scales for traditional pigments in
linseed oil paint and lime wash. Note, however, that some paints for rendering can give
much more saturated and chromatic colours than the traditional lime washes.
7
See Section 2.8
8
The categories for seasonal colours are discussed in Section 8.2. For further details
about each series see Appendix 3.
9
The colour areas P1-P13 are defined in Table 501 and Figure 5001 in Section 5.3.
10
The procedure is further described in Section 5.3
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observations of facades with similar but not identical inherent colour
and to look for recurring tendencies and variation patterns in the
relationship between inherent and perceived colour.
The determination of inherent colours for rendered facades presented
one difficulty. The method of visual comparison to NCS samples has
been well tested for smooth surfaces such as painted timber.11 When the
surface is granular there occur, however, a multitude of tiny shadows,
which make the colour darker. When compared to the smooth colour
samples it can become difficult to decide to which extent these shadows
should be taken into consideration. The comparison can also give
different results depending on how small details, such as the raised
grains of render component, are considered in relationship to a
somewhat larger totality, such as a rendered area of the same size as the
sample. Also, rendered surfaces are seldom or never as uniformly singlecolour as painted timber cladding, which raises the question: which part
of the facade shall be chosen for determination of inherent colour? This
implies that the determinations of inherent colour and thus the ∆-values
are less certain for the rendered facades than for the timber ones.
Also the determination of perceived colour is more uncertain for
rendered than for timber facades, as the rendered surface is uneven and
the observers may have different ways of dealing with colour variations,
visible grains of render components and other surface irregularities.
As a start the average ∆-values of the different colour areas were
compared for all observations of both timber and rendered facades. The
results are shown in Table 902. This analysis was, however, rather
uncertain, as the observations were done by different persons and there
have proved to be systematic differences between the colours given by
different observers using method B.12 The analysis was therefore
supplemented with a comparison between one person’s observations of
timber and rendered facades.13 The number of these observations are
shown in Table 903. Most colour areas here contained too few
observations for a meaningful statistical analysis, which restricted the
calculations to two colour areas and the observation material as a
totality. The results are shown in Table 904.
TABLE 901. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS OF TIMBER AND RENDERED
FACADES, METHOD B, DIFFERENT OBSERVERS.
Timber
Total
Colour area P
Rendered
Rendered
Rendered
series B1

series B3

series B4

B3+B4

P1 Pale yellow

10 (3)

12 (3)

3 (3)

15 (3)

25 (6)

P2 Stronger yellow

38 (12)

24 (6)

6 (6)

30 (6)

68 (18)

11

The method for determination of inherent colour is discussed in Section 2.5.
Differences between observers are discussed in Appendix 5.
13
The observer was myself. I judged that my role as a research leader did not influence
these colour determinations, as the total observations were simply too great for me to
recall..
12
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P3 Yellowish brown

4 (2)

-

-

-

4 (2)

P4 Pale pink

20 (6)

4 (1)

1 (1)

5 (1)

25 (7)

P5 Stronger pink

16 (6)

14 (4)

4 (4)

18 (4)

34 (10)

P6 Reddish brown

10 (3)

-

-

-

10 (3)

P7 Red

26 (8)

8 (2)

2 (2)

10 (2)

36 (10)

P8 Purple

4 (2)

-

-

-

4 (2)

P9 Blue

10 (4)

8 (2)

2 (2)

10 (2)

20 (6)

P10 Bluish green

2 (1)

4 (1)

1 (1)

5 (1)

7 (2)

P11 Pale yellowish
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
Subtotal chromatic

20 (7)

8 (2)

2 (2)

10 (2)

30 (9)

22 (8)

16 (4)

4 (4)

20 (4)

42 (12)

182 (62)

98 (25)

25 (25)

123 (25)

305 (87)

P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

36 (17)

8 (2)

2(2)

10 (2)

46 (19)

TOTAL

218 (79)

106 (27)

27 (27)

133 (27)

351 (106)

Table 901. Division of analysed observations with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) according to
facade material and colour areas. Two observers in series B1, four in series B3 and one in series B4. The
number of houses is given in brackets.
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TABLE 902. COMPARISON BETWEEN PAINTED TIMBER
FACADES AND PAINTED RENDERED FACADES, DIFFERENT
OBSERVERS
Blackness
Chromaticness
Whiteness Hue
Colour area P
P1 Pale yellow

0

Timber

0

0

P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown

0

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

P4 Pale pink

-

-

-

-

P5 Stronger pink

(Timber)

0

0

0

P6 Reddish brown

-

-

-

-

P7 Red

Timber

0

Rendered

(Rendered)

P8 Purple

-

-

-

-

P9 Blue

0

0

0

0

P10 Bluish green

-

-

-

-

P11 Pale yellowish green

0

(Timber)

0

(Rendered)

P12 Stronger yellowish
green
Subtotal chromatic

Timber

0

Rendered

0

Timber

Timber

Rendered

0

P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

-

-

-

-

TOTAL
(Timber) Timber
Rendered Table 902. Comparison between perceived colour of painted timber facades and painted
rendered facades, observed with method B by a total of five observers, different for
different series.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the facade type for which the attribute was
greatest has been noted. For hue the facade type giving the most blueness or the least
yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the material is inadequate for a meaningful analysis. For area P13 this is
caused by the fact that the colour selection within the colour area is very different for the
two material groups. For other areas the observations were too few.
Notations without brackets show significant differences (99%), notations within brackets
show nonsignificant but still discernible differences.
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TABLE 903. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS OF TIMBER AND RENDERED
FACADES, METHOD B, ONE OBSERVER.
Timber
Total
Colour area P
Rendered
Rendered
Rendered
series B1

series B3

series B4

B3+B4

P1 Pale yellow

5 (3)

3 (3)

3 (3)

6 (3)

11 (6)

P2 Stronger yellow
P3 Yellowish brown

19 (12)

6 (6)

6 (6)

12 (6)

31 (18)

2 (2)

-

-

-

2 (2)

P4 Pale pink

10 (6)

1 (1)

1 (1)

2 (1)

12 (7)

P5 Stronger pink

8 (6)

4 (4)

4 (4)

8 (4)

16 (10)

P6 Reddish brown

5 (3)

-

-

-

5 (3)

P7 Red

13 (8)

2 (2)

2 (2)

4 (2)

17 (10)

P8 Purple

2 (2)

-

-

-

2 (2)

P9 Blue

5 (4)

2 (2)

2 (2)

4 (2)

9 (6)

P10 Bluish green

1 (1)

1 (1)

1 (1)

2 (1)

3 (2)

P11 Pale yellowish
green
P12 Stronger
yellowish green
Subtotal chromatic

10 (7)

2 (2)

2 (2)

4 (2)

14 (9)

11 (8)

4 (4)

4 (4)

8 (4)

19 (12)

91 (62)

25 (25)

25 (25)

50 (25)

141 (87)

P13 Totally or almost
achromatic

18 (17)

2(2)

2(2)

4 (2)

22 (19)

TOTAL

109 (79)

27 (27)

27 (27)

54 (27)

163 (106)

Table 903. Division of analysed observations with method B (comparison to the NCS atlas) according to
facade material and colour areas. Same observer in all series. The number of houses is given in brackets.

TABLE 904. COMPARISON BETWEEN PAINTED TIMBER
FACADES AND PAINTED RENDERED FACADES, ONE
OBSERVER
Blackness
Chromaticness Whiteness
Hue
Colour area P
P2 Stronger yellow

0

0

0

0

P5 Stronger pink
P12 Stronger yellowish
green
Subtotal chromatic

(Timber)

0

0

0

(Timber)

0

Rendered

(Timber)

(Timber)

(Timber)

Rendered

TOTAL

(Timber)

(Timber) Rendered

0

-

Table 904. Comparison between perceived colour of painted timber facades and painted
rendered facades, observed with method B by the same one observer.
For blackness, chromaticness and whiteness the facade type for which the attribute was
greatest has been noted. For hue the facade type giving the most blueness or the least
yellowness has been noted. 0 means that no difference was found.
– means that the material is inadequate for a meaningful analysis.
Notations without brackets show significant differences (99%), notations within brackets
show nonsignificant but still discernible differences.
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As the observations of rendered and timber houses were made during
different seasons one could suspect that the differences in surrounding
colours would make a correct comparison between the observations
impossible. The study presented in Chapter 8 showed, however, that the
colours of ground and vegetation did not appear to give any systematic
difference in the perceived colour of the facade.
Neither do light differences appear to have had any important impact
on the comparisons between facade materials. All three series in the
present study included both direct sunlight and diffuse light from an
overcast sky, which means that possible differences in perceived colour
most likely did not depend on light differences. But differences in
surface structure and gloss between the two facade materials are very
likely to have contributed to differences in the relationship between
inherent and perceived colour.
The analyses gave coherent results, whether based on five observers
(Table 902) or on one single observer (Table 904). When the perceived
colour was compared to the inherent one, rendered facades were shown
to have relatively greater perceived whiteness then timber facades. On
the other hand, perceived blackness and chromaticness tended to be
greater for the timber facades. For hue, the analysis showed no
differences between facade materials.
The larger perceived whiteness for rendered facades was most obvious
for red and stronger yellowish green facades (colour areas P7 and P12),
i.e. the darkest of the rendered facades. To what extent does this analysis
result shows a real difference between rendered and timber facades?
One possible alternative is that the greater whiteness found for the
rendered facades was due to difficulties in the determination of inherent
colour. When comparing the facade and the NCS samples I may have
unconsciously focused on the most obviously pigmented sections of the
facade, and disregarded the white dust that almost always exists on a
painted rendered surface. In that case, this would have led to systematic
distortions when computing the ∆-values and in the subsequent analyses
based on these.14
The most important question, however, is not the co-variation between
timber and rendered facades but the relationship between inherent and
perceived colour for each of the facade types. Did the rendered facades
show the same variation patterns that had been found for timber
facades?15
It was shown that this was that case. The perceived colour of timber
facades had on average less blackness, greater whiteness and slightly
greater chromaticness than the inherent colour. The perceived hue was
on average slightly less yellowish and/or more bluish than the inherent
14

Also note that for the timber facades in just these colour areas the difference between
inherent and perceived colour was not statistically significant. See Table 503 in Section
5.4.
15
The variation patterns for timber facades are presented in Section 5.4.
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hue.16 The same tendencies appeared for the rendered facades.17 In both
cases the differences between perceived and inherent colour were
significant on the 99% level.
For timber facades the relationship between inherent and perceived
colour varied between the colour areas. Also these variations were the
same for rendered facades. Within every single colour area both timber
and rendered facades had an average perceived blackness that was
significantly less than the inherent blackness. Perceived whiteness was
significantly greater than inherent whiteness in all cases except for the
red and the stronger yellowish green timber facades, where no
significant difference was found. Perceived chromaticness was close to
inherent chromaticness irrespective of colour area, and the difference
between them was normally not significant, neither for timber nor
rendered facades. Only for colour area P7 (red) the perceived
chromaticness was clearly greater than that of the inherent colour, and
this was true for both timber and rendered facades. Also hue varied in
the same way for both timber and rendered facades: Those colour areas
that showed a hue shift from yellow towards blue or, more rarely, from
blue towards yellow, showed the same shift for both timber and rendered
facades.18

16

Average differences between inherent and perceived hue for timber facades (positive
sign means that the attribute was greater for the perceived colour): Blackness –11 NCS
units, chromaticness +4 NCS units, whiteness +7 NCS units, hue 7 hue units shift from
yellow towards blue (0,6 NCS units).
17
Average differences between inherent and perceived hue for rendered facades
(positive sign means that the attribute was greater for the perceived colour): Blackness –
13 NCS units, chromaticness +2 NCS units, whiteness +11 NCS units, hue 4 hue units
shift from yellow towards blue (0,7 NCS units).
18
Exception area P7 (red) where the perceived hue of timber facades did not differ
significantly from the inherent hue, whereas the rendered facades showed a hue shift
from yellow towards blue.
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9.3 Conclusions and new questions
Experience tells us that the perceived colour of a facade is influenced by
the gloss and texture of the surface material and the structure of the
facade e.g. its mouldings and profiles. These factors can interact with
light conditions, viewing distance and viewing angles, creating an
almost infinite number of influencing variables even if the inherent
colour is one and the same. These questions have not been included in
this thesis work.
The comparison between painted timber and rendered facades
suggests, however, that these two facade types show similar variation
patterns for the difference between inherent and perceived colour, seen
from a distance of 50m. The study was too small to admit any certain
conclusions, but the results can be interpreted to show that these
variation patterns would not depend on the facade material. This would
mean that the discussions and conclusions about the perceived colours
of timber facades would be valid also for other single-colour materials,
such as metal sheeting, painted concrete or different types of facade
panels. On the basis of the study presented here I see this as a credible
hypothesis.
A subsequent question deals with facades that are not single-colour,
for instance masonry of brick or stone. Facades of natural stone are
rather rare in Sweden, but for brick walls it is likely that the perceived
colour is influenced by our experience and those memory colours that
belong to the very idea of brick wall.19 Here more studies are needed
before any hypotheses can be formulated.

19

Memory colours are discussed in Section 1.8
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10.1 Summary of the variation patterns found
The aim of this thesis work has been to survey different factors
concerning the colours that we perceive on painted facades. This means
it has not been a main task to explain the studied phenomena or the
found patterns.
As a concluding section of the work this chapter presents some
possible explanations for the shown variation patterns regarding the
relationship between perceived and inherent colour of facades. The
discussion is partially based on the five special studies about different
viewing conditions, but I have also put forward ideas and possibilities
that there has not, as yet, been opportunity to study. I do not claim to
give a single definitive explanation of the presented results, but instead
want to formulate a basis for further discussions about a number of
credible and possibly interacting explanations.
I Chapter 4 a consistent variation pattern was presented for differences
in both nuance and hue between inherent and perceived colour of
facades. The main traits of this variation pattern are:
•
The perceived colour always has less blackness than the inherent
colour and on average slightly greater chromaticness, and for most
colour areas greater whiteness than the inherent colour. See Figure
10001.
The perceived hue is shifted in direction from a stable position
•
near the hue Y50R towards a breaking point near R80B. This hue
difference between inherent and perceived colour can be
described as an anticlockwise shift in the NCS circle for reddish
yellow facades with yellower inherent hue than Y50R, for all
greenish facades and for facades with inherent hue between B and
R80B. For yellowish red facades with redder inherent hue than
Y50R and for facades with inherent hues between R and R80B the
shift is instead clockwise in the circle. My working description for
these hue shifts has been hue shift from yellow towards blue. See
Figure 10002.
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FIGURE 10001. The nuance difference between inherent and perceived
colour for a “typical” timber facade within each colour area.
• = inherent colour ▲ = perceived colour
Thus there are systematic differences between the inherent colours of
facades, determined on the basis of NCS standard situations, and their
perceived colours in the outdoor situations where the houses really are.
The explanation for these differences must be sought in differences
between standard situation and outdoor situation. The following sections
discuss differences in light situation and differences in the total colour
context. It is also discussed whether the observer’s own attitude and
expectations can contribute possible explanations. The chapter is
concluded with a summary of new questions raised by the thesis work
and a discussion about the results’ utilisation and relevance for practical
colour design work.
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FIGURE 10002. Recurring tendencies for hue shift from inherent to
perceived colour. Arrows indicate directions, not sizes of shifts.

10.2 Differences due to daylight versus standard light
The light in the NCS standard situation and the daylight in which
facades usually exist are different in both intensity, radiation
composition and the distribution between direct and diffuse light. The
illumination in the standard situation is given by so-called daylight
simulating fluorescent tubes of the label Luma Colorette, with a colour
temperature of approximately 5400K. There are 6 tubes of 20 watt
each, and the light is diffused through an opaline plastic sheet which
gives approximately 1000 lux illumination intensity on the sample.1
The term colour temperature is a coarse measurement telling how
“warm” or “cold” the light is. Paradoxically enough the light that we
experience as “warm” has low colour temperature whereas a “cold” light
has high colour temperature. The reason for this is that the term is linked
to the temperature of a glowing body, which emits a “cooler” light the
more its own temperature is raised. According to illumination consultant
Lars Starby the colour temperature 5400K is situated just on the border
between “neutral” and “cold” light. As a comparison he specifies the
colour temperature of incandescent light to approximately 2400K and
that of a blue north sky to 20000K.2
A more precise way of describing the composition of light radiation is
to establish its relative energy distribution for different wavelengths
(“spectral graph”). Figure 10003 shows this distribution for overcast
1
2

For full specifications see footnote 20 in Section 1.6.
Starby 1992 p.23 (in Swedish).
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sky, blue north sky and direct sunlight, and Figure 10004 for NCS
standard light. Figure 10005 shows the spectral distribution graph of the
standard light together with the graph for overcast sky at a sun height of
40o, which approximately corresponds to the type of daylight that the
tube light is meant to simulate.3

FIGURE 10003. Spectral composition of daylight.
After Löfberg 1976 p.8 (M) and Svedmyr 1995 p. 85 (D and B)
D=Direct sunlight M=Overcast sky for different altitude of the sun B=Blue sky

3

“Some control experiments were made in the middle of the day in ordinary daylight
from a clouded sky. They showed assessment results that well corresponded to the
experiment results from the lighbooth, giving data that did not deviate significantly from
these”. Hård 1995d p.75, translation KFA.
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FIGURE 10004. Spectral composition of NCS standard light.
After Hård, Sivik and Svedmyr1983 p. 8.
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FIGURE 10005. Spectral composition of NCS standard light and
overcast sky at 40o altitude of the sun.
After Hård, Sivik and Svedmyr 1983 p.8 and Löfberg 1976 p.8.
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Figures 10003-10005 show that the spectral composition of daylight
varies strongly between different situations. They also show an
important difference between the graph for standard light and all the
daylight graphs: Real daylight shows a continuous spectrum, where all
wavelengths are represented and were no single wavelength contributes
a disproportionately large share of the energy. The “daylight simulating”
fluorescent light has, on the contrary, a number of “peaks” with high
energy levels for single short and medium long wavelengths.
Could, then, the differences between inherent and perceived colour be
caused by the different spectral compositions of standard light and
outdoor daylight? As is discussed in Section 1.7. there is no predictable
co-variation between radiation energy and perceived colour. It is not the
radiation’s absolute composition that mediates colour information, but
the relationships in composition and intensity between different pencils
of rays, and the character of borders between these pencils. This means
that a difference in the illumination’s spectral composition does not
necessarily imply a difference in perceived colour, and that a difference
in perceived colour does not give information about how radiation
composition may differ.
This is illustrated by a study where the perceived colour of colour
samples was assessed in NCS standard illumination, incandescent light
and warm-white fluorescent light.4 The study shows that both nuance
and hue changed between the different light situations, but that these
changes were not always those that could be assumed, considering the
energy composition of the illumination. As a possible explanation the
authors presented the hypothesis that there might sometimes occur an
“adaptive overcompensation”, which makes us perceive another hue
shift than what would be considered “logical”.5
My study of different daylight situations6 showed that the perceived
colour was systematically different in direct sunlight than in diffuse light
from overcast or blue sky. For some colour areas the diffuse light gave
hues that were less yellowish and/or more bluish than the direct sunlight,
a tendency that was clearest for red and pink facades. This shift was
logical compared to the spectral composition: The direct sunlight has
relatively more long wave radiation, which tends to give more reddish
colours, and the diffuse light has more short-wave radiation, which tends
to amplify bluishness (see Figure 10003).
The most important result of the study was, however, that irrespective
of daylight situation there were pervading differences between on one
hand the perceived colours of the facades and on the other hand their
inherent colours. A comparison between the spectral compositions of the
different illuminations (see figure 10003 and 10005) showed that the
4

Hård, Sivik & Svedmyr 1983 (in Swedish).
Ibid. p. 23.
6
Chapter 6 in this thesis.
5
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“daylight simulating” fluorescent light has a continuous spectral graph
that lies in-between those of direct sunlight and diffuse light from a blue
sky. This suggests that the differences in perceived colour between
standard light and outdoor daylight can not be explained by differences
in continuous spectral composition. The “peaks” of the standard light
might, however, have an influence, but this has not been further
explored.
The differences between standard light and outdoor light does not only
concern the spectral composition of radiation energy, but also the
intensity – the total influx towards the observed surface. As mentioned
the illumination intensity in the standard situation is approximately 1000
lux. Outdoors the intensity is many times as large and can amount to
10000 lux from a clear sky without contribution from direct sunlight,
20000 lux from overcast sky and 60 000 lux from sun and sky in clear
weather. 7
To what extent may this intensity difference be the cause of the
showed differences between inherent and perceived colour? A
reasonable assumption would be that the larger intensity of outdoor light
would give lighter colours than the standard light. This corresponds well
to my conclusion that the perceived colours of painted facades seem
always to have less blackness and most often more whiteness then the
inherent colours. This explanation is also supported by the special study
on light situations, which concludes that the facades always had less
blackness in direct sunlight than in diffuse light from overcast or clear
sky.
The differences between inherent and perceived colour did not,
however, only concern blackness and whiteness. The perceived colour
was also on average more chromatic then the inherent colour. Also this
could be an effect of the higher illumination intensity in the outdoor
situation. The comparisons between different light situations showed
that the perceived colour was more chromatic in direct sunlight than in
diffuse light or when shaded, i.e. more chromatic in higher light
intensity. This indicates that the difference in light intensity can affect
the chromaticness of the colours.
A seemingly corresponding conclusion has been formulated by Hunt,
who has showed that colour samples are perceived as more colourful in
stronger illumination.8 It is, however, far from certain that this really
involves an increased chromaticness, defined according to NCS. It could
instead be the question of a growing contrast range, i.e. we can
distinguish more colours in a stronger light and the contrasts between

7

Approximate illumination intensity towards a horizontal plane at 40o sun elevation of
the sun, corresponding to the sun elevation in Uppsala at noon in the beginning of April
or at 3.30 p.m. at midsummer. Löfberg 1976, pp.11, 7, 9 and 13 (in Swedish).
8
Billmeyer 1988 pp.143-144, the first Hunt effect. I have not had access to Hunt’s
original presentation of his study.
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them become more distinct, which gives an increased colour diversity in
the visual field.9
Another question is whether the differences in light intensity can be
seen as an explanation to the hue differences between inherent and
perceived colour. There are several research results showing that the
connection between wavelength composition and perceived hue changes
with the illumination intensity. For monochromatic light there is the
Bezold-Brücke phenomenon, which by Derefeldt & Berggrund is
described as follows: “A variation of light intensity made the spectral
colour change their hues”.10 If we try to distinguish colour(vis) from
colour(phys) in this statement, it leads to the conclusion that one and the
same wavelength – colour(phys) – gives different perceived hues –
colour(vis) – depending on the absolute energy contents of the
radiation.11
Colour shifts in more compound illumination have been studied by
Hunt12, who has shown that when illumination intensity is raised light
colour samples shift hue towards blue, whereas dark samples are shifted
towards yellow. This is said to be true especially for high illumination
intensities. The observation is similar to what I have found when
comparing inherent and perceived facade colours: The hue shift from
yellow towards blue is strongest for light and only slightly chromatic
facades. For darker facades I have found a corresponding hue shift only
for green and possibly red colours, but not for dark neutral grey inherent
colours. The number of dark colours in my observations is, however, too
small to draw any conclusions.
Neither the Bezold-Brücke phenomenon nor the Hunt effects have
been established in situations that can be compared to those studies in
this thesis. This means that these phenomena can not be seen as
explanations of the hue shifts presented. The existence of such
phenomena does, however, support the assumption that the hue shifts
presented in this thesis might, in one way or another, be caused by the
differences in illumination intensity between the standard situation and
outdoor daylight.
To conclude, it appears as if colour constancy is not complete, neither
for intensity nor spectral composition of light. To me this suggests that
both nuance and hue differences between inherent and perceived colour
can be explained by the differences between standard light and daylight.
How energy distribution and intensity interact in giving a basis for
which colours we perceive is far from fully explored. Considering this, I
am of the opinion that the term “daylight simulating” should not be used
9

Svedmyr 1995c p.95f, in Swedish.
Derefeldt & Berggrund 1994 p.22, translation KFA.
11
The concepts colour(phys) and colour(vis) are discussed in Section 1.7.
12
Billmeyer 1988 p.144, the second Hunt effect. I have not had access to Hunt’s
original presentation of his study.
10
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for artificial light that differs from natural daylight in spectral
composition and/or intensity. This does not mean, however, that NCS
standard situation is inappropriate for specification of inherent colour.
Whichever standard light is chosen, the inherent colour of the sample is
defined in an artificial and fully controlled situation that does not
correspond to the observations of a real facade on a real house.

10.3 Other possible light-related explanations
Section 10.2 discussed the “pure” illumination that reaches an object
first hand from a directed or diffuse light source. Facades are, of course,
not only lit from sun and sky, but also by light reflected from
surrounding surfaces: ground, vegetation, buildings. Monica Billger has
shown that such reflection between different surfaces are very important
for the colours perceived in interior rooms.13 Which influence, then,
could the reflected light have for the perceived colour of facades?
In some cases I have clearly observed that reflected light from low red
tiled roofs, on such as garages or verandas, have given a reddish tinge to
adjoining facades. These facades have been light and totally or almost
achromatic. Darker and/or more chromatic facades are naturally subject
to as much reflection from adjoining surfaces, but it does not lead to the
same apparent colour shifts.
The main part of the reflected light comes from ground, vegetation and
to some extent surrounding houses. If this was to give changes in
perceived colour, the logical direction of change would be that
perceived colour would become more yellowish and/or less bluish, as
both vegetation, ground colours and most building materials have some
inherent yellowness and almost none has blueness. The hue shift pattern
shown in my studies has the other direction – from yellow towards blue
– and thus it can hardly have been caused by the reflected light against
the facades. The special study of surrounding seasonal colours did not
show any significant differences between facade colours on white,
brown and green ground, and this further strengthens the conclusion that
reflection from surrounding surfaces is not crucial for the perceived
colour of the facade.14
Another possible explanation for the hue shift between inherent and
perceived colour is that the medium between object and observer – that
is the air – gives an addition of scattered radiation, predominantly shortwave which would increase the blueness.15 This explanation does not,
however, appear very credible, considering the fact that the study of
viewing distances showed no differences in perceived hue up to several
13

Billger 1997, Billger 1999.
See Chapter 8.
15
This is discussed in Sections 7.1. and 7.4.
14
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hundred metres. If the air would add so much blueness that it could
effect the perceived hue already from a distance of 50m, then the hue
should be shifted towards even more blueness from farther distances.
One more explanation worth considering is that the hue shift might be
caused by the blue sky reflecting in the surface layer of the facade,
making it blue in the same way as a blue water surface. This would most
likely lead to a larger hue shift for more glossy facades, something that
cannot be discussed on the basis of my surveys. It would also be likely
to imply that facades would be more bluish in clear than in overcast
weather, something that is not supported by my observation results.16

10.4 Possible effects of context
The colour of the surround is, in addition to light, one of the most
decisive factors for how we perceive the colour of an object.17 To what
extent can the shown differences between inherent and perceived
colours of facades be caused by simultaneous contrast or other context
effects?
In the standard situation a colour sample is viewed against a white
background and is assigned a code for its perceived colour in that
specific situation. The sample is subject to simultaneous contrast from
the surrounding white paper, which makes its perceived colour less
whitish than it would be against other backgrounds. This “contrast
effected” colour is the one that corresponds to the NCS code of the
sample.
Only in the standardised situation can it be presupposed that the
inherent and the perceived colour are one and the same. But in most
situations colours are seen against other backgrounds than white, which
means that the perceived colour differs from the inherent colour. The
exteriors of houses are seen against a diverse background including soil,
paving, vegetation and other buildings.
The observation objects in this work have been relatively small houses
surrounded by gardens and parks, without immediately adjacent
neighbours in other colours. This means that the discussion about
possible simultaneous contrast effects is not necessarily valid for facades
in other types of surroundings such as continuous urban environment.
The special study of the effects of seasonal colours showed no
simultaneous contrast effects between surroundings and facades, when
the houses were observed from a distance of approximately 50m.18 Let
16

In Chapter 6 it was shown that the hue shift from yellow towards blue was greater
under overcast sky than in clear weather with direct sunlight. Facades lit only by light
from a blue sky showed a larger hue shift than the directly sunlit ones.
17
See Section 1.8 for a discussion of simultaneous contrast and other context effects.
18
See Chapter 8.
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us first look at nuance. No matter if the ground was bare and brown,
green or covered with snow, and no matter if the surrounding trees were
bare, had green foliage or were scattered with snow, the facade always
had a perceived colour that was less blackish and most often more
whitish than its inherent colour. Also there were no measurable
differences in perceived nuance between these different situations,
which led to the conclusion that simultaneous contrast between house
and surroundings was not decisive for the colour that was perceived on
the house.
Thus, the fact that the perceived colour always was less blackish then
the inherent colour may partially be explained by the fact that the colour
sample but not the house was affected by simultaneous contrast from a
white paper. However, a pure simultaneous contrast effect would imply
that the perceived colour always is more whitish than the inherent
colour, and this is not what I have found. True, most colour areas
showed a greater whiteness in perceived than in inherent colour, but for
colours with very little whiteness there was no such whiteness difference
but instead a greater chromaticness for the perceived colour.
Even if this question is not fully explored I see the sample’s
simultaneous contrast from the white paper as a highly plausible
explanation of at least part of the nuance difference between the
perceived and the inherent colour of facades.
Now let us proceed to hue: To what extent could simultaneous contrast
effects be the cause of hue differences between inherent and perceived
colour? Practically all the inherent colours of nature have some
yellowness, as do building materials and surface materials like bricks,
concrete and most paints for external use. Blueness, on the other hand, is
rare and special in the natural environment.19 If there would be
simultaneous contrast effects between house and surroundings, the house
colour would most likely shift from the yellowness of the surroundings
towards blue. This corresponds to the variation patterns presented in
this work. As mentioned earlier there are, however, no colour
differences between houses seen against such different backgrounds as
luxuriant summer greenery, snow covered winter environment and the
brownish variation of wet bare ground, withered grass and leafless trees.
This implies that the perceived hue of the houses is not affected by
simultaneous contrast from the surroundings.
It is, however, very likely that the hue shift from yellow towards blue
is caused by some other type of context effect.20 Åke Svedmyr has
suggested the concept acquired successive contrast, which is discussed
below.
19

Fridell Anter 1996a on ground and vegetation, Fridell Anter & Svedmyr 1996b on
traditional pigments, Fridell Anter & Enberg 1997a on concrete and bricks (the latter in
Swedish).
20
See discussions based on Savannah conference, Section 1.8.
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In most seasons, the outdoor environment as a whole constitutes a
yellow-tinged surrounding for all houses. Red colours are yellowish, as
are green, grey and even white colours. Maybe, then our visual sense
adapts – “calibrates” – to the conditions that usually exist in the specific
situation. The greyest colours that can be found in nature are those that
have a slight tinge of yellow, and we will interpret them as “neutral
grey”.21 Then, when we see an object, such as a facade, with neutral grey
inherent colour we perceive that they have some blueness, as compared
to our experience based “grey standard”. According to the theory of
acquired successive contrast, this effect in not depending on what
colours we see at the same moment as the facade – even when the
ground is covered with snow our vision would seem to be calibrated
after the fact that outdoor environment is usually yellowish.
The effect can be compared to what happens when we put on coloured
glasses. For a moment the colours of the world are changed, but, after
only a few seconds we see everything “normal” again. A similar
adaptation or adjustment occurs in situations where the whole visual
field has one and the same colour – something that in practice can only
be achieved in laboratories. In such experiments the perception of
colour has gradually disappeared, and after a while the test subjects have
perceived their visual field as neutral grey.22
The hypothesis about acquired successive contrast implies that we in a
similar way disregard the overall existing yellowness, and then react
when we meet objects that lack this yellowness. This would mean that
we see blueness in surfaces that have no or only a little yellowness in
their inherent colours – something that agrees with the hue variation
pattern presented in this thesis.
I also find it credible that we would tend to search for distinct
attributes in a colour, attributes that make it easier to define the colour
and distinguish it from its surroundings. These distinct attributes can be
assumed to be the specifically named chromatic attributes of the colour,
together with blackness and whiteness.23 This indicates that the
perceived chromaticness would increase for all colours except for those
that could be called white or black – something that corresponds to the
variation patterns presented.

10.5 The observer’s attitude, references and expectations

21

See the discussion on anchoring, Section 1.8.
Gunnar Tonnquist (personal communication 1997).
23
In the observations with determination method E, spontaneous colour description, the
observers almost always chose colour terms that specified the chromatic attributes – the
hue – of the colour, even if the inherent colour was totally or almost achromatic.
22
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The questions of acquired successive contrast and the search for distinct
attributes lead us to consider other knowledge, references, intentions and
attitudes of the observer. Is it possible that such factors lie behind the
consistent variation patterns in the relationship between inherent and
perceived colour on facades?
As has already been discussed24 the observation attitude is very
decisive for how we perceive the colour of a facade. If a person stands
in front of a painted facade with the inherent colour 1500-N and
specifically poses the question which elementary attributes can be seen
in the colour, the answer might be only white and black – that is a
neutral grey colour. But the next moment the facade might be perceived
to have a slight bluish or purple tone. That is, the perceived colour can
be very ambivalent, and a house can constantly shift its colour in front of
our eyes.
Prof. Hans Fog has presented a theory that might explain this
“ambivalence”.25 He suggests that people at the same time have at least
three frames of reference, which affect which colours we see:
1. An opponent colour system that is based on the neurological
structure of the visual sense. This frame of reference is the basis
for NCS.
2. An acquired frame of reference based on memories and
experiences. Here we are influenced by what colours we are used
to seeing, for example in nature and on houses.
3. The momentary reference system of the visual field, creating the
preconditions for phenomena like simultaneous contrast.
These three frames of reference can sometimes come into conflict, so
that we can not decide what colours we actually we see.
In my opinion it is far from self evident that the opponent colour is the
one providing the spontaneous frame of reference when we try to make
clear to ourselves or others what we see. This is for instance shown by
the difficulties in the Swedish language of specifying the elementary
hues that are the corner stones of NCS. The difficulty is most apparent
for green colours. According to my experience, the green elementary
colour is no special or extra distinct green colour, not even to people
who with great precision can NCS-specify the hue of an observed
colour. This expresses itself in our daily use of language: The Swedish
language does not distinguish between yellowish and bluish green
colours, but the words green or even olive-green26 can be used within
such a large hue range as B20G-G80Y – i.e. more than a third of the
colour circle.27 Sivik & Hård, who have studied the Swedish colour
24

Section 1.7
Discussion seminar at the Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Architectural
Forms, 1996.
26
grön and olivgrön
27
Sivik & Hård 1984 p.15 ( in Swedish).
25
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terminology, here point out an ‘inconsistency’ between NCS and
ordinary colour use: “how yellowish green colours often are called
green, and this even for colours that the observer (on direct question)
has specified as substantially more similar to pure yellow than to pure
green.”28
One more example of the discrepancy between NCS and daily
Swedish language is given by the colour words purple and brown.29 For
nuances around 7010 close to the hue R there is an overlap, so that
brown can be used for bluish colours and purple for yellowish ones.30
To my opinion this indicates that all these “brown-purple” colours can
be considered as belonging to one and the same category. This is only
true, however, as long as you do not decide to specify them according to
the frame of reference that is the basis for NCS.
Many signs indicate that we in everyday life, everyday language and
the unreflective living perception primarily use the acquired reference
system that is created by memories and experiences. For example,
trained art painters can probably see both redness and greenness in one
and the same colour, as they know how to mix it with the pigments
available. But in the moment that they decide to think according to NCS
either the greenness or the redness disappears.
Within the framework of these memories and experiences it is likely
that our perception of house colours is based on our specific experiences
of how just houses usually look.31 The traditional hue scale of Swedish
houses is mainly yellow-red, whereas bluish colours hardly exist at all.
When we see houses that differ from this scale we might tend to enlarge
the difference – which for houses with some tinge of blue would make
us perceive a larger blueness than what there is in the inherent colour.32

28

Ibid. p. 15, translation KFA.
lila and brun
30
Ibid, pp. 16 and 21.
31
These typical house colours could be called prototype colours, with reference to the
psychological concept of prototypicality. See Janssens & Küller 1997 (in Swedish) and
Whitfield & Slatter 1979.
32
A corresponding tendency to enlarge colour attributes that differ from the ordinary has
been shown through “serial reproduction of paradoxical colours”. Test subjects were
asked to reproduce the colours they saw on a picture (computer screen), and each such
reproduction was made the starting point for the next test subject. When the object on
the first picture in the series had a “paradoxical” colour (such as a blue face), the test
subjects successively magnified the paradoxical colour attribute (in this example the
blueness). No such magnification occurred when the colour was normal for the object in
question (such as a blue toy car). Giannini et.al. 1996, my report is also based on their
presentation at the AIC conference 1996.
A daring analogy could be formulated as such: When colour designers choose between a
number of samples all of them are “normal” in this situation – coloured pieces of paper
can according to experience have any colour. The magnification of the perceived
blueness occurs only when the colours are seen on houses, a situation where blueness in
our culture is an unusual and conspicuous colour attribute.
29
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This would mean that colour perception in this respect is culture
dependent.
There is one more possible complication from the vague nature of
language: If the observers have observed the facades in an unreflective
attitude and expressed their observations in everyday language it is not
self evident that their colour determinations can be translated into NCS
terms. When the observers say that a house is purple rose although it has
an inherent colour of 3010-Y70R, this need not necessarily mean that
they see blueness according to the opponent colour system. Instead they
might be trying to say that the colour characteristically differs from
other, more “normal” and more yellowish grey-pink colours. Similarly,
even trained observers may spontaneously say that a greyish green house
is blue-green, even if they in another, more thorough analysis can see no
blueness but instead yellowness.

10.6 Summary of probable explanations for the
variation patterns found
As has already been mentioned, the aim of my work is not primarily to
explain but rather to survey and describe the differences between
inherent colour and perceived colour on facades. In this chapter I have,
however, included some speculation on possible explanations for the
consistent variation patterns that have been found. According to my
view there is not one explanation but a number of interacting
explanations that may have different relative importance in each
individual case.
I see it as probable that differences in both nuance and hue between
inherent and perceived facade colour can be partially explained by the
difference between the outdoor light and the standard light where the
inherent colours were defined. Both energy distribution and intensity are
important and interact in a way that is still to a large extent unexplored.
I also think that simultaneous contrast between the samples and their
white background paper may explain at least part of the nuance
difference between inherent and perceived facade colour. This question
also needs further exploration.
Hue differences may be, at least partially, explained by context effects.
The hypothesis of acquired successive contrast here provides a possible
explanation. It means that we adapt or calibrate our vision to disregard
the yellowness that exists in almost all inherent colours in the outdoor
environment. Then, when we meet surfaces or objects that lack this
yellowness, we perceive them with an added blueness.
Finally I consider our perception of facade colours to be at least
partially cultural dependent. We know how houses usually look and we
tend to exaggerate the differences from this acquired reference.
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10.7 Questions for further research
This thesis work gives impulses for a number of new research projects
that could deepen the understanding of the studied phenomena and
relationships. Some of these are outlined below.
The survey of recurring tendencies and variation patterns could be
made more complete, with special studies of colour areas where
observations have been insufficient and/or have given contradictory
results. One possibility could be to paint full scale experiment facades
within chosen colour areas, and to study them under more controlled
conditions than has been possible when studying existing houses.
It would also be fruitful to test other methods for quantifying the
shown differences between inherent and perceived colour. One way of
doing this could be pair-wise comparisons where selected facades would
be compared to colour samples viewed under controlled conditions. For
each comparison the observers would say which of two samples that was
most similar to the facade, and the results could be processed according
to established statistical methods.33
The importance of gloss for the perceived colour of the facade has
hardly been mentioned in this thesis work. It is likely, however, that
gloss in interaction with the viewing conditions is a very important
factor determining which colour we see in a specific case. A further
study of this would improve the understanding of how a facade’s colour
varies with the viewing conditions. It would also give a basis for
deepened discussions about the wider applicability of the previous
results. Improved knowledge about the impact of gloss would also be
helpful in practical colour design work.
The question of wider applicability can be further explored through
comparative studies under other observations conditions such as light,
surrounding colours and cultural frames of reference. Such studies
would also give a base for more profound discussions about the causes
of the presented variation patterns between inherent and perceived
colour.
A comparison between colour perception in the “daylight simulating”
standard light and in real daylight of different character could add to the
understanding of the underlying causes behind the established variation
patterns. Such a study need not involve facades but could be done with
colour samples under controlled laboratory conditions.
Also the context effects could be further explored through controlled
laboratory experiments. Studies of contrast and adaptation effects in
three dimensions could improve the understanding of why facade
33

Thurston’s Law of Comparative Judgement Case V, Björkman & Ekman 1966 pp.
148ff (in Swedish).
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colours are perceived as they are. Such studies could also contribute to a
further knowledge regarding the interaction of colours.

10.8 Utilisation of results in practical colour design
The starting point of this thesis work was a practical colour design
problem: The designer chooses a colour sample and the facade colour
does not turn out as expected. Thus, an important purpose was to map
the differences between inherent and perceived colour and to present
them in a practically useful manner.
Consistent variation patterns for the found differences have been
presented in Chapter 4, regarding both nuance and hue. These variation
patterns could be useful in practical colour design work if they were
published with simple direct presentation, including clarifying
illustrations.
The found variation patterns could also become the basis for more
elaborated colour design aids, which would demand supplementary
research work. One possibility could be a “translation key”, were the
designer could look up the colour codes for the desired perceived colour
and for the corresponding inherent colour. Such a “key” could take the
form of a table, a computer program or a colour card according to the
principle “it you want this perceived colour – select this inherent
colour”. It might also be possible to present colour samples in a way that
makes the perceived colour of the sample equal to the perceived colour
of a house with the same inherent colour – for instance by choosing
another background colour than white.
Irrespective of the form for presentation, the utilisation of the results is
also a question of education. This knowledge, as well of other aspects of
colour in architecture, runs the risk of not being included into the
experience based knowledge that architects or master painters acquire in
their professional practice. Also, many colours for facades are chosen by
laymen – house owners, property managers, tenant’s societies – that
have even less experience of colour in this context. This makes it very
important that the scientifically grounded knowledge is actively
conveyed to those who actually do colour design.
This means that the knowledge about colour in building contexts
should be given more emphasis in the education of architects and
painters, both in basic professional training and in later development
courses. It is also important that the knowledge is conveyed to paint
dealers, who often act as advisers to private “do it yourself” painters.
My experience, which is also supported by others’ research results34, is
that reports and brochures, no matter how well written, are not enough.
To create interest and understanding for the issues in question there
34

Ericson & Johansson 1990 (in Swedish)
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must also be personal contact between researchers and practitioners, for
instance through courses, lectures and seminars.
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The three main questions
This thesis work starts from an experience shared by many architects
and others who have some time chosen facade colours: The house is not
the colour I thought it would be!
The colours for painted facades are often chosen with the help of
colour samples, selected and combined to give a basis for the purchase
of materials and the painting work. But, once the facade has been
painted, it is all too common that its colours do not look the same as the
samples. Professional colour designers and others who work with
exterior colours on a regular basis soon become aware of the difficulties,
and by trial and error they can gradually find a way to master them.
People who more seldom choose colours for houses run a great risk of
unpleasant surprises, as they cannot foresee the difference between the
colour of the sample and the colour of the house once it has been
painted.
There is also another related experience, that the colour of a facade is
not constant but changes with the observation situation, the distance, the
weather and the season. On the basis of these experiences this thesis
deals with the following main questions:
• Is it possible to survey and map out what colours people perceive
on facades observed under different conditions? If so, what methods
can be used and to what extent it is possible to obtain results of
wider application?
• How does the perceived colour of a facade vary with changing
observation conditions? What is the impact of factors such as light
conditions, viewing distance and surrounding colours?
• How does the perceived colour of the house, in different situations,
differ from the colour corresponding to the specification of the
sample used for selection? Are there any recurring tendencies or
perhaps even consistent variation patterns that can be presented in a
practically useful way?
Starting from these questions I have made a broad explorative survey of
the colours of painted facades seen in daylight. I have not had any initial
hypothesis that I hoped to confirm, but instead I have started from the
complexity of the problem and tried to illustrate it through comparing
five special studies of different aspects. The results of these five studies
have led to a first attempt at systematising and generalising. I have also
discussed possible explanations of the recurring variation patterns
which were apparent in the survey. The thesis is intended as a first step
towards clarifying the questions needed for better understanding of
exterior colour design, discussion of further research directions, and last
but not least the formulation of new and more precise questions.
Basic concepts and definitions
The main concepts and terminology of this thesis are connected to the
Natural Colour System NCS. The term colour thus here is equal to
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colour percept, which means that colour is that which is seen as colour.
The colour of a specific colour object – e.g. a facade - is not a constant
quality belonging to the object but something that varies depending on
the specific viewing situation. In everyday language there are also other
meanings of the word colour (Swedish färg, which is used not only for
colour, but also for paint and dye), and to avoid misunderstanding I have
often used the concept perceived colour as synonymous to colour in the
meaning colour percept.
The colour of an object varies with the viewing situation, and strictly
speaking there is no true colour that the object “really” has. To be able
to describe how the perceived colour varies between different situations
there is however a need for a fixed point of reference among all the
possible colours that the object can assume. To define such a point of
reference I use the concept inherent colour.
In this thesis the concept inherent colour is defined as the colour that
the colour object would have, if it was observed under the standardised
viewing conditions that are a prerequisite for the NCS colour samples to
coincide with their specifications. But to observe facades under such
conditions is in practice impossible. One simply cannot place the house
inside a lightbooth! Therefore the definition has been supplemented with
a operational method of determination, in which the inherent colour is
determined through visual comparison with NCS colour samples placed
directly towards the facade surface.
On colour perception
There is a persistent misunderstanding assuming simple relationships
between, on one hand, the physical radiation energy reaching our eye
and on the other hand, the colours that we perceive. In perception
psychology the perception of an object or a situation is often described
as being built up of many elementary sensations.
The truth is much more complex, however. I agree with the
psychologist J.J. Gibson, who says that the perception, the totality, is
primary, and that sensations are artificial experiences that appear only
under special conditions in physiological and psychological laboratories.
I also share Gibson’s view that it is not the absolute wavelength
composition and/or intensity of the radiation that conveys information,
but rather the relationships in wavelength composition and intensity
between different pencils of rays, the nature of the borders between
these pencils of rays and the transformation over time of the pattern that
they form. Our visual sense reacts to contrasts.
The perceived colour is also influenced by the intentions, references,
knowledge and expectations of the observer. This means that two people
may very well see different colours, even if the external circumstances
are identical. It also means that one person may see alternative colours
by changing his or her observation attitude.
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Thus, in a given situation with light, distance and other external factors
being constant, there is not one perceived colour but a colour area
within which the perceived colour can vary.
Survey of the perceived colour of facades
An important part of the thesis work was to develop and evaluate
methods for finding out what colour people perceive on a specific
facade in a specific situation. The observations objects were 125 painted
timber and rendered facades in the surroundings of Uppsala in midSweden. The houses were observed at approximately right angles to the
facade, most often from a distance of approximately 50 metres. The
colour determinations were made both by skilled colour observers and
by groups of naïve observers, and several facades have been subject for
repeated observations under varying viewing conditions.
Six psychometric methods were tested, including written colour
description and comparison to the samples in the NCS atlas. None of
the methods alone could give reliable results for all observed colour
areas and all the questions posed. Therefore their results were taken
together to give a more profound understanding. The observations
showed some systematic differences between individual observers’
colour assessments, but these differences were so small that they could
not be established by the available methods and thereby could be
assumed not to influence the result of a statistical analysis.
Five special studies were made to explore the facade colour’s
variation with external viewing conditions. As suggested by previous
research three of these studies were of the light situation, the viewing
distance and the surrounding colours in the visual field. The studies
showed that all these factors may cause variations of perceived facade
colour, which is discussed later in this summary. The variations between
different situations were small, however, in comparison to the difference
between inherent and perceived colour of the same facade. I therefore
proposed that every facade can be said to have an “approximate
perceived colour” that certainly can vary depending on observer, light
situation, viewing distance and seasonal surround colours, but where the
variation area always falls within the accuracy limits of the
determination methods. However, this was only demonstrated for the
following circumstances: Painted timber cladding facades without
directly adjacent neighbours of different colours, light that can be called
full daylight and a viewing distance up to a couple of hundred metres.
One of the special studies included rendered facades, and the results
from that study indicate that my discussions and conclusions about the
perceived colour on painted timber facades would be valid also for
facades with painted rendering other single-colour materials. After
discussions on international conferences I also have reason to believe
that the results obtained at least in principle are valid even in situations
that drastically differ from the surveyed, regarding such as light
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conditions, surrounding colours, building tradition and the cultural
references of the observers.
Light, viewing distance and surrounding colours and their impact
on perceived facade colour
Each time we observe a house its perceived facade colour is influenced
by a number of continuously changing factors. The colour that we see on
the facade depends on the qualities of the facade surface, the viewing
situations and factors that lie within ourselves. These factors interact in a
complicated way, and in any single case it is virtually impossible to fully
understand what makes us perceive the specific colour that we see.
This thesis work includes approximately 3600 observations, which has
made it possible to group observations according to influential factors
and analyse one factor at a time, for each such analysis disregarding the
variation of other influential factors.
In the special study on light and perceived facade colour all
observations were divided into four categories regarding the light
situation. Two of them included observations made in direct sunlight,
either at a full or oblique angle to the facade. The third light category
was for observations made in diffuse light for a cloudy, hazy or fully
overcast sky, and the fourth category was for facades that were shaded
and thus lit only by light from a blue or mainly blue sky. Comparisons
between facades observed in the different light situations indicated a
consistent difference between on one hand, direct sunlight (straight or
oblique angle) and on the other hand, diffuse light from an overcast or
blue sky. The diffuse light from an overcast or blue sky gave greater
perceived blackness and less perceived whiteness than the direct
sunlight. There was also a tendency for diffuse light from overcast or
blue sky to give less yellowness and/or greater blueness, which could
show both in hue and chromaticness.
The special study on viewing distance included observations from
approximately 4m and 50m and longer distances up to 1300m. The
results were uncertain due to the small number of observations. but there
were indications for some consistent tendencies that were also supported
by the sparse earlier research in this field. A distance increase from 4m
to 50m did not appear to give any pervading differences in perceived
facade colour. For some colour areas there was, however, a tendency for
the perceived colour to be closer to the inherent colour when distance
was only 4m. Clear tendencies of distance dependent colour differences
could be discerned only when distance increased over 600m. It appeared
as if pink, red and green houses would have a tendency of hue shift from
yellow towards blue with increasing distance. Whiteness would appear
to increase with increasing distance for most colour areas, and
chromaticness would appear to decrease at least for blue and green
houses.
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In the special study on surrounding colours the observations were
divided according to the seasonal colours of ground and vegetation. The
categories used were winter brown, spring green, summer green,
autumn green and winter white. No observations were made against a
background of dazzling red and yellow autumn colours. The analysis
showed no systematic differences between the facade colours perceived
in the different seasonal situations, with or without luxuriant greenery or
snow covering both ground and vegetation. This led to the tentative
conclusion that even if the surrounding seasonal colours might affect
what colours we perceive on facades, the possible differences are so
small that they cannot be detected with the used determinations methods.
Conclusion: the relationship between inherent and perceived facade
colour
The comparison between the “approximate perceived colours” and the
inherent colours of the observed facades showed consistent variation
patterns for differences in both hue and nuance. The most obvious and
consistent tendency was that the perceived facade colour always had less
blackness than the inherent colour. This was true for all observed
facades with inherent colours from a large part of the colour world.
The decrease of blackness corresponded to an increase of whiteness
and/or chromaticness. It here seems as if inherent colours with much
whiteness would give perceived colours with even more whiteness and
unchanged chromaticness. When the inherent colour has only a little
whiteness it would, on the contrary, be the chromaticness that increased
the most, whereas the whiteness of inherent and perceived colour would
be approximately the same. See Figure 4005, Section 4.3.
Also the hue differences between inherent and perceived colour
showed a consistent variation. See Figure 4006, Section 4.4. Using the
NCS colour circle the recurring tendencies can be described as follows:
• Inherent colours in the reddish yellow octant, the green/yellow
quadrant and the blue/green quadrant would tend to give perceived
colours which shifted anticlockwise in the circle, aiming towards a
breaking point where inherent and perceived colour would seem to
coincide, near the hue of the blue elementary colour.
• Inherent colours in the yellowish red octant and most of the red/blue
quadrant on the contrary would tend to shift clockwise aiming
towards the same breaking point.
• The breaking point between reddish yellow colours that were
shifted anticlockwise and yellowish red colours that were shifted
clockwise has not been identified, owing to too few observations in
this area. It appeared to lie somewhere between the hues Y35R and
Y60R.
• Neutral grey inherent colours would tend to get an added
chromaticness and hue near blue.
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The majority of the observations implied that a breaking point that
is common for all the shifts would exist somewhere between the
hues B and R70B. For blue inherent colours with only a little
whiteness, some of the observations instead pointed towards a
breaking point with a hue of a somewhat greenish blue.

Possible explanations of the variation patterns found
The aim of my work has been primarily to survey and describe rather
than explain the differences between inherent colour and perceived
colour on facades. I have, however, included some speculation on
possible explanations for the consistent variation patterns found. I
consider there is not one explanation but a number of interacting
explanations that may have different relative importance in each
individual case.
It is probable that differences in both nuance and hue between inherent
and perceived facade colour can be partially explained by the difference
between outdoor light and the standard light where inherent colours
were defined. Both energy composition and intensity are important and
interact in a way that is still to a large extent unexplored.
Also the simultaneous contrast between the samples and their white
background paper in the standard situation may explain at least part of
the nuance difference between inherent and perceived facade colour.
This question also needs further exploration.
The found hue differences may be, at least partially, explained by
context effects. The hypothesis of acquired successive contrast here
provides a possible explanation. It means that we adapt or calibrate our
vision to disregard the yellowness that exists in almost all inherent
colours in the outdoor environment; when we meet surfaces or objects
lacking this yellowness, we perceive them with an added blueness.
Finally I consider perception of facade colours to be at least partially
cultural dependent. We know how houses usually look and tend to
notice and exaggerate the differences from this acquired reference.
Practical application of results
Results have immediate applicability; suitably illustrated and published,
the variation patterns found could be of direct practical use in exterior
colour design.
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Sammanfattning (Summary in Swedish)
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De tre huvudfrågorna
Utgångspunkten för denna avhandling är en erfarenhet som delas av
många arkitekter och andra som någon gång har valt färger för fasader:
Huset fick inte den färg som jag hade föreställt mig!
Fasader som ska målas färgsätts ofta med hjälp av färgprover, som
väljs och kombineras för att ge underlag för materialbeställning och
målning. Men när fasaden väl är målad är det alltför ofta så att dess
färger inte ser likadana ut som på proverna. Professionella
byggnadsfärgsättare och andra som regelbundet sysslar med utvändig
färgsättning blir snart medvetna om svårigheterna och kan, med
erfarenhetens hjälp, så småningom hitta ett sätta att bemästra dem.
Människor som mera sällan väljer färger för hus löper stor risk att råka
ut för obehagliga överraskningar, eftersom de inte kan förutsäga
skillnaden mellan färgprovets färg och det färdiga husets.
Ytterligare en erfarenhet är, att färgen inte är konstant utan förändras
med betraktningssituationen, avståndet, väderleken och årstiden. Med
utgångspunkt från dessa erfarenheter behandlar denna avhandling
följande tre huvudfrågor:
• Är det möjligt att kartlägga vilka färger människor uppfattar på
fasader som betraktas under olika förhållanden? Vilka metoder kan
i så fall användas och i vilken mån kan man komma fram till
generellt giltiga resultat?
• Hur varierar den färg man uppfattar på en fasad när
betraktningsförhållandena förändras? Vad betyder faktorer som
ljusförhållanden, betraktningsavstånd och omgivningsfärger?
• Hur skiljer sig husets uppfattade färg, i olika situationer, från den
färg som motsvaras av beteckningen på det färgprov man använde
för att välja färg? Finns här några genomgående tendenser eller
t.o.m. konsekventa variationsmönster som går att presentera på ett
praktiskt användbart sätt?
Med utgångspunkt från dessa frågor har jag gjort en bred explorativ
studie av färgerna hos målade fasader sedda i dagsljus. Jag har inte haft
någon inledande hypotes som jag hoppats få bekräftad utan i stället
utgått från komplexiteten i frågeställningen och försökt illustrera den
genom fem delstudier som belyser olika aspekter. Delstudiernas resultat
har lett till ett första försök till systematisering och generalisering. Jag
har också diskuterat möjliga förklaringar till de återkommande
variationsmönster som visade sig. Avhandlingen avser att vara en första
ansats mot att klargöra problematiken och därmed ge bättre
kunskapsunderlag för färgsättning av fasader, att diskutera tänkbara
vägar för framtida forskning och – inte minst – formulera nya och mera
precisa frågor.
Grundläggande begrepp och definitioner
I avhandlingen används det begreppssystem som hör ihop med
färgsystemet NCS. Begreppet färg är där liktydigt med färgpercept,
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vilket innebär att färg är det man ser som färg. Färgen är inte en
konstant egenskap hos objektet – t.ex. en fasad – utan någonting som
beror av den specifika betraktningssituationen. Ordet färg används dock
även i andra betydelser, vilket framgår av sammanställningarna
latexfärg, hudfärg och färg-TV. För tydlighetens skull använder jag
därför ofta begreppet uppfattad färg som definitionsmässigt är samma
sak som färg i betydelsen färgpercept.
Färgen hos ett föremål varierar med betraktningssituationen, och det
finns strängt taget ingen sann och entydigt färg som föremålet
”egentligen” har. För att kunna beskriva hur den uppfattade färgen
varierar mellan olika situationer behöver man dock en fast
referenspunkt bland alla de möjliga färger som föremålet kan anta. För
att definiera en sådan referenspunkt använder jag begreppet egenfärg.
I denna avhandling definieras egenfärg som den färg som färgobjektet
skulle ha om det observerades under de standardiserade
betraktningsförhållanden som gäller för att NCS färgprover ska
överensstämma med sina beteckningar. Att iaktta husfasader under
dessa standardiserade betraktningsförhållanden är dock i praktiken
ogörligt -–man kan ju inte placera huset i en ljusbox! Definitionen på
egenfärg har därför
kompletterats
med en operationell
bestämningsmetod, där egenfärgen bestäms genom visuell jämförelse
med NCS-färgprover placerade direkt mot fasadytan.
Om färgperception
Det råder en stark och vitt spridd missuppfattning om enkla samband
mellan å ena sidan den fysiska strålningsenergi som når vårt öga och å
andra sidan de färger vi uppfattar. Inom perceptionspsykologin är det
också vanligt att beskriva perceptionen av ett objekt eller en situation
som uppbyggd av en mängd elementära sinnesförnimmelser.
Sanningen är dock mycket mera komplex än så. Jag instämmer med
psykologen
J.J.
Gibson,
som
menar
att
perceptionen,
helhetsupplevelsen, är det primära och att förnimmelser är konstlade
upplevelser som endast visar sig under speciella förhållanden som t.ex. i
psykologiska och fysiologiska laboratorier. Vidare hävdar jag att det
inte är ljusstrålningens absoluta sammansättning som förmedlar
information, utan i stället förhållandet i våglängdssammansättning
mellan olika strålningsknippen, arten av gränserna mellan sådana
knippen samt förändringen över tiden av det mönster de uppvisar. Vårt
synsinne reagerar på kontraster.
Till detta kommer att den uppfattade färgen påverkas av betraktarens
avsikter, referenser, kunskaper och förväntningar. Detta innebär att två
personer mycket väl kan se olika färger även om de yttre
omständigheterna är identiska. Det innebär också att en och samma
person kan se alternativa färger genom att förändra sin
betraktningsattityd.
I en given situation med konstant ljus, betraktningsavstånd och andra
yttre förhållanden, finns det alltså inte en uppfattad färg utan ett
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färgområde inom vilket den uppfattade färgen kan variera.
Kartläggning av uppfattad färg på fasader
En viktig del av avhandlingsarbetet har varit att utarbeta och utvärdera
metoder för att klargöra vilken färg människor uppfattar på en viss fasad
i en viss situation. Observationsobjekten var 125 målade trä- och
putsfasader i Uppsalatrakten. Husen betraktades ungefär vinkelrätt mot
fasaden, vanligtvis från ett avstånd på c:a 50 meter. Färgbestämningarna
gjordes både av tränade färgobservatörer och grupper av ”naiva”
observatörer, och många av fasaderna blev föremål för upprepade
observationer under olika betraktningsförhållanden.
Sex psykometriska metoder prövades, bl.a. olika varianter av verbal
färgbeskrivning samt jämförelse med proverna i NCS atlas. Ingen av
metoderna kunde ensam ge tillförlitliga resultat för alla observerade
färgområden och alla ställda frågor. De kombinerades därför för att ge
en djupare förståelse. Observationerna visade på systematiska skillnader
mellan olika individers angivelser av uppfattad färg, men dessa
skillnader var så små att de inte kunde säkerställas med tillgängliga
metoder och därmed kan förutsättas inte påverka resultatet av en
statistisk analys.
I fem specialstudier undersöktes hur fasadens uppfattade färg varierar
med de yttre betraktningsbetingelserna. Med stöd av tidigare forskning
koncentrerades tre av studierna på ljussituationen, betraktningsavståndet
och omkringliggande färger i synfältet. Studierna visade att alla dessa
faktorer kan leda till variationer hos fasadens uppfattade färg, vilket
diskuteras senare i denna sammanfattning. Variationen mellan olika
situationer var dock liten i jämförelse med skillnaden mellan egenfärg
och uppfattad färg hos en och samma fasad. Jag ser detta som ett tecken
på att varje fasad kan sägas ha en ”ungefärlig uppfattad färg” som
visserligen kan variera beroende på observatören, ljussituationen,
betraktningsavståndet och de årstidsbundna omgivningsfärgerna, men
där
variationsområdet
faller
inom
bestämningsmetodernas
noggrannhetsområde. Detta har dock bara visats under de givna
förutsättningarna: Fasader av målad träpanel utan direkt anslutande
grannar med annan färg, belysning som kan kallas fullt dagsljus och ett
betraktningsavstånd på upp till ett par hundra meter.
En av specialstudierna omfattade putsade fasader, och resultatet visar
här på att mina diskussioner och slutsatser om målade träfasaders
uppfattade färg skulle kunna vara giltiga även för fasader av målad puts
och andra enfärgade fasadmaterial. Efter diskussioner på internationella
konferenser har jag också anledning att tro att de erhållna resultaten
åtminstone i sina huvuddrag är giltiga även i situationer som drastiskt
skiljer sig från de undersökta vad gäller t.ex. ljusförhållanden,
omgivningsfärger, byggnadstradition och observatörernas kulturella
referenser.
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Ljussituationens, betraktningsavståndets och omgivningsfärgernas
betydelse för fasadens uppfattade färg
Varje gång vi ser på ett hus påverkas dess uppfattade färg av en mängd
faktorer som hela tiden förändras. Den färg vi ser beror på fasadytans
egenskaper, på betraktningssituationen och på faktorer som ligger hos
oss själva. Dessa faktorer samverkar på ett komplicerat sätt, och i varje
enskilt fall är det i praktiken omöjligt att helt förstå vad som får oss att
uppfatta just denna färg.
Avhandlingsarbetet innefattar ungefär 3600 observationer, vilket gjort
det möjligt att gruppera observationerna utifrån påverkansfaktorer och
analysera en faktor i taget, och i det sammanhanget bortse från
variationen hos andra påverkansfaktorer.
I specialstudien om ljus och uppfattad fasafärg delades alla
observationer upp i fyra kategorier med avseende på ljussituationen.
Två av dem omfattade observationer gjorda i direkt solljus, antingen
rakt eller snett mot fasaden. Den tredje ljuskategorien omfattade
observationer gjorda i diffust ljus från en molnig, disig eller helt mulen
himmel, och den fjärde kategorin omfattade fasaed som varit
beskuggade och därmed belysta enbart av ljuset från en helt eller
övervägande blå himmel. Jämförelser mellan fasader som observerats i
de olika ljussituationerna visar på en genomgående skillnad mellan å
ena sidan direkt solljus – rakt eller snett mot fasaden – och å andra sidan
diffust ljus från molntäckt himmel samt himmelsbelysning av skuggad
fasader. Det diffusa ljuset från molnig eller blå himmel gav större
uppfattad svarthet och mindre uppfattad vithet än det direkta solljuset.
Samtidigt fanns en tendens till att diffust ljus från molnig eller blå
himmel gav mindre gulhet och/eller större blåhet, vilket kunde visa sig i
både kulörtonen och kulörtheten.
Delstudien om betraktningsavstånd omfattade observationer gjorda
från ungefär 4m, 50m och längre avstånd upp till 1300m. Resultaten var
osäkra beroende på det ringa antalet observationer, men det fanns
tecken på vissa genomgående tendenser som också stöddes av den
sparsamma tidigare forskningen inom området. En avståndsökning från
4 till 50 meter föreföll inte ge några genomgående skillnader i uppfattad
färg. För vissa färgområden fanns dock en tendens till att den uppfattade
färgen låg närmare egenfärgen när avståndet var endast 4m. Tydliga
tendenser till avståndsberoende färgskillnader kunde skönjas först vid
en ökning till över 600m. Det förefaller som om rosa, röda och gröna
hus skulle ha en tendens till kulörtonförskjutning från gult mot blått vid
ökande avstånd. Vitheten förefaller att öka med avståndet för de flesta
färgområden, medan kulörtheten förefaller minska åtminstone för blåa
och gröna hus.
I delstudien om omgivningsfärgernas betydelse grupperades observationerna med utgångspunkt från de årstidsbundna färgerna på mark och
vegetation. De använda kategorierna var vinterbrunt, vårgrönt,
sommargrönt, höstgrönt och vintervitt. Inga observationer gjordes mot
bakgrund av prunkande gula och röda höstfärger. Analysen visade inga
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systematiska skillnader mellan de fasadfärger som uppfattades i de olika
årstidssituationerna, med eller utan frodig grönska eller snötäcke över
mark och vegetation. Detta ledde fram till den försiktiga slutsatsen att
även om omgivningens årstidsfärger kan påverka vilken färg vi
uppfattar på fasader så är de eventuella skillnaderna så små att de inte
kan mätas med de använda metoderna för färgbestämning.
Slutsatser: förhållandet mellan egenfärg och uppfattad fasadfärg
Jämförelsen mellan de observerade fasadernas ”ungefärliga uppfattade
färger” och deras egenfärger visade på konsekventa variationsmönster
för både nyans- och kulörtonskillnader. Den mest tydliga och
genomgående tendensen var att den uppfattade färgen alltid hade
mindre svarthet än egenfärgen. Detta gällde för alla de delar av
färgvärlden som överhuvudtaget påträffats på de observerade fasaderna.
Minskningen i svarthet motsvarades av en ökning i vithet och/eller
kulörthet. Det förefaller här som om egenfärger med stor vithet skulle
ge uppfattade färger med ännu större vithet och oförändrad kulörthet.
Där egenfärgen har endast ringa vithet förefaller det i stället vara
kulörtheten som ökar mest, medan vitheten är ungefär densamma hos
egenfärg och uppfattad färg. Nyansskillnaderna mellan egenfärg och
uppfattad färg visas i figur 4005, avsnitt 4.3.
Även kulörtonsskillnaderna mellan egenfärg och uppfattad färg
uppvisade ett konsekvent variationsmönster, som visas i figur 4006,
avsnitt 4.4. med utgångspunkt från NCS färgcirkel kan mönstret
beskrivas på följande sätt:
• Egenfärger i den rödaktigt gula oktanten, den gröngula kvadranten
och den blågröna kvadranten tenderar att ge uppfattade färger
förskjutna moturs i cirkeln mot en brytpunkt där egenfärg och
uppfattad färg sammanfaller, nära den blå elementarfärgens
kulörton.
• Egenfärger i den gulaktigt röda oktanten och större delen av den
rödblå kvadranten tenderar i stället att förskjutas medurs i riktning
mot samma brytpunkt.
• Brytpunkten mellan de rödaktigt gula egenfärger som förskjuts
moturs och de gulaktigt röda egenfärger som förskjuts medurs har
inte kunnat påvisas beroende på alltför få observationer i detta
färgområde. Den förefaller ligga mellan kulörtonerna Y35R och
Y60R.
• Neutralgrå egenfärger tenderar att få en tillkommande kulörthet och
en kulörton nära blått.
• Huvuddelen av observationerna tydde på, att en för alla
förskjutningarna gemensam brytpunkt skulle finnas någonstans
mellan kulörtonerna B och R70B. För blå egenfärger med endast
liten vithet pekade vissa observationer i stället på en brytpunkt med
något grönaktigt blå kulörton.
Tänkbara förklaringar till de påvisade variationsmönstren
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Syftet med mitt arbete var inte främst att förklara utan att kartlägga och
beskriva skillnaderna mellan egenfärg och uppfattad färg hos fasader.
Jag har dock även gjort vissa spekulationer kring tänkbara förklaringar
till de genomgående variationsmönster som har visats. Enligt min
uppfattning finns det inte en förklaring utan en rad samverkande
förklaringar, som kan ha inbördes olika betydelse i varje enskilt fall.
Jag ser det som troligt att både nyans- och kulörtonsskillnaderna
mellan egenfärg och uppfattad färg till en del kan förklaras av
skillnaderna mellan dagsljuset utomhus och det standardljus där
egenfärgen definieras. Både energifördelning och intensitet har
betydelse och samverkar på ett sätt som fortfarande till stor del är
outforskat.
Vidare ser jag provernas simultankontrast mot det vita
bakgrundspappret i standardsituationen som en trolig förklaring till
åtminstone en del av den påvisade nyansskillnaden mellan fasadernas
egenfärg och deras uppfattade färg. Även denna fråga behöver utforskas
vidare.
De påvisade kulörtonsskillnaderna skulle åtminstone delvis kunna
förklaras genom omgivningseffekter. Hypotesen om inlärd
successivkontrast erbjuder här en möjlig förklaring. Den innebär att man
anpassar eller kalibrerar sitt seende till att bortse från den gulhet som
finns hos nästan alla egenfärger i utomhusmiljön. När man så möter
ytor eller föremål som saknar denna gulhet, så ser man hos dem en
tillkommande blåhet.
Slutligen anser jag att vår perception av fasadfärger är åtminstone
delvis kulturberoende. Vi vet hur hus brukar se ut och vi lägger märke
till och tenderar att förstärka skillnaderna gentemot denna inlärda
referens.
Resultatens praktiska användbarhet
Resultaten är omedelbart användbara; om de presenteras och illustreras
på ett lämpligt sätt kan de funna variationsmönstren direkt medverka till
större kunskap och säkerhet vid exteriört färgsättningsarbete.
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